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INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence (AI) appears poised to transform the economy across sectors ranging from healthcare and finance to retail and education. What some have coined the “Fourth Industrial Revolution” is driven by three key trends: greater availability of data, increases in computing power, and improvements to algorithm design. First, increasingly large amounts of data have fueled the ability for computers to learn, such as by training an algorithmic language model on all of Wikipedia. Second, better computational capacity (often termed “compute”) and compute capability have enabled researchers to build models that were unimaginable merely ten years ago, spanning billions of parameters (an exponential increase in scope from previous models). Third, basic innovations in algorithms are helping scientists to drive forward AI, such as the reinforcement learning techniques that enabled a computer to defeat the world champion in the board game Go.

Historically, partnerships between the government, universities, and industries have anchored the U.S. innovation ecosystem. The federal government played a critical role in subsidizing basic research, enabling universities to undertake high-risk research that can take decades to commercialize. This approach catalyzed radar technology, the internet, and GPS devices. As the economists Ben Jones and Larry Summers put it, “[e]ven under very conservative assumptions, it is difficult to find an average return below $4 per $1 spent” on innovation, and the social returns might be closer to $20 for every dollar spent. Industry, in turn, scales and commercializes applications.

worked as a software engineer at Facebook and as a venture investor at In-Q-Tel and Tusk Ventures.

A. Challenges to the AI Innovation Ecosystem

Yet this innovation ecosystem faces serious potential challenges. Computing power has become critical for the advancement of AI, but the high cost of compute has placed cutting-edge AI research in a position accessible only to key industry players and a handful of elite universities.\textsuperscript{11} Access to data—the raw ingredients used to train most AI models—is increasingly limited to the private sector and large platforms,\textsuperscript{12} since government data sources remain largely inaccessible to the AI research community.\textsuperscript{13} As the National Security Commission on AI (NSCAI) has determined, “[t]he consolidation of the AI industry threatens U.S. technological competitiveness.”\textsuperscript{14}

Four interrelated challenges illustrate this finding: first, we are seeing a significant brain drain of researchers departing universities.\textsuperscript{15} In 2011, AI PhDs were roughly as likely to go into industry as academia.\textsuperscript{16} Ten years later, two-thirds of AI PhDs go into industry, and less than one-quarter go into academia.\textsuperscript{17} Second, these trends indicate that many university researchers struggle to engage in cutting-edge science, draining the field of the diverse set of research voices that it needs. Third, the fundamental research that would guarantee the United States stays at the helm of AI innovation is being crowded out. By one estimate, 82 percent of algorithms used today originated from federally funded nonprofits and universities, but “U.S. leadership has faded in recent decades.”\textsuperscript{18} Fourth, government agencies have faced challenges in building compute infrastructure.\textsuperscript{19}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Stu\textsuperscript{a}rt Zw\textsuperscript{e}ben & Betsy Bizot, Computing Rsch. Ass’n, 2019 Taulbee Survey: Total Undergrad CS Enrollment Rises Again, but with Fewer New Majors; Doctoral Degree Production Recovers From Last Year’s Dip (2019).
\item Jathan Sadowski, When Data is Capital: Datification, Accumulation, and Extraction, 2019 Big Data & Soc’y 1 (2019).
\item Id.
\item Id.
\item See, e.g., U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., GAO-16-696T, Federal Agencies Need
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
and there are societal benefits to reducing the cost of core governance functions and improving government’s internal capacity to develop, test, and hold AI systems accountable. In short, a growing imbalance in AI innovation tilts toward industry, leaving academic and noncommercial research behind. Given the long-standing role of academic and non-commercial research in innovation, this shift has substantial negative consequences for the American research ecosystem.

B. The National AI Research Resource Task Force Act

Responding to these challenges, Congress enacted the National AI Research Resource Task Force Act as part of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) in January 2021. The Act forms part of the National Artificial Intelligence Initiative, which identifies further steps to increase research investments, set technical standards, and build a stronger AI workforce. The Act created a Task Force—the composition of which was announced on June 10, 2021—to study and plan for the implementation of a “National Artificial Intelligence Research Resource” (NAIRR), namely “a system that provides researchers and students across scientific fields and disciplines with access to compute resources, co-located with publicly available, artificial intelligence-ready government and non-government data sets.” This research resource has also been referred to as the National Research Cloud (NRC) and was strongly endorsed by the NSCAI, which wrote that the NRC “will strengthen the foundation of American AI innovation by supporting more equitable growth of the field, expanding AI expertise across the country, and applying AI to

---

a broader range of fields.”24

While other initiatives have sought to improve access to compute or data in isolation,25 the NRC will generate distinct positive externalities by integrating compute and data, the two bottlenecks for high-quality AI research. Specifically, the NRC will provide affordable access to high-end computational resources, large-scale government datasets in a secure cloud environment, and the necessary expertise to benefit from this resource through a close partnership between academia, government, and industry. By expanding access to these critical resources in AI research, the NRC will support basic scientific AI research, the democratization of AI innovation, and the promotion of U.S. leadership in AI.

C. Themes

Stanford Law School’s Policy Lab program convened a multidisciplinary research team of graduate students, staff, and faculty drawn from Stanford’s business, law, and engineering schools to study the feasibility of and considerations for designing the NRC. Over the past six months, this group studied existing models for compute resources and government data, interviewed a wide range of government, computer science, and policy experts, and examined the technical, business, legal, and policy requirements. This Article was commissioned by Stanford’s Institute for Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence (HAI), which originated the proposal for the NRC in partnership with 21 other research universities.26

Throughout our research, we observed three primary themes that cut across all areas of our investigation. We have integrated these themes into each section of our Article and have drawn on

______________________________

24 Nat’l Sec. Comm’n on A.I., supra note 14, at 191.
them to explain our findings.

- **Complementarity between compute and data.** As we evaluated the existing computing and data-sharing ecosystems, one of the systemic challenges we observed was a decoupling of compute resources from data infrastructures. High-performance computing is useless without data, and a major impediment to data sharing—particularly for high-value government data—lies in requirements for a secure, privacy-protecting computing environment.

- **Rebalancing AI research toward long-term, academic, and noncommercial research.** Presently, AI innovation is disproportionately dependent on the private sector. Public investment in basic AI infrastructure can both support innovation in the public interest and complement private innovation efforts. The NRC directs more resources toward AI development in the public interest and helps ensure long-term leadership by the United States in the field by supporting the kind of pure, basic research that the private sector cannot undertake alone.

- **Coordinating short-term and long-term approaches to creating the NRC.** Our research considers many near-term pathways for standing up a working version of the NRC by spelling out how to work within existing constraints. We also identify the structural, legal, and policy challenges to be addressed in the long term for executing the full vision of the NRC.

We summarize our main recommendations here.

**D. Compute Model**

**The “Make or Buy” Decision.** The main policy choice will be whether to build public computing infrastructure or purchase services from existing commercial cloud providers.

- It is well-established that, based solely on hardware costs, it is more cost-effective to own infrastructure
when computing demand is close to continuous. The government also has experience building high-performance computing clusters, which are typically built by contractors and operated by national laboratories. The National Science Foundation (NSF) has also supported many supercomputing initiatives at academic institutions.

- The main countervailing concerns are that existing commercial cloud providers have software stacks and usability that AI researchers have widely adopted and may consider to be a more user-friendly platform. Commercial cloud providers offer a way to expand capacity expeditiously, although scale and availability will still be constrained by the availability of current graphics processing unit (GPU) computing resources.

- We recommend a dual investment strategy:
  - First, the compute model of the NRC can be quickly launched by subsidizing and negotiating cloud computing for AI researchers with existing vendors, expanding on existing initiatives like the NSF’s CloudBank project.
  - Second, the NRC should invest in a pilot for public infrastructure to assess the ability to provide similar resources in the long run. Such publicly owned infrastructure would still be built under contract or grant but could be operated

---

30 Cloudbank, supra note 25.
much like national laboratories (e.g., Sandia National Laboratories, Oak Ridge National Laboratory) that own sophisticated supercomputing facilities or academic supercomputing facilities.

**Researcher Eligibility.** While some have argued the NRC should be open for commercial access, for the purposes of this Article, we adhered to the spirit of the legislation forming the NAIRR Task Force and only reviewed the use of an NRC for academic and nonprofit AI research. We recommend that the NRC eligibility start with academics who hold “Principal Investigator” (PI) status (i.e., most faculty) at U.S. colleges and universities, as well as “Affiliated Government Agencies” willing to contribute previously unreleased, high-value datasets to the NRC in return for subsidized compute resources. PI status should be interpreted expansively to encompass all fields of AI application. Students working with PIs should presumptively gain access to the NRC. Scaling the NRC to meet the demand of all students in the United States may be challenging, but we also recommend the creation of educational programs as part of the new resource to help train the next generation of AI researchers.

**Mechanism.** In order to keep the award processing costs down, we recommend a base level of compute access to meet the majority of researcher computing needs. Base-level access avoids high overhead for grant administration and may meet the compute demands for the supermajority of researchers. For researchers with exceptional needs, we recommend a streamlined grant process for additional compute access.

**E. Data Access Model**

**Focus on Government Data.** We focus our recommendations for data provision/access to government data because: (1) there are already a wide range of platforms for sharing private data, and (2) distribution by the NRC of private

---

datasets would raise a tangle of thorny IP issues. We recommend that researchers be allowed to compute on any datasets they themselves contribute, provided they certify they have the rights to that data, and the use of such data is for academic research purposes.

**Tiered Access.** We recommend a tiered access model: by default, researchers will gain access to government data that is already public; researchers can then apply through a streamlined process to gain access at higher security levels on a project-specific basis. It will be critical for the NRC to ultimately displace the current fragmented agency-by-agency relational approach. By providing secure virtual environments and harmonizing security standards (e.g., Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP))\(^{32}\), the NRC can collaborate with proposals for a National Secure Data Service\(^{33}\) to provide a model for accelerating AI research, while protecting data privacy and prioritizing data security.

**Agency Incentives.** To incentivize federal agencies to share data with the NRC and improve the state of public sector technology, we recommend the NRC permit federal agency staff to use the NRC’s compute resources. In keeping with the practices of existing data-sharing programs, such as the Coleridge Initiative,\(^{34}\) we also recommend that the NRC provide training and support to work with agencies to modernize and harmonize their data standards.

**Strategic Investment for Data Sources.** In the short term, we recommend that the NRC focus its efforts on making available non-sensitive, low-to-moderate-risk government datasets, rather than sensitive government data (e.g., data about individuals) or data from the private sector, due to data privacy and intellectual property concerns. Researchers can still use NRC compute resources on private data but should

---


\(^{33}\) See Fact Sheet, supra note 25.

\(^{34}\) See Administrative Data Research Facility, COLERIDGE INITIATIVE, https://coleridgeinitiative.org/adrft/ (last visited July 26, 2021).
rely on existing mechanisms to acquire data for their own private buckets on the NRC. For example, images taken from Earth observation satellites, such as Landsat imagery, provide a promising low-risk, high-reward government dataset, as making such satellite imagery freely available to researchers has generated an estimated $3-4 billion in annual economic benefits, particularly when combined with high-performance computing. Agencies such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Geological Survey, the Census Bureau, the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, for instance, also have rich datasets that can more readily be deployed. In the long run, access to high-risk datasets, such as those owned by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), will depend on the tiered access model.

**F. Organizational Form**

Where to institutionally locate the NRC poses a trade-off between ease of coordination to obtain compute and ease of data access. For instance, locating the NRC within a single agency would make coordination with compute providers easier, but would make data access across agencies more difficult, absent further statutory authority. Efforts to make data access to government data easier, most notably the Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act of 2018, have proven to be among the most daunting challenges of government modernization. Building on those insights, we ultimately recommend that the NRC be instituted as a Federally Funded Research and Development Center (FFRDC) in the short run, and

---


36 See Bipartisan Pol’Y Ctr., Barriers to Using Government Data: Extended Analysis of the U.S. Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking’s Survey of Federal Agencies and Offices 18-20 (2018); see also U.S. Dep’t of Health & Hum. Serv., The State of Data Sharing at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 4 (2018) (describing how data at the agency is “largely kept in silos with a lack of organizational awareness of what data are collected across the Department and how to request access.”).
a public-private partnership (PPP) in the long run.

**FFRDC.** FFRDCs at Affiliated Government Agencies would reduce the significant costs of securing data from those host agencies. This approach will also cohere with the greater reliance on commercial cloud credits in the short run, making compute and data coordination less central. In the long run, however, streamlined coordination between data and compute may be more difficult with FFRDCs hosted at specific agencies when (1) the NRC moves away from commercial cloud credits and toward its own high-performance computing cluster, and (2) a greater number of interagency datasets become available.

**PPP.** In the long run, we recommend the creation of a PPP model, governed by officers from Affiliated Government Agencies, academic researchers, and representatives from the technology sector, which can house both compute and data resources.

### G. Additional Considerations

**Data Privacy.** As an initial matter, an NRC where sensitive or individually identifiable administrative data from multiple agencies are used to build and train AI models will face challenges from the Privacy Act of 1974.\(^{37}\) The Act is intended to put a check on interagency data-sharing and disclosure of sensitive data without consent.

- In order to avoid conflicts with nonconsensual interagency data-sharing, we recommend that the NRC should not be instituted as its own federal agency, nor should federal agency staff be allowed access to interagency data.

- To avoid conflicts with the Act’s “no disclosure without consent” requirement, any data released to the NRC must not be individually identifiable. Despite these constraints, the majority of AI research will likely fall under the Act’s statistical research exception, contingent

---

on proposals aligning with an agency’s core purpose.

- Given concerns about potential privacy risks, federal agencies may desire to share data, contingent on the use of technical privacy measures (e.g., differential privacy). While useful in many instances, technical approaches are no panacea and should not substitute for data access policies.

- The NRC should explore the design of virtual “data safe rooms” that enable researchers to access data in a secure, monitored, and cloud-based environment.

- Additional legislative interventions could also facilitate data-sharing with the NRC (e.g., requiring IT modernization to include data-sharing plans with the NRC).

**Ethics.** Rapid innovation in AI research raises a host of potential ethical challenges. Given the scope of the NRC, it will not be feasible to review every single research proposal for potential ethical violations, particularly since ethical standards are still in flux. The NRC should adopt a twofold approach.

- First, for default PI access to base-level data and compute, the NRC should establish an ex-post review process for allegations of ethical research violations. Access may be revoked when research is shown to violate ethical standards manifestly and seriously. We emphasize that the high standard for a violation should be informed by the academic speech implications and potential political consequences of government involvement in administering the NRC and determining academic research directions.

- Second, for applications requesting access to restricted datasets or resources beyond default compute, which will necessarily undergo some review, researchers should be required to provide an ethics impact statement. One of the advantages of beginning with PIs is that university faculty are accountable under existing IRBs for human subject research, as well as to the tenets of peer review.
We urge non-NRC parties (e.g., universities) to explore a range of measures to address ethical concerns in AI compute (e.g., an ethics review process\textsuperscript{38} or embedding ethicists in projects).\textsuperscript{39}

**Security.** We recommend that the NRC take the lead in setting security classifications and protocols, in part to counteract a balkanized security system across federal agencies that would stymie the ability to host datasets. The NRC should use dedicated security staff to work with Affiliated Government Agencies and university representatives to harmonize and modernize agency security standards.

**Intellectual Property (IP).** While the evidence on optimal IP incentives for innovation is mixed, we recommend that the NRC adopt the same approach to allocating patent rights, copyrights, and data rights to NRC users that apply to federal funding agreements. The NRC should additionally consider conditions for requiring NRC researchers to disclose or share their research outputs under an open-access license.

**Human Resources.** Given its ambition, significant human resources—from systems engineers to data officers, and from grants administrators to privacy, ethics, and cybersecurity staff—will be necessary to make the NRC a success.

As we spell out, the NRC is an idea worth taking seriously. It is worth being clear, however, what it would and would not solve. The NRC would enable much greater access to—and in that sense, would democratize—forms of AI and AI research that have increased in computational demands, but it would not categorically prevent or shift the centralization of power within the tech industry. The NRC would shift the attention of current AI efforts into more public and socially driven dimensions by providing access to previously restricted government datasets, addressing longstanding efforts to improve access to high-value public sector data, but it would not create a system to prevent all unethical uses of AI. The NRC would facilitate


\textsuperscript{39} Courtenay R. Bruce et al., *An Embedded Model for Ethics Consultation: Characteristics, Outcomes, and Challenges*, 5 AJOB EMPIRICAL BIOETHICS 8 (2014).
audits of large-scale models, datasets, and AI systems for privacy violations and bias, but it would not be tantamount to a regulatory requirement for fairness assessments and accountability. It is neither a tool of antitrust nor a certification body for ethical algorithms, which are areas worth taking seriously in independent policy proposals. These broader considerations, however, do play into key areas of design and have very much informed our recommendations below on the design of the NRC. While it alone cannot solve all that ails AI, the NRC promises to take a major affirmative step forward.

Our article proceeds as follows. We begin with the fundamental question—why build the NRC? (Section 1)—and spell out what we view as a cogent theory of impact. We then cover who should have access to the NRC (Section 2), what comprises the NRC (Section 2), how access to restricted data may (or may not) be granted (Section 3), and where the NRC should be located (Section 4). We spend extensive time on the data access portion (Sections 3, 5, and 6), due to the complexities of government data-sharing under the Privacy Act of 1974. As we note in those sections, the data portion of the NRC is complementary to long-standing efforts to enable greater research access to administrative data under, for instance, the Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act of 2017 and the National Secure Data Service Act proposal. Such sharing must be carried out securely and in a privacy-protecting fashion. We also consider questions of ethical standards (Section 7), cybersecurity (Section 8), and intellectual property (Section 9) that inform the design of the NRC.

43 See Fact Sheet, supra note 25.
I. **The Theory for a National Research Cloud**

This section articulates a theory of impact for the NRC. In conventional policy analytic terms, what problem (or market failure) does the NRC address? From one perspective, AI innovation is vibrant in the United States, with major advances occurring in language, vision, and structured data and applications developing across all sectors. Yet from another perspective, current commercialization of past innovation masks systematic underinvestment in basic, noncommercial AI research that could ensure the long-term health of technological innovation in this country.

Our case for the NRC is grounded in both efficiency and distributive rationales. First, the NRC may yield positive externalities, particularly over time, by supporting investments in basic research that may be commercialized decades later. Second, it may help to level the playing field by broadening researcher access to both compute and data, ensuring that AI research is feasible for not just the most elite academic institutions or large technology firms. Given the scale of economic transformation AI is posited to initiate over the next few decades, the stakes are potentially significant. While the largest private interests like platform technology companies and certain elite academic institutions continue to design, develop, and deploy AI systems that can be readily commercialized, a different story is playing out for the public sector and many academic institutions, which lack access to core inputs of AI research. The rising costs associated with carrying out research and development are exacerbating the disconnect between current winners and losers in the AI space.

This section proceeds in three parts. First, we survey the current landscape of AI research. Second, we articulate shifting trends in AI research and the academic-industry balance. Third, we spell out the risks of federal inaction and the benefits to an investment strategy that couples data and compute resources.

**A. The AI Research Landscape**

The field of AI research, as we consider it in this Article, is broadly construed. It includes not only academics who identify themselves as

---

researchers in artificial intelligence or machine learning, but also the broader community of researchers who use applied AI in their work, as well as those who examine its impacts on society and the environment.

Many believe, consistent with the legislation calling for the NAIRR Task Force, that AI will have a dramatic impact on society. Nine of the world’s ten current largest companies by market capitalization are technology companies that place AI at the core of their business models. Recent figures from the AI Index demonstrate the growing amount of investment AI companies have drawn. The most recent 2021 iteration of the Index details how global private investment in AI has grown by 40 percent since 2019 to a total of $67.9 billion, with the United States alone accounting for over $23.6 billion.

While multiple private sector predictions of the economic impact of AI emphasize the potential for AI to drive significant economic growth through a strong increase in labor productivity, others worry about the pace of structural change in the labor market and economic dislocation for workers automated out of their jobs or impacted by the gig economy.

Such impacts are expected across domains. AI holds substantial promise to transform healthcare and scientific research: AI-related progress in the field of protein folding is poised to dramatically expedite vaccine development and pharmaceutical drug development. The integration of AI-related systems into agriculture may improve crop yields through targeted use of pesticides and soil monitoring. And national security experts have identified AI as a key driver of novel defense capabilities, including cyberwarfare and intelligence collection.

---

46 STAN. UNIV. INST. FOR HUM.-CENTERED A.I., supra note 15, at 93.
49 Tanha Talaviya et al., Implementation of Artificial Intelligence in Agriculture for Optimisation of Irrigation and Application of Pesticides and Herbicides, 4 A.I. AGRICULTURE 58 (2020).
Many countries have recognized the significance of AI as a driver of progress in economic, scientific, and national security, releasing national plans coordinating investment for continued progress in AI.\(^5^1\) China’s national plan announced billions of dollars in funding aimed at making the country the global leader in AI by 2030.\(^5^2\) The Japanese government partnered with Fujitsu to build the world’s fastest supercomputer (Fugaku).\(^5^3\) Compute Canada has similarly provided research computing access to academics across the country. The U.K.’s national high-end computing resource, HECToR, was launched in 2007 at a cost of $118 million and has been used by nearly 2,500 researchers from more than 250 separate organizations who have produced over 800 academic publications.\(^5^4\)

The U.S. government initially presented a more decentralized approach, providing support for AI development through National Science Foundation grants and defense spending, but refrained from releasing a unified national plan to coordinate resources across government, private industry, and universities.\(^5^5\) The creation of a National AI Initiative Office,\(^5^6\) the updating of the National Strategic Computing Initiative,\(^5^7\) and the release of the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence’s (NSCAI) final report\(^5^8\) introduced a more comprehensive and coordinated approach. Within the United States, the closest model to the NRC may be the COVID-19 HPC consortium, which quickly provisioned compute of approximately fifty thousand GPUs and 6.8 million cores for close to one hundred projects across forty-three academic, industry, and federal government

\(^{51}\) STAN. U. INST. FOR HUM.-CENTERED A.I., supra note 15.
\(^{52}\) JEFFREY DING, UNIV. OXFORD FUTURE OF HUMAN. INST., DECRYPTING CHINA’S AI DREAM (2018).
\(^{53}\) Fugaku is being used extensively for AI research initiatives. See Atsushi Nukariya et al., HPC and AI Initiatives for Supercomputer Fugaku and Future Prospects, FUJITSU TECH. REV. 1 (Nov. 11, 2020), https://www.fujitsu.com/global/documents/about/resources/publications/technicalreview/2020-03/article09.pdf.
\(^{57}\) See FAST TRACK ACTION COMM. ON STRATEGIC COMPUTING, NATIONAL STRATEGIC COMPUTING INITIATIVE UPDATE: PIONEERING THE FUTURE OF COMPUTING (2019).
\(^{58}\) NAT’L SEC. COMM’N ON A.I., supra note 14.
consortium members united by the common goal of combating the COVID-19 pandemic.59

Historically, partnerships between government, universities, and industry have anchored the U.S. innovation ecosystem. The federal government played critical roles in subsidizing basic research, enabling universities to undertake high-risk research that can take decades to commercialize. This approach catalyzed radar technology,60 the internet,61 and GPS devices.62 This history informed the NSCAI’s recommendation for substantial new investments in AI R&D by establishing a national AI research infrastructure that democratizes access to the resources that fuel AI. Many policymakers believe that substantial investment will be needed over the next several years to support these efforts, while returns on such investments could potentially transform America’s economy, society, and national security.63

To be sure, some may challenge the theory of impact. First, some studies dispute the premise that AI will be economically transformative. Some economists argue that many of the optimistic assessments fail to consider how constrained the uptake of AI innovation may be due to AI’s inability to change essential, yet hard-to-improve tasks.64 Others similarly critique the evidence for a fourth industrial revolution.65 Second, some suggest that the provisioning of the NRC may strengthen the position of large platform technology companies (which of course provokes debates over antitrust in the technology sector),66 as the NRC

63 Nat’l Sec. Comm’n on A.I., supra note 14, at 185.
64 Philippe Aghion et al., Artificial Intelligence and Economic Growth, in The Economics of Artificial Intelligence: An Agenda 237 (2019).
66 See, e.g., Geoffrey A. Manne & Joshua D. Wright, Google and the Limits of
may be hard to launch without some involvement of hardware or cloud providers in the procurement process. Third, some would argue that the NRC would generate large negative externalities in the form of energy footprints. For instance, one study found that the amount of energy needed to train GPT-3, a leading natural language processing (NLP) model, required the greenhouse emissions equivalent of 552.1 tons of carbon dioxide,\textsuperscript{67} approximately thirty-five times the yearly emissions of an average American.\textsuperscript{68} Expanding access to compute without appropriate controls may contribute to wasteful computing.\textsuperscript{69} Finally, some critics argue that any advances in AI are inherently too risky for further investment,\textsuperscript{70} given widely documented risks of bias,\textsuperscript{71} unintended consequences,\textsuperscript{72} and harm.\textsuperscript{73}


\textsuperscript{67} David Patterson et al., \textit{Carbon Emissions and Large Neural Network Training}, ArXiv (Apr. 23, 2021), https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.10350.pdf. To be clear, however, the study found that training other sophisticated but smaller NLP models such as Meena and T5 required approximately 96 and 48 tons of carbon dioxide, respectively. \textit{Id.} Another study found that the training state-of-the-art NLP models produced approximately 626,000 pounds (313 tons) of carbon dioxide, five times the lifetime emissions of the average car in the United States. Emma Strubell et al., \textit{Energy and Policy Considerations for Deep Learning in NLP}, arXiv (2019), https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.02243.pdf.


\textsuperscript{69} Economic studies in other fields also show that increasing access, supply, or quality of certain goods without appropriate pricing mechanisms or regulatory interventions can lead to overuse and waste. See, e.g., Chengri Ding & Shunfeng Song, \textit{Traffic Paradoxes and Economic Solutions}, 1 J. Urb. Mgmt. 63 (2011) (roads and traffic congestion); Ari Mwachofi & Assaf F. Al-Assaf, \textit{Health Care Market Deviations from the Ideal Market}, 11 Sultan Qaboos U. Med. J. 328 (2011) (doctors and quality of care).


\textsuperscript{72} See Virginia Eubanks, \textit{Automating Inequality} (2018); Cathy O’Neil, \textit{Weapons of Math Destruction} (2016).

We are cognizant of these critiques and take them seriously. This Article proceeds on the operative premise animating the NRC legislation: that it will be important for the country to maintain leadership in AI—including rigorous interrogation of its uses, limits, and promises—and that this requires supporting access to compute and data. Public investment in AI research for noncommercial purposes may help to address some of the issues of social harm we see presently in commercial contexts, as well as contribute to shifting the broader focus of the field toward technology developed in the public interest by the public sector and civil society, including academia. The preceding considerations, however, have shaped our views in key respects, such as the sequential investment strategy, given the uncertainty of AI’s potential; the serious consideration of publicly owned infrastructure; the provisions for ethical review of compute and data access; and, most importantly, the enablement of independent academic inquiry into the potential harms of AI systems. The NRC is not an endorsement of blind and naïve AI adoption across the board; it is a mechanism to ensure that a greater range of voices will have access to the basic elements of AI research.

B. Shifting Sources of AI Research

We now articulate how and why AI research has migrated away from basic, long-term research into commercial, short-term applications.

First, many current advances fueled by large-scale models are costly to train, relative to the size of typical academic budgets. For example, the estimated cost of training Alphabet subsidiary DeepMind’s AlphaGo Zero algorithm, capable of beating the human world champion of the game Go, was more than $25 million. For reference, the total annual 2019 budget for Carnegie Mellon University’s Robotics Institute, one of the premier academic research institutions in the nation, was $90


Kate Crawford, ATLAS OF AI: POWER, POLITICS, AND THE PLANETARY COSTS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 211 (2021) (“AI systems are built to see and intervene in the world in ways that primarily benefit the states, institutions, and corporations that they serve. In this sense, AI systems are expressions of power that emerge from wider economic and political forces, created to increase profits and centralize control for those who wield them.”).

million.\textsuperscript{76} A white paper from the Bipartisan Policy Center\textsuperscript{77} and the Center for a New American Security noted that the FY2020 budget for non-defense AI R&D announced by the White House was $973 million. In contrast, the combined spending on R&D in 2018 by five of the major technology platform companies was $80 billion. In sum, research universities cannot keep pace with private sector resources for compute. This is not to say that large-scale compute is necessary for all academic AI research, or that academic research is in competition with industry research, but it does illustrate why certain sectors of AI research are no longer accessible to the academic researcher.

Second, the academic-industry divide masks significant disparities between academic institutions. Using the QS World University Rankings since 2012, Fortune 500 technology companies and the top fifty universities have published five times more papers annually per AI conference than universities ranked between 200 and 500.\textsuperscript{78} Private firms also collaborate six times more with top fifty universities than with those ranked between 301 and 500.\textsuperscript{79} This internal compute divide across universities poses significant challenges for who is at the table.

Third, basic AI research has lost human capital.\textsuperscript{80} When this is combined with decreased access to compute and data in academics, the prospect of conducting basic research at universities becomes less attractive. Top talent in AI now commands private sector salaries far in excess of academic salaries.\textsuperscript{81} The departure of AI faculty from American universities has led to what some analysts have dubbed the AI Brain


\textsuperscript{77} Bipartisan Pol’y Ctr., Cementing American Artificial Intelligence Leadership: AI Research & Development (2020).


\textsuperscript{79} Id.


Drain: while AI PhDs in 2011 were roughly as likely to go into industry as academia, two-thirds of AI PhDs now go into industry and less than a quarter go into academia.82 One study suggests that the departure of AI faculty also has a negative effect on startup formation by students.83

Fourth, as large-scale AI research migrates to industry, the focus of research inevitably shifts. While academic researchers in AI may lack access to the volume of data needed to train AI models,84 large-platform companies have access to vast datasets, including those about or created by their customers. This data divide in turn distorts AI research toward applications that are focused on private profit, rather than public benefit.85 Put more colorfully by Jeff Hammerbacher, “The best minds of my generation are thinking about how to make people click ads.”86 The NRC can play a key role in unlocking access to public sector data, which may help to reorient the focus of AI research away from private sector datasets.87

The hollowing out of academic AI capacity can be seen in OpenAI’s analysis of the relationship between compute and fifteen relatively well-known “breakthroughs” in AI between 2012 and 2018.88 Although the analysis was meant to emphasize the role of computing power, it also illustrates an emerging gap between private sector and academic contributions over time. Of the fifteen developments examined, eleven were achieved by private companies while only four came from academic institutions. Furthermore, this imbalance increases over time: though private sector research has continued accelerating since 2012, academic output has stagnated. The last of the major compute-intensive breakthroughs in OpenAI’s analysis stemming from academia was Oxford’s 2014 release of its VGG image-recognition program; NYU’s work on Convolutional Neural Networks dates back to 2013. From 2015

82 STAN. U. INST. FOR HUM.-CENTERED A.I., supra note 15, at 118.
84 Sadowski, supra note 12.
85 For example, researchers have clamored for Facebook to share some of its proprietary data so they can better understand the effect of social media on politics and societal discourse. Simon Hegelich, Facebook Needs to Share More with Researchers, 579 NATURE 473 (2020).
87 O’Hara & Medalia, supra note 13.
to 2018, all eight breakthroughs included in OpenAI’s analysis came out of private companies. Taken together, this leads observers to argue that academic researchers are increasingly unable to compete at the frontier of AI research.\(^8^9\) While academic researchers have continued to make important contributions in AI, these are increasingly restricted to less compute-intensive problems. With fewer compute-intensive academic breakthroughs, AI innovations have focused on private interests (e.g., online advertising) as opposed to long-term, noncommercial benefits. To be sure, the private sector has, of course, been central to AI research, but the concern is about the long-term balance of the AI innovation ecosystem.

\textit{C. Scoping Federal Intervention in Data and Compute}

How can we achieve a more balanced approach toward research and development? We first consider the risks of federal inaction and discuss some of the unique advantages of addressing data and compute together.

1. Risks of Federal Inaction

The risks of federal inaction are twofold. First, basic AI research that has, to date, paved the way for advances in AI and machine learning will slow. According to a recent study, approximately 82 percent of the algorithms used today originated from nonprofit groups and universities supported by government spending.\(^9^0\) Even when industry research is successful, it is typically product-focused or incremental, harder to reproduce, and may not be published or open-sourced. An interesting case lies in recent breakthroughs in protein folding. In late 2020, the Alphabet subsidiary DeepMind announced that it had developed a program called AlphaFold, an AI-driven system capable of accurately predicting the structure of a vast number of proteins using only the sequence of nucleotides contained in its DNA. Whether out of concern for the privatization or to accelerate the adoption of related systems, a consortium of academics, led by scientists at the University of


\(^{90}\) Thompson et al., supra note 18.
Washington, developed an open-source competitor called RoseTTaFold. DeepMind did make AlphaFold available to a broad audience, but the concerns illustrate the risks of science posed by exclusively private AI research, reminiscent of the race to sequence the human genome, where public investment in the Human Genome Project preempted concerns about a private firm patenting the human genome.

Second, federal inaction could widen significant inequalities in the AI landscape. Without increased access to computing, education, and training, large parts of the economy may be unable to adapt—whether in financial services, healthcare, education, or government. Diversifying the range of AI research may also promote progress and productivity. One study suggests that the diversity of AI research trajectories—that is, the specific questions, topics, and problems researchers choose to investigate—has become more constrained in recent years and that private-sector AI research is less diverse than academic research. Smaller academic groups with lower private sector collaboration appear to bolster the diversity of AI research. From the standpoint of underdeveloped avenues of research, such as ethics and accountability in AI, increasing the range of research topics and methods in the field raises the likelihood of finding breakthroughs that make additional progress in the long term possible. Recent evidence suggests that between 2005 and 2017, just five metro areas in the U.S. accounted for 90 percent of the growth in innovation sector jobs. According to Stanford economist Erik Brynjolfsson, the likely impact of geographic concentration is “there are a whole lot of people—hundreds of millions in the U.S. and billions worldwide—who could be innovating and who are not because they do

92 *How Diplomacy Helped to End the Race to Sequence the Human Genome*, 582 NATURE 460 (2020).
94 Id.
not have access to basic computer science skills, or infrastructure, or capital, or even culture and incentives to do so.”

AI technologies can be hard to diagnose and interpret and can be prone to substantial bias. Broadening the set of voices that can interrogate such systems will be critical to an inclusive and equitable future.

In sum, federal investment in public AI infrastructure may promote a more equitable distribution of participation in and gains to AI innovation broadly, bolster U.S. competitiveness, and support fundamental research into noncommercial and public sector applications.

II. Eligibility, Allocation, and Infrastructure for Computing

This section discusses eligibility, resource allocation, and computing infrastructure for the NRC: Who should get access to what and how?

First, when determining who should get access, it is critical to bear in mind the broad goals of the NRC. As discussed in Section 1, there is a large resource gap in academia as compared to private industry. In the interest of supporting basic research and democratizing the field, this section will focus on identifying a target group for eligibility. As we articulate below, we refrain from considering expansion to a broader set of commercial, nonacademic parties because of the NRC’s focus on long-term, fundamental scientific research. One of the narrowest approaches would be a specialty faculty model that would target researchers engaged in core AI work. But the difficulties with defining AI and the rapidly expanding domains in which AI is being applied make this model too constrained to realize the full impact of the NRC. Instead, we recommend tracking the most common criterion for federal research funding and advocate that eligibility should hinge on “Principal Investigator” (PI) status at U.S universities.

One of the trade-offs is that PIs may be less diverse than a broader segment of researchers, so a longer-term

97 Interview with Professor Erik Brynjolfsson, Dir., Stan. Digit. Econ. Lab (Feb., 22, 2021).
99 “Principal Investigator” status may differ from university to university, but typically represents the core faculty that are eligible to oversee research projects at their home institutions.
expansion could consider moving beyond this group. While the NRC aims to train the next generation of AI researchers, we caution that an immediate expansion to all graduate and undergraduate students would pose considerable challenges in scaling. Therefore, we recommend that students primarily gain access by participation in faculty-sponsored AI research, instead of blanket student access, and that they gain training through the creation of educational programs.

Second, we discuss three models for allocating computing credit: development of a new grant process, delegating block compute grants to universities for internal allocation among faculty, or universal access. Each of these models trades off the ease of administration against tailoring for specific NRC goals. We recommend an approach used by other national research clouds—namely a hybrid approach of universal default access for the majority of researchers, with a grant process for excess computing beyond the default allocation. Such an approach would keep administrative costs low for the vast majority of researchers, while enabling tailoring through a competitive grant process for the highest-need users.

Third, we consider the “make-or-buy” decision for the NRC. One option would be for the NRC to provide research grants for the use of commercial cloud services that many researchers already rely on (the “buy” decision). Alternatively, the NRC could create and provision access to a publicly high-performance computing cluster (the “make” decision). It is well-established that, based solely on hardware costs, it is more cost-effective to own infrastructure when computing demand is close to continuous. On the other hand, existing commercial cloud providers have developed highly usable software stacks that AI researchers have widely adopted. Commercial cloud providers offer a way to quickly expand capacity. We thus recommend a dual investment strategy to (a) quickly launch the NRC by subsidizing and negotiating cloud computing for AI researchers with existing vendors, expanding on existing initiatives like the National Science Foundation’s CloudBank project; and (b) invest in a pilot for public infrastructure to assess the ability to provide similar resources in the long run. Such publicly owned infrastructure would likely be built under contract or grant but could be operated much like national laboratories that own sophisticated supercomputing facilities, as is the case with other national research resources (e.g., Compute Canada and Japan’s Fugaku).

index-diversity-report-unmoving-needle.
Our recommendations are informed by a series of case studies that are presented throughout this section, as well as through the remainder of the Section. Table 1 summarizes how existing models compare on the three key design decisions. At the outset, we note that few existing initiatives have attempted to provide compute power at the scale of the NRC. At the same time, we view the NRC as complementary to more traditional areas of scientific computing.\(^\text{101}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELIGIBILITY</th>
<th>ALLOCATION</th>
<th>OWNERSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existing Program</td>
<td>PI Only</td>
<td>Any Faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudBank</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford HAI-AWS Cloud Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford Sherlock Cluster</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Colab</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute Canada</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fugaku</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSEDE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE INCITE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1:* Key design differences between computing case studies. “Other faculty” indicates an eligibility set for faculty other than PI status (e.g., requiring Stanford affiliation for the Sherlock cluster), and “new process” is used to indicate the creation of any process other than those currently listed (e.g., Fugaku is currently soliciting proposals with research facilities).

**A. Eligibility**

The first task is identifying which researchers should be eligible for the NRC. Section 1 discussed the need to support AI innovation in universities. Therefore, this section will scope eligibility within academia by analyzing the access-resource trade-offs in alignment with the NRC

\(^{101}\) For a perspective, for instance, on the importance of modeling and simulation in physics, see Karen E. Willcox et al., *The Imperative of Physics-Based Modeling and Inverse Theory in Computational Science*, 1 *Nature Computational Sci.* 166 (2021).
goals. 

At the outset, we note that we do not analyze eligibility in depth beyond academic researchers. The legislation constituting the NRC task force specifically contemplates “access to computing resources for researchers across the country.”\footnote{102} The NRC is defined as “a system that provides researchers and students across scientific fields and disciplines with access to compute resources.”\footnote{103} The most natural interpretation of this language suggests a core focus on scientific and academic research.\footnote{104}

Introducing commercial access to the NRC, particularly for under-resourced firms such as small businesses and startups, may very well benefit the U.S. innovation ecosystem. But the challenges of enabling commercial access to the NRC are enormously complex. First, including software developers at startup companies as “researchers” within the meaning of the NDAA would raise a wide range of boundary questions that the NRC may be poorly equipped to adjudicate. According to the Small Business Administration (SBA), there are over 31 million small businesses in the United States.\footnote{105} Over 627,000 businesses open each year.\footnote{106} Should all such businesses be eligible to compute on the NRC?

How would one avoid gaming (e.g., strategic subsidiaries/spinoffs) eligibility? And how would this advance the scientific mission of the NRC? Second, while potentially valuable, it is less clear how the inclusion of startups and small businesses meets the theory of impact of the NRC. As currently construed, the concern animating the NRC lies in the importance of long-term, noncommercial fundamental research that can ensure AI leadership for decades to come. Commercialization is not the element of the AI innovation ecosystem that faces the structural challenges articulated in Section 1. Finally, scaling the NRC to allow meaningful commercial access would pose serious practical challenges. Because the Task Force must also consider the feasibility of the NRC, we have not considered in depth a conception that would extend the term “researcher” to encompass large portions of the commercial private sector. Expansion to non-academic, nonprofit organizations may be a more reasonable consideration, as the objective of some entities (e.g., not-for-profit investigative journalism, civil society organizations) may be closer to the core of the NRC’s mission of empowering long-term beneficial research that cannot currently occur.\textsuperscript{107} In the long term, the NRC should consider the trade-offs to such an expansion.

Even if the NRC adopts a broader computing model down the road, we believe that focusing on academic researchers is an important starting point as it illuminates some of the main operational considerations for NRC access.

1. Specialty Faculty Model

One of the narrowest approaches to NRC eligibility would be to restrict it to faculty engaged in AI research. Under this approach, policymakers would direct computing resources exclusively toward faculty working on identifiable AI projects, which often need large amounts of compute power. A benefit of this approach is that researchers’ familiarity with the infrastructure would likely mean that fewer funds would be devoted to cloud service training for novice users.

Yet self-identified AI academics are few and concentrated in a small number of universities, which are already more likely to gain access to large-scale computing. Limiting access to core AI faculty would hence

\textsuperscript{107} Such entities could potentially collaborate with academic partners, and the NRC would of course also need to set rules about collaborator eligibility.
undermine the mission of democratizing AI research. In addition, the application of AI is expanding rapidly across domains. Interdisciplinary research deploying AI in new domains will be vital for maintaining American leadership in AI, as well as for animating basic research questions. Restricting eligibility to core AI faculty (however defined) could jeopardize the ability of researchers from all academic disciplines (e.g., in the physical sciences, social sciences, and humanities) to contribute to realizing AI’s full potential.

2. General Faculty Model

A more natural starting point for NRC eligibility is with Principal Investigators (PIs) at U.S. colleges and universities, which are the most commonly deployed criterion for federal grants. Requirements for PI status are set by individual universities and include a broad range of researchers certified by their university as qualified to lead large research projects. While PI certification may vary from institution to institution, an important baseline criterion of PI status is that the researcher is subject to their institution’s training and certification processes, which in turn clarify a researcher’s responsibilities regarding the management and execution of their research proposals. Existing programs for allocating computing power typically set eligibility based on PI status as it ensures the researcher has the infrastructure to carry out a large-scale research project. CloudBank, an NSF program that distributes funds for commercial cloud computing resources, awards grants to PIs, who may distribute funds to other researchers and students

108 PI status provides a level of standardization across faculty compared to other metrics, such as tenure-track or designation as research faculty. For example, the University of Michigan appoints individuals focused on full-time research as “research faculty,” which is not a tenure-track position. See https://orsp.umich.edu/principal-investigator-pi. In contrast, research faculty at Purdue are eligible for tenure track. See https://www.purdue.edu/policies/human-resources/vif8.html. Distinct from the categorization used by both universities, MIT designates full-time researchers as “academic staff” rather than faculty. See https://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/50-research-appointments/53-academic-research-staff-appointments; https://research.mit.edu/research-policies-and-procedures/research-and-academic-appointments. All three types of researchers, however, qualify for principal investigator status at their respective universities. Some universities go further by providing temporary PI status to non-PI status individuals affiliated with the university for a single project (including all three universities mentioned previously).
Compute Canada allows all faculty granted PI status by their university to automatically receive a preset amount of computing credits and apply for further credit as needed. The PI may then sponsor others to access the credit.\textsuperscript{109}

We recognize that PI status does not include all university-affiliated researchers. In 2013, of the over two hundred thousand self-identified academic researchers, just under sixty thousand were employed in a role other than full-time faculty, a position that may not be eligible for PI status.\textsuperscript{111} From 1973 to 2013, the percentage of full-time faculty among engineering doctorate holders decreased by 2 percent, while the percentage of “other” academic jobs (including research associates) increased by 12 percent.\textsuperscript{112} But the reliance on PI status would not prevent PIs from allocating access to non-PI status researchers on a project, and administrative ability weighs strongly in favor of consistency with current grant eligibility criteria.

3. Students

Should graduate and undergraduate students be able to access the NRC? One of the principal challenges here lies in scale and administrability. One estimate is that there are nearly 20 million college students in the U.S.\textsuperscript{113} Second, PI-oriented eligibility does not preclude university students from accessing resources to undertake AI research under the direction of PIs. The Compute Canada model, for example, restricts eligibility to faculty but allows faculty to sponsor collaborators, including any student researcher. An access model for the NRC that allows PIs to sponsor students provides further research and training opportunities for students. Third, a number of existing cloud services already provide limited access to computing credits for educational purposes. Google Colaboratory, for instance, provides free, but not

\textsuperscript{112} Id.
reliably guaranteed, access to cloud services.\textsuperscript{114} Amazon Web Services provides up to $35 of AWS credits for free to all university faculty and students. Despite existing resources, students may need more resources. The Google subsidiary and online community Kaggle, for example, provides thirty hours of GPU access per week for free and found that 15 percent of users exceeded the limit.\textsuperscript{115}

While the exact scope of student computing power needs is unclear, we recommend funding an educational resource once researcher needs and resource limitations have been gauged. Currently, the NSF’s CloudBank is piloting a Community & Education Resource to earmark a small set of credits for educational purposes.\textsuperscript{116} This resource allows a university professor to request a small number of credits for student coursework or small-scale research.

Regardless of which eligibility model the NRC adopts, there will also be a significant need for support staff, training documentation, and educational materials so researchers can effectively make use of the computer and data resources (see Appendix D). The reason some students and researchers may not take advantage of all available cloud credits could, for instance, stem from the difficulty in using cloud platforms. If the NRC serves academics from a range of disciplines, this question of human capital will be especially relevant to serve different models of research. A robust training program for users of the NRC will ensure ease of use and encourage appropriate utilization of the cloud.

\textbf{B. Resource Allocation Models}

We now consider three resource allocation models: (1) a new grant process; (2) block grant allocation to universities; and (3) universal — but potentially tiered — access.

1. NRC Grant Process

Establishing a new grant process for compute access would have one main advantage. The program could be built specifically for the purpose of AI research, with reviewers who are familiar with AI concepts,
practices, and trends. Such a process might therefore enable improved allocation decisions and provide the NRC with greater control over its investments.

That said, establishing a peer-review process for all applications would be resource-intensive, requiring the establishment of a grant administration program akin to those at the National Science Foundation (NSF) or the National Institutes of Health (NIH). For instance, to implement peer review required for the merit review process, the NSF annually needs a community large enough to conduct nearly 240,000 reviews per year.\footnote{Merit Review: Why You Should Volunteer to Serve as an NSF Reviewer, NAT’L SCI. FOUND., https://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/merit_review/reviewer.jsp#1 (last visited Feb. 21, 2022).} Since the contemplated reach is broad, we are mindful of adding a significant service burden for faculty conversant in AI for every application for compute access. Peer review for compute access would require significant overhead and delays in compute allocation.

2. University Access

To reduce administrative costs, an alternative scheme would be to allocate credits to universities based on the number of eligible researchers. The NRC could allocate resources to universities as block grants, and in turn, rely on the university to distribute computing access. For example, the NRC could purchase significant amounts of compute from cloud providers, create virtual credits that are convertible into appropriate cloud resources, and delegate allocation to universities. This approach would have the advantage of tapping into the universities' local expertise for reviewing and distributing resources. It would, however, lead to a highly decentralized process, providing little oversight to understand the distribution of usage and would give the NRC little control over resource allocation. While we do not recommend this route as the principal allocation scheme, we do believe that some allocation to university-based IT support teams may be warranted to support researchers in using the NRC. XSEDE's “Campus Champions” program, for instance, provides university employees access to the system to support the computational transition.\footnote{See XSEDE Campus Champions, XSEDE, https://www.xsede.org/community-engagement/campus-champions (last visited Feb. 21, 2022).}
3. Universal Access

The last potential model would provision universal access to base-level compute to all eligible PIs. The closest model is Compute Canada’s national research cloud, which provides base-level compute access to all faculty in Canada. This would significantly reduce administrative overhead, both for an institution running the review process, and academics seeking NRC access. The primary downside is that base-level compute may be insufficient for specialized needs.

We recommend combining a universal baseline model with a grant process for compute needs beyond base-level access. The reduced complexity in administering a universal baseline access compute model makes it an attractive option for the NRC in allocating compute resources, especially with respect to the NRC’s goal of opening access to compute resources.\textsuperscript{119} XSEDE, for instance, uses a similar model of streamlined “Startup Allocations” (issued for one-year terms, typically within two weeks of application) and “Research Allocations” for more significant compute requests. Compute Canada provides access to 15 percent of PIs to increased compute capacity based on a merit competition. A critical question will, of course, be the level of baseline computing that will determine overall costs, physical space requirements, and the like. To benchmark this, we recommend an in-depth study of the anticipated computing needs, based on existing academic computing centers.\textsuperscript{120}


\textsuperscript{120} Another boundary question will be the resource allocation to PIs that are affiliated both with universities and with private companies. As a default, NRC resources should go toward academic projects, and not subsidize work that is conducted in one’s private researcher capacity.
The grant process for additional compute could take multiple forms; for example, while one could allow individual PIs to apply directly to the NRC for excess compute, the NRC could also allocate “blocks” of resources at the university level and allow universities to oversee their administration. In any case, due to the size of such requests, grant reviews should be conducted on a merit basis and administered by a combination of NRC staff and an external advisory board of university faculty. In 2021, Compute Canada, for instance, completed its review of 650 research submissions in about five months, with only eighty volunteer reviewers from Canadian academic institutions to assess the scientific merit of the proposal.\footnote{Resource Allocation Competitions, supra note 119.} In order to avoid conflicts of interest, we strongly recommend against the participation of any faculty or private sector advisers who have conflicts of interest with any vendors that provide services to the NRC. Ideally, proposal reviews should be independent, blinded, and based on scientific merit to the extent possible.

### CASE STUDY: CloudBank

In 2018, the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) Directorate for Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE) created the Cloud Access Solicitation to provide funding for AI-related research endeavors. Initially created to meet the needs of the NSF funding recipients to access public clouds, CloudBank is an interesting case study for exploring resource allocation models. Accessible through a portal, CloudBank aids researchers in using cloud resources fully by facilitating the process of “managing costs, translating and upgrading computing environments to the cloud, and learning about cloud-based technologies.”\footnote{Simplifying Cloud Services, SCI. NODE (Dec. 2, 2019), https://sciencenode.org/feature/An%20easier%20cloud.php.}

CloudBank is a collaboration project established via an NSF Cooperative Agreement with the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC) and the Information Technology Services Division at UC San Diego, the University of Washington eScience Institute, and UC Berkeley’s Division of Data Science and Information.\footnote{Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), CLOUDBANK (Dec. 2, 2019), https://www.cloudbank.org/faq.} Each of these institutions handles
an area, according to its comparative advantage.\textsuperscript{124} For example, SDSC is responsible for building the online portal, and UC San Diego is in charge of managing the accounts of the users.\textsuperscript{125}

CloudBank also aims to reduce the cost of cloud computing: it uses both the ongoing discounts with cloud providers from the University of California and the discounts that come with bulk cloud purchases from the cloud procurement consulting firm Strategic Blue, which regularly partners with the likes of AWS, Microsoft, and Google.\textsuperscript{126} Furthermore, there is no overhead cost associated with the cloud allocations through CloudBank, since the terms of the NSF cooperative agreement prohibit indirect costs.\textsuperscript{127} With these cost-saving mechanisms, researchers can afford more computing capacities from a variety of major cloud vendors.

By requesting the use of CloudBank during their application to the selected NSF projects,\textsuperscript{128} researchers can gain access not only to various advanced hardware resources but also to a variety of services to make the process more supported and monitored.\textsuperscript{129} CloudBank also gives research community members access to its education and training information.\textsuperscript{130}

\textbf{C. Computing Infrastructure}

Cloud computing environments connect local computing devices such as desktop computers to large, typically geographically distributed servers containing physical hardware. This hardware, in turn, is responsible for storing data and performing computation over computer networks—all of which is mediated through a collection of software services. This model centralizes the usual operational management for those using the network and provides adjustable units of computation

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{124} \textit{Simplifying Cloud Services}, supra note 122.
\item \textsuperscript{125} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{126} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{127} Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), supra note 123.
\item \textsuperscript{129} Simplifying Access to Cloud Resources for Researchers: CloudBank, AMAZON WEB SERVS. (Nov. 16, 2020), https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/publicsector/simplifying-access-cloud-resources-researchers-cloudbank/.
\item \textsuperscript{130} Community & Education Resource Requests, supra note 109.
\end{itemize}
and data storage to allow for fluctuations in demand. Users interact with the cloud by launching virtual connections to the server—cloud instances—and running containerized processes remotely. These operations are managed by the cloud and available for monitoring through dashboards. Cloud computing may be serviced through on-premises clusters, via external vendors, or some combination thereof, and accessed over networks with varying security and connectivity, from internet-accessible to air-gapped regions.

The infrastructure of the NRC could be developed with two general approaches: (1) the NRC could use commercial cloud platforms as its infrastructure backbone; or (2) the federal government could engage a contractor to build a high-performance computing (HPC) public facility specifically for the NRC. This section addresses some advantages and disadvantages of both. We provide an estimated cost comparison of these two approaches in Appendix A. The two approaches discussed here are not mutually exclusive, and we ultimately recommend a hybrid investment strategy. In the short run, the NRC should scale up cloud credit programs (similar to NSF’s CloudBank program) to provide both streamlined base-level access and merit review for applications going beyond base-level access. In the long run, the NRC should invest in a pilot to develop public computing infrastructure. Even with public infrastructure, it will be critical to meet “burst demand” (to expand resources when compute demand peaks). The success of the initial investments should guide the prospective model as to whether to rely on publicly or privately owned infrastructure in the longer term. We note that, in order to scale successfully to either resource, it will require building institutional capacity at academic institutions.

1. Commercial Cloud

The greatest advantage of using commercial cloud services for the NRC is that significant infrastructure already exists. Under this model,

the NRC would simply subsidize credits for using commercial cloud services (similar to NSF’s CloudBank program). Thus, rather than spending years building new computing resources, policymakers could launch the NRC soon after they determine the program’s administrative details. We note, however, that there may still be significant GPU shortages in the short run; with the contemplated scale of the NRC, significant infrastructure would need to be built. Since many researchers already use commercial cloud services for their AI research, the transition into the NRC program could be relatively seamless. Furthermore, commercial cloud platforms offer the NRC greater flexibility to change the size and scope of the program. Commercial cloud platforms charge for the amount of compute actually used. Thus, the size of the NRC could expand or retract in line with shifting demand. In contrast, a dedicated HPC system would have a set amount of hardware that costs the same, no matter how effectively it’s being used.

Working directly with commercial cloud providers also offers several advantages for the NRC. The commercial cloud services market is highly competitive and features numerous providers capable of meeting the NRC’s needs. The NRC would have the option of using one provider or multiple providers. If opting to use just one provider, the government’s bargaining power may be at its strongest in helping to drive down prices for the NRC. Alternatively, using multiple providers gives the NRC greater flexibility in available services and hardware. Either way, policymakers would have the opportunity to negotiate contracts and prices with commercial cloud providers every few years, which will be critical to cost containment. The NRC would also not be locked into using the same provider or set of providers for the duration of the program. Rather, NRC staff could reevaluate which commercial cloud provider’s infrastructure would best meet the NRC’s needs at the start of each new contract.


133 Large research universities already negotiate enterprise agreements with cloud providers. See, e.g., https://uit.stanford.edu/announcement/2014-09-03-000000; https://research.computing.yale.edu/services/cloud-environments.
CASE STUDY: XSEDE

The Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) is an NSF-funded organization that integrates and coordinates the sharing of advanced digital services such as supercomputers and high-end visualization and data analysis resources. XSEDE is a collaborative partnership of 19 institutions, or “Service Providers,” many of which are nonprofits or supercomputing centers at universities and provide computing facilities for XSEDE researchers. XSEDE supports work from a wide variety of fields, including the physical sciences, life sciences, engineering, social sciences, the humanities, and the arts. XSEDE allocations are available to any researcher or educator at a U.S. academic, nonprofit research, or educational institution, not including students. However, researchers can share their allocations by establishing user accounts with other collaborators, including students.

Researchers have two different paths to requesting allocations: “Startup Allocation” and “Research Allocation.” Startup Allocations apportion XSEDE resources for small-scale computational activities. Startup Allocations are one of the fastest ways to gain access to and start using XSEDE resources, as requests are typically reviewed and awarded within two weeks. Startup Allocation requests also require minimal documentation: the project’s abstract and the researchers’ curriculum vitae (CV). Startup Allocations typically last for one year, but requests supported by merit-reviewed grants can ask for allocations that last up to three years. Researchers can also submit renewal requests if their work needs ongoing low-level resources.

---
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For research needs that go beyond the computational limits under a Startup Allocation, researchers must submit a Research Allocation request.\textsuperscript{143} XSEDE strongly encourages its users to request a Startup Allocation prior to requesting a Research Allocation, in order to obtain benchmark results and more accurately document their research needs in the Research Allocation.\textsuperscript{144} Research Allocation requests must include a host of documents, such as a resource-use plan, a progress report, code performance calculations, CVs, and references.\textsuperscript{145} Requests are accepted and reviewed quarterly by the XSEDE Resource Allocations Committee (XRAC), which assesses the proposals’ appropriateness of methodology, appropriateness of research plan, efficient use of resources, and intellectual merit.\textsuperscript{146}

XSEDE abides by a “one-project rule,” whereby each researcher only has one XSEDE allocation for their research activities.\textsuperscript{147} For instance, if a researcher has several grants that require computational support, those lines of work should be combined into a single allocation request. This minimizes the effort required by the researcher to submit requests and reduces the overhead of reviewing those requests.

XSEDE also uses a “Campus Champion Program” to streamline access to resources.\textsuperscript{148} The Campus Champion Program is a group of over seven hundred “Campus Champions” who are employees or affiliates at over three hundred U.S. colleges, universities, and research-focused institutions.\textsuperscript{149} These Campus Champions facilitate and support the use of XSEDE-allocated resources by researchers, educators, and students on their campuses. For instance, the Campus Champions host awareness sessions and training workshops for their institutions’ researchers while also capturing information on problems and challenges that need to be addressed by XSEDE resource owners.\textsuperscript{150}

\textsuperscript{144} Id.
\textsuperscript{145} Id.
\textsuperscript{146} Id.
\textsuperscript{147} XSEDE Allocations Info & Policies, supra note 136.
\textsuperscript{148} XSEDE Campus Champions, supra note 118.
\textsuperscript{149} Id.
\textsuperscript{150} Id.
Finally, XSEDE welcomes collaboration opportunities with other members of the research and scientific community.\textsuperscript{151} For example, XSEDE assists other organizations in acquiring and operating computing resources and helps to allocate and manage access to those resources. Recently, XSEDE worked with academics and private industry to form the COVID-19 High Performance Computing Consortium, which provides researchers with powerful computing resources to better understand COVID-19 and develop treatments to address infections.\textsuperscript{152}

Commercial cloud platforms also provide other advantages to the NRC. The labor of managing, maintaining, and upgrading the hardware behind the NRC would be handled by private parties that already have expertise in running cloud services at scale and have invested billions of dollars into doing it. This arrangement allows researchers access to a greater variety of hardware that is constantly being expanded and upgraded.\textsuperscript{153} With a strong economic incentive to keep improving cloud offerings, commercial cloud services offer an assortment of instance types—i.e., the various permutations and combinations of GPU/CPU, memory, storage, and networking specifications that constitute a compute instance—with different hardware at a range of price points. Thus, researchers would have the flexibility to choose both what hardware would best fit the needs of their projects and how best to allocate their limited cloud credits. Researchers could also have access to cutting-edge technology specially designed for AI research, such as chips optimized for training and inference, developed and exclusively used by commercial cloud providers.

Using commercial cloud services for the NRC comes with significant trade-offs, however. While the initial costs of subsidizing


cloud credits might be less than building public infrastructure, many studies show that relying on commercial cloud services would likely be much more expensive in the long term.\textsuperscript{154} For example, a study of Purdue University’s Community Cluster Program shows that the amortized cost of its on-premises cluster over five years is 2.73 times cheaper than using AWS, 3.24 times cheaper than using Azure, and 5.54 times cheaper than using Google Cloud.\textsuperscript{155} A similar study at Indiana University estimates that the total investment into its locally-owned supercomputer, Big Red II, is about $10.1 million, while the total cost of a three-year reservation on AWS about $24.9 million.\textsuperscript{156} Cost comparisons in other studies are even more dramatic. For instance, a study of the Advanced Research Computing clusters at Virginia Tech shows that the five-year cost for its on-premises cloud is about $15.5 million, while the five-year cost for reserved AWS instances using the same workloads would be about $136.3 million.\textsuperscript{157}

What explains these cost disparities? Estimates comparing commercial cloud services to a dedicated HPC cluster show that commercial cloud services are more expensive per compute cycle.\textsuperscript{158} At least in part, this is due to the fact that commercial services are optimized for commercial applications. Compute Canada, for example, found that


\textsuperscript{155} Preston Smith et al., Community Clusters or the Cloud: Continuing Cost Assessment of On-Premises and Cloud HPC in Higher Education, 2019 Proc. Prac. \& Experience Advanced Res. Computing on Rise of the Machs. 1 (2019). The amortized cost includes the annual compute cost, subsidized hardware cost, and power costs, but does not include personnel costs, as such costs are fixed and would be recurring regardless of whether a cluster existed physically on-prem or on the cloud. Id.

\textsuperscript{156} Craig A. Stewart et al., Return on Investment for Three Cyberinfrastructure Facilities: A Local Campus Supercomputer; the NSF-Funded Jetstream Cloud System; and XSEDE, 11 Int’l Conf. on Utility \& Cloud Computing 223 (2018).

\textsuperscript{157} Srijith Rajamohan \& Robert E. Settlage, Informing the On/Off-prem Cloud Discussion in Higher Education, 2020 Prac. \& Experience Advanced Res. Computing 64 (2020). The cost sources include hardware, software services, software administration, electricity, and facilities but do not include computational scientists support, scientific software licenses, and data transfer costs. The study is also limited to Virginia Tech’s particular cloud workload.

building its own infrastructure was cheaper than using commercial services because it did not have the same core use needs as commercial customers, a trade-off that gained its system more computing power at the expense of availability.\textsuperscript{159} Although the analysis was published in 2016, Compute Canada’s own benchmarking of costs concluded:

“Currently, it is far more cost effective for the Compute Canada federation to procure and operate in-house cyberinfrastructure than to outsource to commercial cloud providers. Cloud-based costs ranged from 4x to 10x more than the cost of owning and operating our own clusters. Some components were dramatically more expensive, notably persistent storage which was 40x the cost of Compute Canada’s storage.”\textsuperscript{160}

Ultimately, the cost difference between commercial cloud services and HPC systems depends on how often and how efficiently the HPC system is used. We provide a cost calculation that updates Compute Canada’s below, arriving at cost differentials of comparable magnitude. Commercial cloud instances with comparable hardware under constant usage, even with substantial discounts, would be significantly more expensive over time for the NRC than a dedicated HPC system. Bringing the cost of commercial cloud services under that of an HPC system would require policymakers to either negotiate exceptionally high discounts with commercial cloud providers or make major sacrifices in hardware speed or overall scale of the NRC. A similar cost calculation is also what led Stanford University to simultaneously invest in both on-premises hardware and a commercial cloud-based solution for its Population Health Sciences initiative (see box case study in Section 3). The most common practice across NSF centers, such as the XSEDE initiative (see box case study below), is also to build infrastructure instead of relying on commercial cloud credits, due to these cost considerations.

Finally, relying on the commercial cloud may raise questions about industry consolidation. There are two main answers to this question. One is that building a dedicated, publicly owned HPC clusters would require purchasing sophisticated hardware from existing industry players, which also exist in concentrated industries. In other words, it is

\textsuperscript{159} Interview with Suzanne Talon, Regional Director, \textit{COMPUTE CAN.} (Jan. 14, 2021).

\textsuperscript{160} \textit{COMPUTE CAN.}, \textit{CLOUD COMPUTING FOR RESEARCHERS} (Dec. 2016).
difficult to imagine no involvement of private industry under either option. Another major constraint lies in time: a fully mature, public infrastructure NRC could not be stood up overnight. Moreover, a publicly owned cloud would still likely require a major technology company to build the infrastructure under contract, as is the case for National Labs, or using a grant, as is the case for XSEDE.

2. Public Infrastructure

Building a new HPC cluster would be a bespoke solution, tailored to fit the NRC’s specific compute needs. This approach would be a relatively well-explored territory for the federal government. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) already regularly contract with a handful of companies to build HPC clusters every few years. The DOE itself already uses two of the three fastest HPC clusters in the world and recently funded the development of two new supercomputers that, when completed, will be the world’s fastest by a significant margin. The National Science Foundation commonly issues grants for the construction of high-performance computing infrastructure. Given this familiarity, policymakers would

---


have reasonable estimates for how much a new HPC cluster for the NRC would cost and would already have relationships with the companies that would submit bids for the contract.

The hardware costs for such compute scale are, of course, substantial. For example, the IBM supercomputer used at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)—known as “Summit”—cost $200 million. At the time of its completion in 2018, Summit was the fastest supercomputer in the world and, as of 2020, is still the second-fastest. Frontier, the new Cray supercomputer being built at ORNL in 2021, cost $500 million. When completed, it is anticipated to be the fastest supercomputer in the world at “up to 50 times” faster than Summit. Nonetheless, these large up-front costs could come with the benefit of computing infrastructure specifically designed for AI research and the NRC’s needs. Such a system would be more efficient in cost per cycle over the long term than subsidizing commercial cloud services. The NRC could also expand and upgrade multiple clusters over time to meet the changing needs and scope of the program.

In addition, a dedicated cluster for the NRC has the advantage of giving the federal government greater control over computational resources (e.g., reducing uncertainty over the products and platforms, such as the sudden deprecation of required APIs). This level of control over the hardware also allows policymakers greater flexibility with NRC operations. Taking the public infrastructure approach (i.e., “making” not “buying”) comes with several significant trade-offs to weigh against the policy goals of the NRC. First, building a new HPC cluster would take about two years, in addition to the time it takes to solicit an evaluate


proposals from potential contractors. If the NRC hopes to quickly stimulate and help democratize AI research in the U.S., such a timeline for the program would not be ideal, given how quickly AI discoveries advance. Of course, contracting with cloud vendors or issuing grants for the construction of supercomputers would also require a process. Yet, building a cluster could raise more challenging contracting issues, such as budget overruns and project delays. Contractors’ experience with building this type of hardware may help mitigate some of these concerns, as well as their self-interest in being considered for future government contracts. But the risks are nonetheless still present.

Second, the usability and the feature set of the software stack for public infrastructure is by no means proven. One of the most common hurdles to researcher adoption of cloud computing lies in the usability of systems, and public infrastructure has less of a track record of easing that onboarding path at the contemplated scale. This is why we recommend a pilot to assess whether a national HPC center can be administered in a way to ensure the ease of cloud transition and software stack that researchers have become accustomed to with private providers.

Third, policymakers would also need to account for the costs of maintaining and administering the system. They would need to find facilities to house and manage the hardware and to account for the high energy costs of running an HPC cluster, as well as disaster prevention and recovery cost. These costs are significant. In 2021, the Oak Ridge
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171 See Nattakarn Phaphoom et al., *A Survey Study on Major Technical Barriers Affecting the Decision to Adopt Cloud Services*, 103 J. SYS. & SOFTWARE 167, 171-72 (2015) (describing data portability, integration with existing systems, migration complexity, and availability as major barriers to cloud adoption); Abdulrahman Alharthi et al., *An Overview of Cloud Services Adoption Challenges in Higher Education Institutions*, 2 WORKSHOP ON EMERGING SOFTWARE AS A SERV. & ANALYTICS 102, 107-08 (2015) (acknowledging the low rate of cloud computing adoption in higher education and emphasizing that bolstering both the perceived ease of use and the actual usefulness of cloud computing can increase the adoption rate).
Leadership Computing Facility requested $225 million to operate all of its systems.\(^{174}\) The Argonne Leadership Computing Facility, in turn, requested $155 million.\(^{175}\) Furthermore, the lifecycle of DOE HPC systems has traditionally been about seven years, after which new systems are built and old ones decommissioned.\(^{176}\) While it is uncertain what the lifespan of newer systems will be, this seven-year figure would lead us to argue that the NRC should expect to either upgrade its systems or build new ones with some degree of regularity.

Last, giving the federal government greater control over the computing resources would not immediately make the NRC safe from attacks.\(^{177}\) As with using commercial cloud infrastructure, security will primarily be contingent on the NRC’s implemented data access model.\(^{178}\) We discuss security issues in depth in Section 8.

---

**CASE STUDY: Fugaku**

In 2014, Japan’s Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology launched a public-private partnership between the government-funded Riken Institute, the Research Organization for Information Science and Technology (RIST), and Fujitsu to create the supercomputer successor to the K computer that supports a wide range
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\(^{174}\) OLCF supports and manages ORNL’s supercomputing resources, including Summit and eventually Frontier. This figure accounts for “operations and user support at the LCF facilities—including power, space, leases, and staff.” Id. at 37-38.

\(^{175}\) ACLF supports and manages Argonne National Laboratory’s computing resources, including the Theta system and, later this year, the new Aurora computer, another DOE exascale HPC system. Id.


\(^{178}\) We discuss data access models in Section 3.
of scientific and societal applications. The result was Fugaku, which was named the world’s fastest supercomputer in 2020.

The technical aim of Fugaku was to be one hundred times faster than the previous K computer, with a performance of 442 petaFLOPS in the TOP500’s FP64 high-performance LINPACK benchmark. It currently runs 2.9 times faster than the next fastest system (IBM Summit) and is composed of slightly over 150,000 connected CPUs, with each CPU using ARM-licensed computer chips. Despite having around 1.9 times more parts than its K computer predecessor, Fugaku was finished in three fewer months. The six-year budget for Fugaku was around $1 billion.

RIST solicited proposals for usage through the “Program for Promoting Research on the Supercomputer Fugaku.” Under the program, Fugaku has already been used to study the effect of masks and respiratory droplets in order to inform Japanese policy during the COVID-19 pandemic. For FY 2021, 74 public and industrial projects were selected for full-scale access to Fugaku. Currently, RIST is still requesting proposals that fall under specific categories of usage, and any interested researcher may apply.
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3. Cost Comparison

To conclude this section, we provide a rough cost comparison between a leading commercial cloud service and a dedicated government HPC system (IBM Summit) (see Appendix A for details). We refer the reader to substantial work that has been published on the economics of cloud computing for a fuller analysis, much of which emphasizes the variance in computing demand.189

Building standalone public infrastructure is projected to be less expensive than implementing the NRC through a vendor contracting arrangement over five years. At a 10 percent discount on standard rates over five years, and under constant usage, AWS’s more powerful cloud-computing option (known as P3 instances) could cost 7.5 times as much as Summit’s total estimated costs, using comparable hardware. We use a 10 percent discount that was negotiated by a major research university with a commercial cloud provider. In contrast, the government would need to negotiate an 88 percent discount for AWS to be cost-competitive with a dedicated HPC cluster in the long run. Even in a scenario where NRC usage fluctuates dramatically, commercial cloud computing could cost 2.8 times Summit’s estimated cost. While variability in usage factors heavily into these estimates, the use of schedulers can contribute to a leveling-out of demand.190

These cost estimates have important limitations. First, government may be able to negotiate the cost down. We have used as a benchmark one major university’s enterprise agreement with AWS, which provides a 10 percent discount, relative to market rates. But unless the negotiated discount is for orders of larger magnitude, the commercial cloud will remain significantly more expensive. Second, these cost estimates primarily focus on computing.191 As Compute Canada’s analysis showed, the cost difference in storage was even greater. Third, the use of commercial rates is likely more favorable to cloud vendors, as
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189 See, e.g., ROLF HARMS & MICHAEL YAMARTINO, THE ECONOMICS OF THE CLOUD (2010); Rajamohan & Settlage, supra note 157; Byung Chul Tak et al., To Move or Not to Move: The Economics of Cloud Computing, 3 USENIX CONF. ON HOT TOPICS IN CLOUD COMPUTING 1 (2011); Edward Walker, Walter Brisken & Jonathan Romney, To Lease or Not to Lease from Storage Clouds, 43 COMPUT. 44 (2010).
191 For instance, we have not been able to identify good estimates of electricity and cooling costs for DOE supercomputers.
government security standards typically increase rates due to regulatory requirements. For instance, a “data sovereignty” requirement for data and hardware to reside within the United States, or private cloud requirements for certain agency datasets, may increase the cost of commercial cloud computing significantly. Fourth, this simple cost comparison is static, and does not reflect changes in hardware costs and pricing structures that are likely to occur over a five-year period under rapidly changing market conditions. But, if the NRC in fact scales, systems would be procured incrementally over time, upgrading available resources and providing options at different price points, similar to current commercial options. Last, as noted above, these cost estimates take into account maintenance as budgeted for the Summit, but may not take into account all such non-hardware costs, which is why we recommend a pilot to explore the ability to open up government computing facilities to NRC users.

In short, we offer this simple comparison to highlight some of the salient cost considerations to the make-or-buy decision, which arrives at a very similar conclusion to the analysis done by Compute Canada.

**CASE STUDY: Compute Canada**

Compute Canada formed in 2006 as a partnership between Canada’s regional academic HPC organizations to share infrastructure across Canada. The organization’s stated mission is to “enable excellence in research and innovation for the benefit of Canada by effectively, efficiently, and sustainably deploying a state-of-the-art advanced research computing network supported by world-class expertise.”

Compute Canada’s infrastructure includes five HPC systems that are hosted at research universities across Canada. From 2015 to 2019, Compute Canada used about C$125 million in funding to build four of
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192 Hugh Couchman et al., Compute Canada — Calcul Canada: A Proposal to the Canada Foundation for Innovation 58 (2006).
these systems.\textsuperscript{195} It also investigated using commercial cloud resources instead of building these new systems.\textsuperscript{196} However, it ultimately concluded that relying on commercial cloud providers would be significantly more expensive and could not provide the desired latency for large-scale, data-intensive research.\textsuperscript{197} In 2018, Compute Canada requested C$61 million to fund its operations, budgeting C$41 million for operating its HPC systems and C$20 million for support, training, and outreach.\textsuperscript{198} Demand for Compute Canada’s HPC resources far exceeds the infrastructure’s current capacity and is expected to keep growing.\textsuperscript{199} In 2018, Compute Canada estimated it would need about C$90 million per year over five years to invest in expanding infrastructure to the point where it could meet projected demands.\textsuperscript{200}

About 16,000 researchers from all scientific disciplines use Compute Canada’s infrastructure to support their work.\textsuperscript{201} Compute Canada distributes its resources in two ways. First, Principal Investigators and sponsored users may request a scheduler-unprioritized resource allocation for their research group.\textsuperscript{202} Compute Canada finds that many research groups can meet their compute needs this way.\textsuperscript{203} Alternatively, researchers who need more or prioritized resources may submit a project proposal to the annual “Research Allocation Competitions.”\textsuperscript{204} Submitted proposals go through a scientific peer review and a technical staff review to rate their merits.\textsuperscript{205} Scientific review examines the scientific excellence and feasibility of the specific research project, the appropriateness of the resources requested to achieve the project’s objectives, and the likelihood that the resources requested will be
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efficiently used. This review is conducted on a volunteer basis by 80 discipline-specific experts from Canadian academic institutions.

Technical review is conducted by Compute Canada staff itself, who verify the accuracy of the computational resources needed for each project, based on the technical requirements outlined in the application, and makes recommendations about which resources should be allocated to meet the project’s needs. In 2021, Compute Canada received 651 applications to the Research Allocation Competition and fully reviewed all applications in the span of five months.

III. Securing Data Access

After compute resources, the next critical design decision for the NRC is how to both store datasets and provide its users access to them: the “data access” goal of the NRC. Indeed, as articulated in the original NRC call to action, government agencies should “redouble their efforts to make more and better-quality data available for public research at no cost,” as it will “fuel” unique breakthroughs in research. Investigating some of the most socially meaningful problems hinges on large but inaccessible datasets in the public sector. From climate data housed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), health data from the country’s largest integrated healthcare system in the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), or employment data in the Department of Labor (DOL), such data could fuel both fundamental research using AI and refocus efforts away from consumer-focused projects (e.g., optimizing advertising) to more socially pressing topics (e.g., climate change).

As noted in the congressional charge, facilitating broad data access is a crucial pillar of the NRC. Importantly, as we discuss below, we limit the scope of our recommendations to facilitating access to public sector government data, which, as a condition of accessing government administrative data, NRC researchers should only use for academic research purposes. NRC users should also be able to compute
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209 2021 Resource Allocations Competition Results, supra note 119.
on any private dataset available to them. There are available mechanisms for sharing such datasets, but we identify the NRC’s major challenge as providing access to previously unavailable government data.

Government data is intentionally decentralized. By design of the Privacy Act of 1974, there is no centralized repository for U.S. government data or a core method for linking data across government agencies. The result is a sprawling, decentralized data infrastructure with widely varying levels of funding, expertise, application of standards, and access and sharing of policies. Thus, the NRC will have to develop a unified data strategy that can work with a wide range of agencies, unevenly adopted security standards, and within existing data privacy legislation.

Previous efforts have sought to improve access to and sharing of federal data, both between agencies and with external researchers, but there are still significant barriers to enabling AI research access of the kind that the NRC demands. By linking data governance policies with access to compute, building on existing successful models, and working with agencies to create interoperable systems that satisfy security and privacy concerns, the NRC can enable increased access to data that will aid AI researchers in answering pressing scientific and social questions and increase AI innovation.

We will first explain why the NRC should focus its efforts on facilitating federal government data sharing rather than private-sector data sharing. We then examine how and why the status quo for federal data sharing fails to realize the massive potential of government data. While the concept of centralizing disparate data sources to unlock research insights is not new, there are unique challenges for doing so within the context of the NRC. We will also discuss the key elements of our proposed model: (1) the use of FedRAMP as a system for categorizing datasets based on their sensitivity, and for modifying

\[\text{\textsuperscript{211}}\text{ We discuss the Privacy Act and privacy considerations in more detail in Section Five.} \]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{212}}\text{ O’Hara & Medalia, supra note 13, at 140-41; see also President’s MGMT. AGENDA, FEDERAL DATA STRATEGY 2020 ACTION PLAN (2020), https://strategy.data.gov/assets/docs/2020-federal-data-strategy-action-plan.pdf.} \]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{213}}\text{ Improved data access would, as we describe below, also promote evidence-based policymaking and improve trust in science (as data access makes replication efforts much easier).} \]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{214}}\text{ See, e.g., Nick Hart & Nancy Potok, MODERNIZING U.S. DATA INFRASTRUCTURE: DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING A NATIONAL SECURE DATA SERVICE TO IMPROVE STATISTICS AND EVIDENCE BUILDING (2020).} \]
access to them through tiered credentials for NRC users; (2) the promotion of interagency standardization and harmonization efforts to modernize data-sharing practices; and (3) strategic considerations regarding how to sequence efforts in streamlining access to particular datasets.

The case studies included throughout this Section were chosen as exemplars of successful data-sharing initiatives and to illustrate the range of available design decisions. While each case study provides a unique glimpse into different approaches, some common themes emerge. First, many of the data-sharing entities we studied not only have a single point of entry for researchers to request access, but also allow government agencies to retain some control over access requirements to their data. As we discuss below, this conception of the NRC as a data intermediary would provide real benefits in streamlining data access while still maintaining trust among agencies that wish to protect their data. Second, some initiatives use funding and personnel training as carrots to incentivize agencies to engage in data sharing. The NRC can learn from these initiatives in formulating its own set of incentives for agencies.

A. Private Data Sharing

Should the NRC affirmatively facilitate private dataset sharing? While there are definite benefits to providing researchers with access to private data, the NRC will have its largest impact by focusing its efforts first on mechanisms to access and share government data. As an initial matter, a variety of mechanisms for general data sharing already exist. Private sector stakeholders, moreover, can and
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215 These initiatives are successful in that they are sustainable and have been used by researchers to access multi-agency government data. The only exception is the National Secure Data Service (NSDS), which has not yet been implemented. We discuss the NSDS alongside the Census Bureau and the Evidence-Based Policy-Making Act of 2018 below. Importantly, our focus in these case studies is not to evaluate their efforts or measure their exact levels of success but to identify and understand some of the differences and similarities in the range of data-sharing efforts.

216 For instance, private sector data may facilitate research regarding social media use, internet behavior, or fill in gaps for federal statistics research through big data analysis. See Robert M. Groves & Brian A. Harris-Kojetin, Innovations in Federal Statistics: Combining Data Sources While Protecting Privacy 7 (2017).

have often built their own in-house platforms to allow access to approved datasets while minimizing intellectual property concerns, 218 or to provide access to their application programming interfaces (APIs) to make open-source data more easily accessible. 219 By focusing on providing access to public sector data, notably administrative data that is traditionally inaccessible to most researchers, 220 the NRC would play a unique and pertinent role for researchers across disciplines without having to deal with complex private-sector data concerns or the need to incentivize participation by non-government actors.

Complex intellectual property concerns would arise from the NRC permitting, facilitating, or even requiring, private sector stakeholders and independent researchers to share their private data freely alongside public sector data. First, this would involve complex questions regarding what licenses should be available or mandated for NRC users in order to encourage data sharing, despite apprehensions of how such sharing may affect future profitability and commercialization. While mandating an open-source (e.g., Creative Commons) license would benefit researchers most by providing the broadest access to data and would benefit NRC administrators by removing some possible IP infringement concerns, private sector stakeholders may feel deterred from uploading as a result. Conversely, if users have a choice to adopt a license that allows them to preserve their IP rights, private sector stakeholders may feel more comfortable sharing their data, but this would shift some liability to users—or to the NRC itself—by relying on users to abide by the license. This would involve an emphasis on
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218 Meta Data for Good provides access to a variety of libraries, via in-house platforms. See, e.g., Meta Data For Good, META (2020), https://dataforgood.fb.com/ (last visited Feb. 16, 2022); What is the Meta Ad Library and How do I Search It?, META (2021), https://www.facebook.com/help/259468828226154 (last visited Feb. 16, 2022); Facebook Disaster Maps Methodology, META (May 15, 2019), https://research.facebook.com/blog/2017/6/facebook-disaster-maps-methodology/. 219 For example, Twitter has a Developer Portal that provides access to their API to allow researchers to use user data for noncommercial purposes. See Twitter Developers, TWITTER (2021), https://developer.twitter.com/en/portal/petition/academic/is-it-right-for-you (last visited Feb. 16, 2022); Take Your Research Further with Twitter Data, TWITTER (2021), https://developer.twitter.com/en/solutions/academic-research (last visited Feb. 16, 2022). Thus, uploading Twitter data to a separate Cloud may provide few incentives to researchers who can use the API route. 220 See GROVES, supra note 216, at 31-42.
enforcement, ranging from explanations and user disclaimers to the industry standard of a full-blown notice-and-takedown system.

Data owners may want to prevent the uploading of copyrighted works by, for instance, having the NRC itself assess whether private data is already protected by copyright. Industry standards for conducting data diligence, using manual or automated tools, would either be very labor-intensive or prohibitively expensive. Even if these industry standards were met, researchers may find an NRC data-sharing platform duplicative.

None of the above would prevent researchers from using NRC compute resources on their own private datasets. Like current cloud providers, the NRC can stipulate in an End User Licensing Agreement (EULA) that researchers must agree they own the intellectual property rights on the data they are using. This EULA can also assign liability to the end-user, rather than the NRC, for any use of data that is encumbered by existing IP provisions. Additionally, the discussion above pertains to whether researchers should be required to share their private data, not to whether researchers should be required to share the outputs of their research conducted on the NRC. The latter point is discussed in Section 9.
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221 See Jennifer M. Urban, Joe Karaganis & Brianna M. Schofield, Notice & Takedown in Everyday Practice 39 (2017) (illustrating the difficulty that online service providers face in manually evaluating a large volume of data for potential infringement; for example, one online service provider explained that “out of fear of failing to remove infringing material, and motivated by the threat of statutory damages, its staff will take “six passes to try to find the [identified content].”); see also Letter from Thom Tillis, Marsha Blackburn, Christopher A. Coons, Dianne Feinstein et. al, to Sundar Pichai, Chief Executive Officer, Google Inc. (Sept. 3, 2019), https://www.ipwatchdog.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/9.3-Content-ID-Ltr.pdf (“We have heard from copyright holders who have been denied access to Content ID tools, and as a result, are at a significant disadvantage to prevent repeated uploading of content that they have previously identified as infringing. They are left with the choice of spending hours each week seeking out and sending notices about the same copyrighted works, or allowing their intellectual property to be misappropriated.”).

222 To illustrate the costs of implementing Content ID on a large-scale platform, Google announced in a report in 2016 that YouTube had invested more than $60 million in Content ID. See Google, How Google Fights Piracy 6 (2018), https://www.blog.google/documents/25/GO806_Google_FightsPiracy_eReader_fin al.pdf/.

B. The Current Patchwork System for Accessing Federal Data

The NRC could play a pivotal role in streamlining access to government data in a system that is currently decentralized.\(^{224}\) In some cases, agencies may simply lack a standardized method for sharing data.\(^{225}\) Due to perceived legal constraints, risks, or security concerns, agencies often have little practical incentive to share their data.\(^{226}\) Successful examples of researchers gaining access to government data from individual agencies frequently rely on the researchers having personal relationships with administrators, and a willingness on the part of the administrator to push against these constraints in service of the research project.\(^{227}\) While this relationship-based process has produced some successes,\(^{228}\) the far more common outcome is that data is simply not shared or accessed by researchers.\(^{229}\) Indeed, one government official indicated that overcoming the obstacles to making certain government data available for research was the greatest challenge in a lengthy career.

Agencies typically require the recipient of the data to abide by a data-use agreement (DUA). These DUAs prescribe such limitations on data usage as the duration of use, the purpose of use, and guarantees on the privacy and security of data.\(^{230}\) However, DUAs suffer from a central problem: the process for negotiating DUAs is highly fragmented and inconsistent across government agencies, drastically increasing the

\(^{224}\) For instance, across the twenty-nine distinct agencies in the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), data “are largely kept in silos with a lack of organizational awareness of what data are collected across the Department and how to request access. Each agency operates within its own statutory authority and each dataset can be governed by a particular set of regulations.” U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH & HUM. SERV., THE STATE OF DATA SHARING AT THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 4 (2018), https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/HHS_StateofDataSharing_0915.pdf.

\(^{225}\) See, e.g., id. at 8 (“HHS lacks consistent and standardized processes for one agency to request data from another agency.”).

\(^{226}\) O’Hara & Medalia, supra note 13, at 140-41.

\(^{227}\) See id. at 142 (“Most [data-sharing] agreements rely heavily on interpersonal relationships and informal quid pro quo arrangements, handling data requests in a less centralized fashion.”).


\(^{229}\) See ROBERT M. GROVES & ADAM NEUFELD, ACCELERATING THE SHARING OF DATA ACROSS SECTORS TO ADVANCE THE COMMON GOOD 17 (2017).

complexity of obtaining approvals for them. Some agencies have a designated office or process to handle DUAs, but other agencies rely on extemporaneous processes and ad hoc, quid pro quo arrangements. One such example is the Research Data Assistance Center, a centralized unit within the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) dedicated to supporting data access requests. In contrast, DUAs within the Department of Housing and Urban Development and the Department of Education are handled in decentralized business units, each with different routing channels and legal teams, which can confuse reviewers when multiple data requests between the same parties are routed simultaneously but separately. Indeed, university DUA negotiators in one survey complained that the process was a game of “bureaucratic hot potato” and wondered, “Why isn’t there just one template for everything?” Ultimately, the lack of standardization means that DUAs often require extensive review and revision, creating substantial delays.

Agency-by-agency requirements also impede data sharing. These requirements can range from mandating that researchers only access data at an onsite facility, using government-authorized equipment, to capping the amount of computational cycles that can be used to analyze data, or restricting the amount of data available simultaneously. These restrictions are particularly problematic, given that modern AI models can require massive amounts of data and computation to be most effective.

231 O’Hara & Medalia, supra note 13, at 138, 141.
234 O’Hara & Medalia, supra note 13, at 141.
235 Michelle M. Mello et al., Waiting for Data: Barriers to Executing Data Use Agreements, 367 SCIENCE 150 (Jan. 10, 2020), https://www.sciencemagazinedigital.org/sciencemagazine/10_january_2020/MobilePagedArticle.action?articleId=1552284#articleId1552284.
Broadly, the reasons for this dysfunction range from valid concerns about security and liability to the mundane and prosaic. Information technology systems within some agencies operate literally decades behind the technological frontier; a 2016 report from the Government Accountability Office (GAO) detailed examples of these legacy systems, discussing how several agencies were dependent on hardware and software that were no longer updateable, and required specialized staff to maintain.\(^{237}\) A lack of incentives, a risk-averse culture, and an agency’s statutory authority also play an important role in enabling or obstructing data sharing.\(^{238}\)

We are by no means the first observers to note these problems. Advocates have been working for years to standardize and modernize government practices around data and technology.\(^{239}\) For example, the Federal Data Strategy is the culmination of a multiyear effort to promulgate uniform data-sharing principles to address the fact that the United States “lacks a robust, integrated approach to using data to deliver on mission, serve the public, and steward resources.”\(^{240}\)

However, substantial challenges remain, particularly since the bulk of the efforts focused on opening access to government data have not been undertaken with the specific needs of machine learning and AI in mind.

### C. Tiered Data Access and Storage

The decentralized nature of government data has cascading implications across many aspects of the government data ecosystem. One key area that will affect the NRC is a lack of consistent storage and authentication access protocols across government agencies.

Because many government datasets contain sensitive data (e.g., high risk due to individual privacy concerns),\(^{241}\) a crucial component of the NRC’s data model will consist of a tiered storage taxonomy that distinguishes between datasets based on their sensitivity and correspondingly restricts access to different research groups.

Interpreting tiered storage and access as two sides of the same coin, we
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\(^{238}\) O'Hara & Medalia, supra note 13, at 140-41.

\(^{239}\) See, e.g., id.; U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., supra note 237.

\(^{240}\) President’s Mgmt. Agenda, supra note 212, at 11.

reference existing models that are based on dataset risk levels and propose a framework for the NRC that aims to achieve the dual goals of streamlining the process of enabling research access to government data while maintaining privacy and security.

1. FedRAMP: A Tiered Framework for Data Storage on the Cloud

One type of tiered storage taxonomy already exists for third-party government cloud services in one of the federal government’s major cybersecurity frameworks, the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP). Enacted in 2011, the framework was designed to govern all federal agency cloud deployments, with certain exceptions detailed in Section 8 of this Section. FedRAMP offers two paths for cloud services providers to receive federal authorization. First, an individual agency may issue what is known as an authority-to-operate (ATO) to a cloud service provider after the provider’s security authorization package has been reviewed by the agency’s staff and the agency has identified any shortcomings that need to be addressed. These types of ATOs are valid for each vendor across multiple agencies, as other agencies are permitted to reuse an initial agency’s security package in granting ATOs. The second option available to cloud services providers is to obtain a provisional ATO from the FedRAMP Joint Authorization Board, which consists of representatives from the Department of Defense (DOD), the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and the General Services Administration (GSA). These provisional ATOs offer assurances to agencies that DHS, DOD, and the GSA have reviewed security considerations, but before any specific agency is allowed to use a vendor’s services, that agency must issue its own ATO. In both the first and second cases, FedRAMP categorizes systems into low, moderate, or high impact levels (see Table 2).

Because FedRAMP requirements apply to all federal agencies when federal data is collected, maintained, processed, disseminated, or disposed of on the cloud, the NRC itself will need to be compliant with FedRAMP security standards irrespective of the organizational form it takes.245 Every dataset brought on to the NRC would need to be reviewed under FedRAMP with appropriate access levels. If a cloud service has already been evaluated under FedRAMP because it was used in the past to house federal data, the service can inherit the same FedRAMP compliance level in the NRC without an additional evaluation.246

Besides classifying datasets, the other function of FedRAMP is to identify a comprehensive set of “controls,” i.e., requirements and mechanisms that the cloud service providers must implement before the government dataset can be housed on them.247 They are based on the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publication 800-53, which provides standards and security requirements for information systems used by the federal government.248

These controls range widely and include requirements such as ensuring that the organization requesting certification “automatically disables inactive accounts,” “establishes and administers privileged user accounts in accordance with a role-based access scheme that organizes system access and privileges into roles,” “provides security awareness training on recognizing and reporting potential indicators of insider threat,” or develops regular security plans in the event of a breach.249

Requirements get more strenuous for FedRAMP “high impact” data (e.g., creating system-level air gaps to protect sensitive data).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>TYPE OF DATA</th>
<th>IMPACT OF DATA BREACH</th>
<th>NUMBER OF CONTROLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-impact risk</td>
<td>Data intended for public use</td>
<td>Limited adverse effects; preserves the safety, finances, reputation, or mission of an agency</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low baseline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-impact SaaS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate-impact risk</td>
<td>Controlled unclassified data not available to the public</td>
<td>Can damage an agency’s operations</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E.g., personally identifiable information)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-impact risk</td>
<td>Sensitive federal information</td>
<td>Catastrophic impacts such as shutting down an agency’s operations, causing financial ruin, or threatening property or life</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E.g., law enforcement, healthcare, emergency services)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: FedRAMP levels are designated based on the degree of risk associated with the breach of an information system. The security baseline levels are based on confidentiality, availability, and integrity, as defined in Federal Information Processing Standard 199.

There can be significant costs with obtaining these certifications and creating compliance plans, even if the underlying technical specifications can be addressed or already exist. A key issue for structuring the NRC is that the principal burdens of ensuring FedRAMP compliance should fall on NRC institutional staff, not originating agencies or individual academic researchers. As part of the FedRAMP certification process, NRC staff will have to consider how to give access to PIs in compliance with FedRAMP rules, but that process can and should avoid requiring originating agencies or individual universities to incur substantial expenses associated with hiring consultants and attorneys to certify FedRAMP compliance.


252 Partnering with FedRAMP, FEDRAMP, https://www.fedramp.gov/cloud-service-providers/ (last visited Feb. 16, 2022). While it may cost cloud service providers between $365,000 and $865,000 and take six to twelve months to receive FedRAMP compliance, ADAM ISLES, SECURING YOUR CLOUD SOLUTIONS: RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS ON MEETING FEDRAMP/GOVERNMENT STANDARDS 21 (2017), such costs are borne by the cloud service providers themselves, not the providers’ customers. Indeed,
While FedRAMP sets out common standards for cloud storage of government data within agencies,\textsuperscript{253} it is an exception to an otherwise balkanized federal data-sharing standards landscape,\textsuperscript{254} though it does not facilitate data exchange. The NRC needs to maintain compliance with not only FedRAMP requirements but also the requirements of any agency it is partnering with for data access.\textsuperscript{255} Advocates interested in increasing government data availability have long fought to establish a universal FedRAMP equivalent across different agencies that provides shared standards for data sharing based on data sensitivity.\textsuperscript{256} As we discuss in Section 8, establishing such universal, “centralized” security standards not only ensures internal uniformity but also removes barriers to data sharing.

The NRC’s implementation of FedRAMP standards can also provide partnering agencies an important opportunity to reexamine their own standards and share best practices with one another.\textsuperscript{257} This could involve raising or lowering requirements that are out of date,\textsuperscript{258} given the current threat to the environment and research needs. The NRC can take
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FedRAMP uses a “do once, use many” model: Once a cloud service provider obtains an authorization to operate (ATO), that ATO can be leveraged and reciprocated across multiple customers, eliminating duplicative efforts and inconsistencies that would come from requiring multiple re-authorizations. \textit{See Do Once, Use Many, supra} note 246 at 11.\textsuperscript{253} Even within FedRAMP there are substantial amounts of variation in how different organizations ensure compliance with the relevant controls and standards, with many of the controls written broadly enough to give room for substantial interpretation. However, it does lay out a variety of considerations and requirements that are consistent across domains and allows a degree of predictability and reliance that is not present in other aspects of federal data governance.\textsuperscript{254} O’Hara & Medalia, \textit{supra} note 13, at 141 (“Data sharing is taking place on a mandatory or voluntary basis, and data requests are managed through a designated staff/process or diffusely through an organization.”).\textsuperscript{255} \textit{BIPARTISAN POL’Y CTR.}, \textit{supra} note 232, at 17 (“The lack of standard procedures or guidelines for sharing data across federal agencies that fund research makes efforts to link and share data difficult or inefficient.”).\textsuperscript{256} \textit{See, e.g.}, Amy O’Hara, \textit{US Federal Data Policy: An Update on The Federal Data Strategy and The Evidence Act, 5 INT’L J. POPULATION DATA SCI. 5 (2020)}.\textsuperscript{257} While existing federal efforts and initiatives are already aimed at harmonizing data sharing best practices, \textit{see, e.g.}, \textit{PRESIDENT’S MGMT. AGENDA, supra} note 212, the NRC can accelerate these efforts. Indeed, the development of clear, consistent standards is crucial in facilitating data-sharing. \textit{DAVID CROTTY, IDA SIM & MICHAEL STEBBINS, OPEN ACCESS TO FEDERALLY FUNDED RESEARCH DATA 7 (2020)}.\textsuperscript{258} These requirements are inconsistent and out-of-date due to difficulties in defining risk as well as risk aversion on the parts of agencies. \textit{See O’Hara & Medalia, supra} note 13, at 140-41; \textit{see also} David S. Johnson et al., \textit{The Opportunities and Challenges of Using Administrative Data Linkages to Evaluate Mobility, 657 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 247, 252-53 (2015)}.\textsuperscript{258}
inspiration from agencies’ best practices, as well as from FedRAMP to develop a common NRC standard for determining data to be high, moderate, or low risk, as well as what consequences should flow from that assessment. In the later section on strategic considerations, we discuss how to enable this process by incentivizing agencies to participate in the NRC and selecting datasets that present a lower privacy and security risk.

In addition, given the diversity of data types and sources that could be stored on the platform, NRC policy should ensure that standards and protections exist for data storage in areas where FedRAMP has blind spots. FedRAMP is in part animated by risks from malicious actors like cybercriminals or adversarial foreign governments, but as we discuss in Section 6, privacy risks may arise even for the intended use case of analysis by NRC researchers. Of particular concern are instances where disparate datasets are combined, which may allow new inferences that make previously anonymous data individually identifiable, even when the data itself did not contain identifiable information. Such combinations may also alter the original risk level of the data, creating an output that merits a higher risk classification. Furthermore, machine-learning models and representations may unintentionally reveal properties of the data used to train them, and dissemination of these models could pose privacy risks.

This is not a challenge unique to the NRC; the U.S. Census Bureau and other government agencies engaged in data linkage have also had to develop means to address this issue. One solution involves applying methods of additional noise to the data (differential privacy) in order to obfuscate individual data while preserving the data’s utility for research. We discuss it and other privacy-enhancing technologies in greater detail in Section 7. However, privacy-enhancing technologies are no panacea, and depending on the nature of the particular dataset, the goals of ensuring anonymization, while also enabling researchers to access fine-grained data can conflict.
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261 See, e.g., Statistical Safeguards, Census Bureau (July 1, 2021), https://www.census.gov/about/policies/privacy/statistical_safeguards.html.
The NRC can also draw from the “Five Safes” data security framework used by the UK Data Service,\textsuperscript{263} the Federal Statistical Research Data Centers Network, and the Coleridge Initiative, a model centered on data, projects, people, access settings, and outputs.\textsuperscript{264} The implementation of the 2019 Evidence Act is already using a similar Five Safes framework in making determinations around data linkage.\textsuperscript{265} Through a combined framework, the NRC could place different anonymization requirements on datasets, depending on the circumstances of their access and the privacy agreements through which they were collected. Similarly, the NRC could control the dissemination scope of models, code, and data, depending on the sensitivity. Theoretical identifiability is less likely to be a concern when access and dissemination are restricted and the data is of a less sensitive nature or is not about individuals at all.\textsuperscript{266}

2. Facilitating Researcher Access with a Tiered Access Model

How should researchers gain access to specific data resources? Currently, approval proceeds on an agency-by-agency basis.\textsuperscript{267} Just as the value of the NRC for supporting AI research will depend in part on the extent to which it can bring together datasets from different agencies, it will also depend on the extent to which it can streamline the process for accessing data. One way to achieve this streamlining will be through a tiered access system for the NRC users, similar to FedRAMP’s tiered system for storing federal data on the cloud, where higher tiers would enable access to higher-risk data, subject to the other requirements on compute and data use. We discuss this access system in more depth in Section 7.

Section 2 made the case that compute access should start with PIs at academic institutions. This authorization can also serve as the baseline, where all NRC-registered PIs can freely access and use low-risk

\textsuperscript{264} Administrative Data Research Facility, COLERIDGE INITIATIVE, https://coleridgeinitiative.org/adrf/ (last visited Feb. 17, 2022).
\textsuperscript{265} See O’Hara, supra note 256.
\textsuperscript{266} For additional discussion of the privacy implications of the NRC, see Section 5.
\textsuperscript{267} See U.S. OFFICE OF MGMT. & BUDGET, BARRIERS TO USING ADMINISTRATIVE DATA FOR EVIDENCE-BUILDING 7 (2016).
datasets on the NRC. Additional tiers would impose more requirements, such as citizenship, security clearance, distribution restrictions, or compute and system restrictions. These access tiers will be similar to those used for determining FedRAMP classification for data storage, but while access and storage sensitivity may invoke similar considerations; they might not necessarily be the same.

**CASE STUDY: Coleridge Initiative (Administrative Data Research Facility)**

In partnership with the Census Bureau and funding from the Office of Management and Budget, the Coleridge Initiative, a nonprofit organization, launched the Administrative Data Research Facility (ADRF), a secure computing platform for governmental agencies to share and work with agency micro-data. The ADRF is available on the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) Marketplace and has a FedRAMP Moderate certification. Currently, the platform supports over one hundred datasets from fifty agencies.

The ADRF provides access to agency-sponsored researchers and agency-affiliated researchers going through the ADRF training programs for free. Over the past three years, over five hundred employees from approximately one hundred agencies have gone through ADRF training programs.

The ADRF provides a shared workspace for projects and the Data Explorer, a tool to view an overview and metadata (name, field description, and data type) of available datasets on the ADRF. In order to access restricted data, users must meet review requirements set by the agency providing the data. In order to export data, users must go through a unique “Export Review” process. The ADRF has a highly involved
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268 Administrative Data Research Facility, supra note 264.
269 Id.
default review process, requiring researchers to submit all code and output for the project for approval to the data steward and generating additional charges if requesting the export of more than ten files. The agency providing the data can also amend the default review process if it wishes to do so.

Prior to transferring data files, the ADRF provides an application for data hashing to safely transmit data. The ADRF also follows the “Five Safes” security model used by other government agencies, such as the UK Data Service.

Data stewardship for the ADRF is defined in compliance with the Title III of the Evidence-Based Policymaking Act of 2018. Once a restricted dataset is shared with the ADRF, one person within the agency will be assigned the data steward for all project requests. From there, procedures are developed with the agency, in terms of expectations for how the data will be protected, authorized users, and audit procedures for continued compliance.

Data stewards have access to an online portal in the ADRF. All project requests for specific data are routed to the data steward through this proposal. Once access has been granted, the data steward also has options to monitor the project for compliance.

Existing models for researcher access to sensitive datasets can help paint a picture of how the NRC might maintain and monitor a tiered access system. The NRC can emulate both the Coleridge Initiative and Stanford’s Center for Population Health Sciences (PHS), for instance, which serve as data intermediaries, in facilitating access to government
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273 Id.
Indeed, these intermediaries have been documented as effective means to overcome barriers to data-sharing because they, at their core, negotiate and streamline relationships between data contributors and users.\textsuperscript{278} For example, as a trusted intermediary, the NRC could centralize the DUA intake process by promulgating a universal standard form for agency DUAs.\textsuperscript{279}

Furthermore, similar to the Coleridge Initiative example, a designated representative(s) within the agency could be assigned as the data steward for all project requests for a certain restricted dataset. Any project requiring access to data in higher tiers could commence only after its proposal was reviewed and approved by a relevant representative. Because NRC access begins with PIs, researchers would also have to obtain approval from their university Institutional Review Boards (IRBs), as needed. After project approval and NRC researcher clearance, data would be made available through the NRC’s secure portal. Any violations of the terms of use or subject privacy could result in penalties ranging from a demotion of access tier to removal of NRC privileges or professional, civil, or criminal penalties, as relevant.

\textbf{CASE STUDY: Stanford Center for Population Health Sciences}

The Stanford Center for Population Health Sciences (PHS) provides a growing set of population health-related datasets and access methods to Stanford researchers and affiliates.\textsuperscript{280} The PHS Data Ecosystem hosts high-value datasets, data linkages and filters, and analytical tools to aid researchers. The PHS partners with a wide range of public, nonprofit, and private entities to license population-level datasets for university researchers, ranging from low-risk, public datasets to restricted data containing Protected Health Information (PHI) and Personally-

\textsuperscript{279} Others have also recognized the benefit of universal DUA templates. See Mello et al., \textit{supra} note 235, at 150; \textit{Guidance for Providing and Using Administrative Data for Statistical Purposes}, OFF. OF MGMT. & BUDGET (Feb. 14, 2014), https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/omb/memoranda/2014/m-14-06.pdf.
\textsuperscript{280} \textit{Stanford Medical Data}, \textit{supra} note 277.
Identifiable Information (PII), such as Medicare, commercial claims such as Optum and Marketscan data,\textsuperscript{281} and electronic medical records.

In addition to securing data storage and computational tools for researchers, PHS provides standardized and well-documented data access and management protocols, which increases data proprietor comfort with sharing data. PHS also has full-time staff who cultivate and maintain relationships with organizations holding data. This allows PHS to work with these groups to centralize data hosting and provide secure access to a wide array of researchers.

The PHS Data Portal is hosted on a third-party platform that enables data discovery, exploration, and clearly delineated, standardized steps for data access. The third-party platform, Redivis, utilizes a four-tier access system: (1) overview of data and basic documentation; (2) metadata access, including definitions, descriptions, and characteristics; (3) a 1 or 5 percent sample of the dataset; and (4) full data access.\textsuperscript{282}

If data is classified as public, researchers can access it using specialized software, or simply download it directly.\textsuperscript{283} For restricted data, the portal has forms integrated to easily apply for access.\textsuperscript{284} After identifying the dataset, the researcher must apply for membership in the organization hosting the data.\textsuperscript{285} An administrator of the organization owning the dataset can set member and study requirements that must be met, including training and institutional qualification, in order to access the data. Member applications can be set to auto-approval or require administrative approval. Once access has been granted to a data set, researchers can manipulate the data using specialized software. Usage restrictions are also specified individually on each dataset to control whether full, partial, or no output can be exported, and what review level
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is required for exporting. All applications for data and export are handled directly on the Data Explorer platform.

Currently, the PHS Data Portal is primarily for Stanford faculty, staff, students, or other affiliates. Even with affiliate status, certain commercial datasets may require further data rider agreements for access. Non-Stanford collaborators must complete all of the same access requirements as Stanford affiliates, plus any requirements imposed by their own institution. Additionally, a “data rider” agreement on the original DUA is frequently necessary.

To work with restricted data, the PHS provides two computing services for high-risk data: (1) Nero, with both an on-premises and Google Cloud Platform (GCP) platform versions; and (2) PHS-Windows Server cluster. Both are managed by the Stanford Research Computing Center (SRCC). Both services are HIPAA compliant. Unrestricted data can be used on any of Stanford’s other computational environments (Sherlock, Oak) or simply downloaded to the researcher’s local machine.

D. Promoting Interagency Harmonization and Adoption of Modern Data Access Standards

The federal data-sharing landscape suffers from divergent standards and practices, and individual agencies, left alone, have traditionally faced high hurdles to harmonizing and modernizing their data access standards. As we have discussed, this state of affairs presents formidable barriers to AI R&D from a researcher’s perspective but is also problematic both from an agency and societal perspective. As a report by the Administrative Conference of the United States finds from surveying the use of AI in the federal government, nearly half of agencies have experimented with AI to improve decision-making and operational
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capabilities, but they often lack the technical infrastructure and data capacity to use modern AI techniques and tools. The lack of a modern, uniform standard for data sharing in AI research, therefore, makes it harder for agencies to realize gains in accuracy, efficiency, and accountability, which subsequently impacts citizens downstream, who are affected by agency decisions.

The NRC can help overcome agency reluctance to share data by enabling access to agencies to compute their own data. This would solve at least two crucial problems for government agencies. First, access to the NRC’s collective computing resources would overcome some difficulties that agencies have traditionally faced in setting up their own compute resources. Second, facilitating agency access to modern data and compute resources would attract and build further in-house government AI expertise. From a societal perspective, this could increase the government’s capabilities in the responsible adoption of AI, help reduce the cost of core governance functions, and increase agency efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability.

The NRC can also learn from and align with other initiatives to harmonize and modernize standards. The Evidence Act—which requires agencies to appoint chief data and evaluation officers—is one example. The legislation authorizing the creation of the NRC could provide a federal mandate to encourage the adoption of sharing best practices. However, as we discuss in Section 5, a federal mandate alone, without any additional aid or incentives, may not be enough to incentivize the harmonization of data access and sharing standards. The Task Force should therefore consider bundling the mandate with additional benefits, such as providing funding to assist agencies in expanding their technical or staff capabilities in furtherance of the NRC and the national AI strategy. The NRC is aligned with the existing bipartisan case for the
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National Secure Data Service (NSDS) (described in the case study below), a service that would facilitate researcher access to data with enhanced privacy and transparency, recommended by the Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking in 2018. Both the NRC and NSDS are complementary data-sharing initiatives that have the potential to considerably improve public service operational effectiveness. We elaborate further on the NSDS proposal in Section 5. Lastly, training programs are promising avenues to increase NRC adoption and agency support. For example, as described in the case study above, the Coleridge Initiative has hosted workshops to train over five hundred employees from approximately one hundred agencies on data use over the past three years.

CASE STUDY: The Evidence Act

In pursuit of greater, more secure access to and linkage of government administrative data, a bipartisan Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking was set up by Congress in March 2016. The commission’s final report\(^\text{298}\) included twenty-two recommendations for the federal government to build infrastructure, privacy-protecting mechanisms,\(^\text{299}\) and institutional capacity to provide secure access to public data for statistical and research purposes. One recommendation was to create a “National Secure Data Service” (NSDS) to facilitate access to data for the purpose of building evidence, while maintaining privacy and transparency. Through this service, the NSDS could help researchers by temporarily linking existing data and providing secure access, without itself creating a data clearinghouse.

The Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act of 2018\(^\text{300}\) created some of the legislative footing for the commission’s recommendations. In particular, it created new roles for chief data, evaluation, and statistical officials, and sought to increase access and

\(^{298}\) Katharine G. Abraham & Ron Haskins, Comm’n on Evidence-Based Policymaking, The Promise of Evidence-Based Policymaking (2018).

\(^{299}\) These privacy-preserving mechanisms are especially important in light of ongoing legal and political challenges in differential privacy application to Federal data. See, e.g., Dan Bouk & Danah Boyd, Democracy’s Data Infrastructure (2021).

linkage of datasets previously within the scope of the Confidential Information Protection and Statistical Efficiency Act (CIPSEA).301

Finally, the 2020 Federal Data Strategy and associated Action Plan302 sought to put those legislative provisions into action. The strategy included plans to improve data governance, to make data more accessible, to improve government use of data, and to boost the use and quality of data inventories, metadata, and data sensitivity.

The central remaining step envisioned by the initial Evidence-Based Policymaking Commission is a National Secure Data Service (NSDS) modeled on the UK’s Data Service.303 The UK’s Data Service provides access to a range of public surveys, longitudinal studies, UK census data, international aggregate data, business data, and qualitative data. Alongside access, it provides guidance and training for data use, develops best practices and standards for privacy, and has specialized staff who apply statistical control techniques to provide access to data that are too detailed, sensitive, or confidential to be made available under standard licenses.

E. Sequencing Investment into Data Assets

Given the significant hurdles in negotiating data access, the NRC will need to strategically sequence which agencies and datasets to focus on for researcher use. The federal government collects petabytes of data,304 each with varying degrees of restrictions or openness. In considering which datasets to prioritize, the NRC can draw from the example of other data-sharing initiatives, as well as focus on data sets in the short term that do not pose complex challenges with regard to data privacy or sharing. One private-sector example is Google Earth Engine, which aggregated petabytes (approximately 1 million gigabytes) of satellite images and geospatial datasets and then linked that access to Google’s cloud-computing services to allow scientists to answer a variety

304 For example, the Social Security Administration alone has over 14 petabytes of data, stored in roughly 200 databases. See ENGSTROM, supra note 291, at 72.
of crucial research questions. This process of aggregating complex data and hosting it in a friendly computing infrastructure to facilitate research, demonstrates the compelling value of coupling compute and data. As another example, ADR UK identifies specific areas of research that are of pressing policy interest, such as “world of work,” and prioritizes data access for researchers working on those topics. The UK Data Service offers datasets derived from survey, administrative, and transaction sources, including productivity data from the Annual Respondents Database, innovation data from the UK Innovation Survey, geospatial data from the Labour Force Survey, Understanding Society, and sensitive data about childhood development.

When prioritizing datasets and agencies for NRC partnership, we recommend the following criteria:

- **Data that is valuable to AI researchers but is not currently available in a convenient form.** For example, in a July 2019 request for comments, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) asked members of the public to provide input on characteristics of models that make them well-suited to AI R&D, what data is currently restricted, and how liberation of such data would accelerate high-quality AI R&D. In one
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response, the Data Coalition argued that controlled release of private but structured indexed data in data.gov would be valuable for research.\textsuperscript{313} The Data Coalition also urged agencies to consider releasing raw, unstructured datasets, such as agency call center logs, consumer inquiries, and complaints, as well as regulatory inspection and investigative reports.\textsuperscript{314} Another example of data that is currently challenging to access, but is a matter of public record, is electronic court records housed in a system by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts.\textsuperscript{315}

- **Data housed within agencies that have statutory authority to share data and/or that have previous data-sharing experience.** The Census Bureau, for instance, has greater existing statutory interagency linkage than other agencies and has preexisting substantial in-house data analysis expertise.\textsuperscript{316} The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has an existing process for sharing restricted datasets (in the categories of employment and unemployment, compensation and working conditions, and prices and living conditions) with researchers.\textsuperscript{317}

- **Data with limited privacy implications.** For example, agencies whose data concerns natural phenomena, rather than individuals, may be easier to manage from a privacy perspective—e.g., NASA, the US Geological Service, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Datasets like those housed in NASA’s Planetary Data System,\textsuperscript{318} but that are not easily available to researchers, may serve as a valuable
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\textsuperscript{316} Legal Authority and Policies for Data Linkage at Census, CENSUS BUREAU (Apr. 4, 2018), https://www.census.gov/about/adrm/linkage/about/authority.html.


starting point for the NRC. Increasing the availability and interoperability of datasets from these agencies would advance the core mission of the NRC and could be done without jeopardizing individual privacy.

IV. ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

What institutional form should the NRC take? Two overarching considerations are: (1) ease of access to data; and (2) ease of coordination with compute resources. As we discussed in Section 3 and will detail in depth in Section 5, the federal data-sharing landscape among agencies is highly fragmented, with many agencies reluctant to or legally constrained from sharing their data. The NRC will need to coordinate between the entities supplying compute infrastructure and researchers themselves. As the NRC’s goal is to provide researchers with access to government data and high-performance computing power, one without the other will fall short of achieving the NRC’s mission.

Drawing on extensive work in support of the Evidence Act, we recommend the use of Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs) and private-public partnerships (PPPs) as possible organizational forms for the NRC. We recommend the creation of an FFRDC at affiliated government agencies in the short term, as we believe this path allows for the easiest facilitation of both the compute infrastructure and access to government data. In the longer term, the establishment of a PPP could facilitate greater data sharing and access between the public and private sectors. Importantly, other options include creating an entirely new federal agency or bureau within an existing agency. While these options might simplify coordination with compute resources, both pose challenges, with respect to data accessibility and interagency data sharing.

A. Federally Funded Research and Development Center

FFRDCs are quasi-governmental nonprofit corporations sponsored by a federal agency but operated by contractors, including
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universities, other nonprofit organizations, and private-sector firms. The FFRDC model confers the benefits of a close agency relationship, alongside independent administration, in facilitating access to data. Due to their intimate subcontracting relationships with their parent agency, all FFRDCs benefit from data access that goes “beyond that which is common to the normal contractual relationship, to Government and supplier data, including sensitive and proprietary data.”

A recent report by Hart and Potok on the National Secure Data Service (NSDS) (see case study in Section 3) also supports the FFRDC model as an optimal way to facilitate access to and linkage of government administrative data. The report considered FFRDCs, alongside such other institutional forms, as creating an entirely new agency, housing the NSDS in an existing agency, and developing a university-led, data-sharing service, but the report ultimately recommended the FFRDC model for several reasons. An FFRDC can scale quickly, because it can access government data and high-quality talent more easily than other options. An FFRDC can also leverage existing government expertise. The NSF, for instance, already sponsors five separate FFRDCs and has extensive experience cultivating and maintaining networks of researchers.

However, the FFRDC model comes with a few limitations. First, an FFRDC’s role is restricted to research and development for its sponsoring agency that “is closely associated with the performance of inherently governmental functions.” Thus, it would be important to
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ensure alignment during the contracting phase with the NRC’s core functions.

Second, the success of an FFRDC model for the NRC will depend on the ability of the sponsoring agency to gain cooperation across the federal government to provide the data needed for research. One way to do this would be for multiple agencies to co-sponsor the FFRDC, reducing contracting friction for datasets.\(^{326}\) Another option would be to create multiple FFRDCs housed in different agencies, incentivizing each of those agencies to share their data with the respective FFRDC. An analogous example could include the National Labs as a network, where each National Lab would be an instantiation of the NRC within its own relevant agency. \(^ {327}\)

Third, multiple FFRDCs would require separate processes for compute resources. In the short term, the NRC may alleviate this problem by contracting for commercial cloud credits, which is likely already the short-term solution for the NRC to provide compute access. As discussed earlier, private sector cloud providers already have extensive experience in providing compute resources to the government\(^ {328}\) and to academic institutions.\(^ {329}\) Familiarity with these private cloud providers may reduce the friction in allocating compute resources for the NRC.
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resources among researchers at multiple FFRDCs.

In the longer term, the FFRDC model may not be the most efficient. From a cost and sustainability perspective, FFRDCs have traditionally suffered from significant overruns, as they “operate under an inadequate, inconsistent patchwork of federal cost, accounting and auditing controls, whose deficiencies have contributed to the wasteful or inappropriate use of millions of federal dollars.”330 Another concern is that, historically, FFRDC infrastructure has not been routinely updated. A 2017 Department of Energy report highlighted that FFRDC infrastructure was inadequate to meet the mission.331 NASA’s Inspector General also highlighted that more than 50 percent of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (a NASA FFRDC) equipment was at least fifty years old.332 If an FFRDC version of the NRC experiences these same challenges, we recommend that the NRC, in the long run, switch to a public-private partnership model.

CASE STUDY: Science & Technology Policy Institute (STPI)

STPI is an FFRDC chartered by Congress in 1991 to provide rigorous objective advice and analysis to the Office of Science and Technology Policy and other executive branch agencies.333 STPI is managed by the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA), a nonprofit organization that also manages two other FFRDCs: the Systems and Analyses Center and the Center for Communications and Computing.334 IDA has no other lines of business outside the FFRDC framework.335

STPI’s primary federal sponsor is the National Science Foundation, but research at STPI is also co-sponsored by other federal agencies, including the National Institute of Health (NIH), Department of Energy (DOE), Department of Transportation (DOT), Department of Defense (DOD),
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and Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). Due to the “unique relationship” between an FFRDC and its sponsors, STPI “enjoys unusual access to highly classified and sensitive government and corporate proprietary information.”

NSF appropriations provide the majority of funding for STPI, including $4.7 million in FY 2020, but a limited amount of funding is also provided from other federal agencies. STPI has approximately forty full-time employees and has access to the expertise of IDA’s approximately eight hundred other employees. As an FFRDC, STPI may also contract for expertise, as required for a particular project. The statute specifying STPI’s duties also directs it to consult widely with representatives from private industry, academia, and nonprofit institutions, and to incorporate those views in STPI’s work to the maximum extent practicable.

STPI is also required to submit an annual report to the president on its activities, in accordance with requirements prescribed by the president, which provides additional accountability for the FFRDC. According to STPI’s 2020 report, STPI worked across multiple federal agencies, supporting them on forty-eight separate technology policy analyses throughout 2020.

B. A Public-Private Partnership (PPP)

A Public-Private Partnership (PPP) would create a partnership between federal agencies and private-sector organizations to jointly house and manage data-sharing efforts and run compute infrastructure. Because different agencies and private-sector members may have
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different contracting preferences, intellectual property goals, and security allowances for data access, creating a data-sharing partnership within this patchwork framework could be challenging in the immediate future. Nonetheless, PPPs can provide a number of long-term benefits, as they have been used successfully as data clearinghouses to produce, analyze, and share data between the public and private sector. Indeed, recognizing the benefits of the PPP model, the European Union has launched a new initiative called the Public Private Partnerships for Big Data that will offer a secure environment for cross-sector collaboration and experimentation using both commercial and public data. In general, PPPs for data-sharing can increase the quality and quantity of R&D, increase the value and efficiency of sharing public sector data, and reduce the long-run cost necessary to manage and maintain the data-sharing infrastructure.

CASE STUDY: ALBERTA DATA PARTNERSHIPS (ADP)

Founded in 1997, the ADP PPP is designed to provide long-term management of comprehensive digital data sets for the Alberta market. The PPP is structured as a joint venture between ADP, a nonprofit, and Altalis Ltd. whereby the ADP is the “custodian” of government data and Altalis is the “operator.” More specifically, geospatial data is owned by the provincial government, but exclusive licensing arrangements are granted to ADP to allow for sales. Meanwhile, Altalis, under the direction and oversight of ADP, builds software to securely load and distribute these provincial spatial datasets to users. Altalis also provides training to end-users and is responsible for
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cleaning, updating, and standardizing datasets.\textsuperscript{351}

In choosing its “operating partner” (i.e., Altalis) for the joint venture, the ADP board initially issued a “Request for Information” that solicited proposals from private-sector companies whose core business was the improvement, maintenance, management, and distribution of spatial data.\textsuperscript{352} The ADP board ultimately chose Altalis, not only because it had the superior offering and existing capabilities, but also because Altalis was willing to take on all of the investment required, at its own risk, to build and operate the ADP system in accordance with ADP specifications.\textsuperscript{353}

Today, all Altalis and ADP costs are covered by the operations of the joint venture.\textsuperscript{354} The joint venture earns revenues, for instance, through directed project funding and data access fees from stakeholders, which include municipalities, regulatory agencies, energy, forestry, and mining organizations.\textsuperscript{355} Any profits from the joint venture are split roughly 80/20 between Altalis and ADP, respectively, and ADP subsequently uses its profit shares to reinvest in data and system improvements.\textsuperscript{356}

The ADP PPP claims to have generated efficiencies for data sharing. For instance, the ADP estimates that a traditional government-only approach to maintaining and distributing datasets would have ranged between $65 million and $120 million cumulatively since ADP’s inception, and ADP claims to have provided its users with $6.8 million in cost savings.\textsuperscript{357}

A PPP model could reduce the friction of coordination between data and compute. One example of using a PPP for compute resources is the COVID-19 High-Performance Computing Consortium, spearheaded by the Office of Science and Technology Policy, DOE, NSF, and IBM.\textsuperscript{358} Drawing on the experience of XSEDE, the consortium has forty-three
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members from the public and private sectors that volunteer free compute resources to researchers with COVID-19-related research proposals.\(^{359}\) The voluntary nature of compute provisioning, in this instance, provides benefits to both the researchers, who gain immediate access to compute, and the consortium members, who contribute to innovation and reap public relations benefits.

We also acknowledge that the evidence around the efficacy of PPPs is contested.\(^{360}\) Indeed, there is no one-size-fits-all PPP model; PPPs differ vastly, according to the responsibilities allocated between the private sector and the public sector. The success of a PPP can depend on its structure.\(^{361}\) According to a RAND Report of thirty case studies of successful public-private data clearinghouses, these clearinghouses have widely different organizations, access requirements, and strategies for managing data quality.\(^{362}\) Such decision points are crucial. For example, some scholars emphasize the need for a trusted environment for the private and public sectors to handle privacy and ethics violations in sensitive industries.\(^{363}\) Similarly, in the siloed federal data-sharing context, a PPP must consider how to divide functions in tackling these additional considerations in privacy, ethics, security, and intellectual property.

### C. The NRC as a Government Agency

The NRC could also be constructed as a new government agency or bureau. The main advantages of this model would be the development of a distinct public-sector institution, devoted to AI compute and data. The NRC could be to cloud and data what the U.S. Digital Service is to government information technology. Such an agency would have to be

\(^{359}\) *Id.*  
\(^{362}\) For example, on one end of a spectrum, the California Teale Data Center creates, owns, maintains, and archives its own datasets for private sector use. In contrast, the Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access houses metadata, requires users to ask the actual data sources for access. RAND, *supra* note 29, at 102–03. We encourage the Task Force to examine this comprehensive report to assess the various organizational options for a PPP data clearinghouse model.  
established by statute or executive mandate. Enabling legislation could create dedicated, professional staff to build and develop the NRC, vest the NRC with authority to mandate interagency data sharing, and create a long-term plan that is informed by the National AI Strategy.

There are, however, significant disadvantages to creating a new agency or bureau. First, the NRC could lay claim to no government datasets at all, and could subsequently encounter significant headwinds with having to negotiate with each originating agency for data, not to mention the constraints under the Privacy Act, discussed in Section 5. That said, enabling legislation could exempt the agency from the Privacy Act’s data linkage prohibitions and transfer litigation risk for data leakages to the new agency. Second, a new agency may face greater challenges in recruiting top-flight talent. According to the 2020 Survey on the Future of Government Service, a majority of respondents at federal agencies agreed that they often lose good candidates because of the time it takes to hire, and less than half agreed that their agencies have enough employees to do a quality job. Moreover, many respondents highlighted inadequate career growth opportunities, inability to compete with private-sector salaries, and lack of a proactive recruiting strategy as major factors contributing to an inadequately skilled workforce in federal agencies. FFRDCs, in contrast, can be negotiated with existing organizations, making the startup costs potentially lower. Third, while national laboratories have expertise contracting with entities to construct high-performance computing facilities, it is unclear how a new federal agency/office would approach such a task. It is one thing for an entity like the U.S. Digital Service to help develop IT platforms for U.S. agencies; it is another to simultaneously build a very large supercomputing facility and solve longstanding challenges with data access. Finally, it will be important to isolate the research mission of the NRC from political influence. To the extent that a new agency might provide less isolation from changes in presidential administrations and politically appointed administrators, this is an important consideration.
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While these disadvantages are considerable, ambitious legislative action could, in fact, make a new government agency a viable option.

V. DATA PRIVACY COMPLIANCE

The vision motivating the NRC is to support academic research in AI by opening access to both compute and data resources. Federal data can fuel basic AI research discoveries and reorient efforts from commercial domains toward public and social ones. As stated in the NRC’s original call, “Researchers could work with agencies to develop and test new methods of preserving data confidentiality and privacy, while government data will provide the fuel for breakthroughs from healthcare to education to sustainability.”

But is an NRC seeded with public sector data, particularly administrative data from U.S. government agencies, even possible given the legal constraints? Research proposals that sweep broadly across agencies for personally identifiable or otherwise sensitive data will rightly trigger concerns about potential privacy risk. The Privacy Act of 1974, the chief federal law governing data collected by government agencies, fundamentally challenges the notion of an NRC as a one-stop shop for federal data. Its research exceptions leave some uncertainty about open-ended research endeavors that go beyond statistical research or policy evaluation supporting an agency’s core mission. Even if agencies deemed such research possible, researchers would be subject to access constraints, and the data itself may potentially require technical privacy treatments.

We make the following recommendations regarding data privacy and the NRC. First, agencies may be able to share anonymized administrative data with the NRC within the boundaries of the Privacy Act for the purposes of AI research, based on the Act’s statistical research exemptions. Second, the NRC will require a staff of privacy professionals.
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that include roles tasked with legal compliance, oversight, and technical expertise. These professionals should build relationships with peers across agencies to facilitate data access. Third, the NRC should explore the design of virtual “data safe rooms” that enable researchers to access raw administrative microdata in a secure, monitored, and cloud-based environment. Fourth, we recommend the NRC Task Force engage the policy and statistical research communities and consider coordination with proposals for a National Secure Data Service, which has grappled extensively with these issues.

This section proceeds as follows. We first review the existing laws that apply to government agencies and the restrictions they impose on data access and sharing. We then describe current agency practices for sharing data with researchers and agencies under the Privacy Act. Last, we assess the implications of current legal constraints on NRC data sharing and the most important cognate proposal to promote data sharing under the Evidence Act.

We note at the outset that this section largely takes existing statutory constraints as a given. At a macro level, however, the challenges in data sharing also suggest that an ambitious legislative intervention could overcome many existing constraints, such as by statutorily (a) exempting the NRC from the Privacy Act’s prohibition on data linkage; (b) granting the NRC the power to assume agency liabilities for data breaches; (c) mandating that agencies transfer any data that has been shared under a data use agreement or Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the NRC, and; (d) requiring IT modernization plans to include provisions for data-sharing plans with the NRC.369

A. The Privacy Act

Data privacy issues are at the core of debates about sharing data, and the NRC will be no exception. Most data privacy debates in the U.S. today focus on the consumer data sector where data protection laws in the U.S. are limited to nonexistent. In contrast, many U.S. government agencies are subject to a robust privacy law, the Privacy Act of 1974, which was passed in response to concerns about government abuses of power.370 For nearly fifty years, this legislation has been effective in its

369 We thank Mark Krass for these insights.
370 Agencies covered by the Act include “any Executive department, military department, Government corporation, Government controlled corporation, or other establishment in the executive branch of the [federal] Government (including the
primary goal of preventing the U.S. government from centralizing and broadly linking data about individuals across agencies. However, this approach has come at a cost, which is that most government agencies are prevented from freely sharing and linking data across agency boundaries, which in turn hampers agencies’ operational and research efforts. According to one government privacy expert, even when authorized or mandated to share data in limited circumstances, federal agencies are often reluctant to do so due to a myriad of factors, most prominently a lack of adoption of consistent data security standards, as well as difficulties with measuring and assessing privacy risks. To that end, many agencies see promise in adopting technical privacy measures, such as differential privacy, or the creation of synthetic datasets as proxies for actual data, as a necessary precursor for enabling data sharing for both research purposes and interagency goals.

In the nearly fifty years since the Privacy Act’s passage, there have been periodic efforts to address the government’s approach to data management while preserving data privacy. Examples include the E-Government Act of 2002, the Confidential Information Protection and Statistical Efficiency Act of 2002, and most recently, the Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act and the National Data Strategy. Most of these efforts have been aimed at sharing government data for statistical analysis and policy evaluation, and the scope of provisions may need to be broadened to support AI research. We view these efforts to be complementary: the NRC should build on these efforts while bringing increased attention to the compute resources that enable
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Executive Office of the President), or any independent regulatory agency.” 5 U.S.C. § 552(f)(1).


372 Interview with Marc Groman, Former Senior Advisor for Privacy, White House Office of Management and Budget (Feb. 18, 2021); see also Bipartisan Pol’y Ctr., Barriers to Using Government Data: Extended Analysis of the U.S. Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking’s Survey of Federal Agencies and Offices 10 (2018).


AI development as well as advanced data analysis.

B. Statutory Constraints on Data Sharing

One vision of the NRC is for it to act as a data warehouse for all government data. But that vision collides with fundamental constraints from laws designed to hamper broad and unconstrained data sharing between U.S. government agencies. Lacking an overarching, comprehensive privacy regime, similar to the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the U.S. landscape is fragmented between a mix of sector-specific consumer laws and certain government-specific laws, such as the Privacy Act of 1974,\footnote{Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a (2012).} and limited-scope federal guidance, such as the Fair Information Practice Principles.\footnote{There are many versions of the Fair Information Practice Principles, and the U.S. government has not institutionalized a specific version, though the version used by the Department of Homeland Security is commonly referenced (available at: https://www.dhs.gov/publication/privacy-policy-guidance-memorandum-2008-01-fair-information-practice-principles). The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development produced an influential version of them in 1980 (revised in 2013), which remains an authoritative source. \textit{OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data}, OECD (2013), https://www.oecd.org/digital/ieconomy/oecdguidelinesontheprotectionofprivacyandt ransborderflowsofpersonaldatal.htm.} In particular, the Privacy Act, which focuses broadly on data collection and usage by federal agencies, and restricts sharing between them, poses challenges to the ambitions of the NRC’s goal to make otherwise restricted government datasets more widely available.

Existing efforts, buttressed by such bills as the E-Government Act of 2002 and the Foundations of Evidence-Based Policymaking Act, have attempted to increase access by researchers to government data assets. Yet, these approaches were animated by the primary purposes of policy evaluation, not basic AI research, nor do they consider any ambitions on the part of agencies themselves to pursue AI research and development.\footnote{See \textsc{David Freeman Engstrom, Daniel E. Ho, Catherine M. Sharkey & Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar}, \textit{Government by Algorithm: Artificial Intelligence in Federal Administrative Agencies} (2020) (documenting present use of AI by government agencies).}

Application of these laws and regulations to the NRC, in part, hinges on three factors: (1) the institutional form of the NRC, as we discuss in Section 4; (2) whether NRC users can invoke the Privacy Act’s existing statistical research exception; and (3) whether researchers are
accessing data from multiple federal agencies. Here we briefly discuss the legal obligations of federal agencies. Even if the NRC does not take the form of a new standalone federal agency, agencies contributing data will remain subject to these constraints.

1. The Privacy Act’s Limitations and Exemptions

The Privacy Act was enacted in response to growing anxiety about digitization, as well as the Watergate scandal during the Nixon presidency. The Act was motivated by concerns about the government’s ability to broadly collect data on citizens and centralize it into digital databases, an emergent practice at the time. It is the primary limiting regulation for government data sharing, and has consequences for the NRC and, more directly, for any government agency wishing to share data with the NRC.

a. Data Linkage

The Privacy Act applies to systems of records, which are defined as “a group of any records under the control of any agency from which information is retrieved by the name of the individual or by some identifying number, symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to the individual.” 381 Importantly, the Act places strict limits on “record matching,” or linking between agencies, for the purposes of sharing information about individuals. 382 Matching programs are only allowed when there is a written agreement in place between two agencies defining the purpose, legal authority, and the justification for the program; such agreements can last for eighteen months, with the option of renewal. 383 These limits were put in place in order to prevent the emergence of a centralized system of records that could track U.S. citizens or permanent residents across multiple government domains, as well as to limit the uses of data for the purposes it was collected for. Indeed, while linkage across datasets may be important for AI research, 384 it could potentially
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381 5 U.S.C. § 552a(a)(5).
enable abuse, surveillance, or the infringement of such rights such as free speech by enabling persecution across the many areas in which a U.S. citizen or resident interacts with the federal system.\textsuperscript{385}

Because the restriction on data linkages applies to linkages between agencies, the restriction applies in two particular scenarios for the NRC. First, if the NRC is instituted as a federal agency, then agency data-sharing with the NRC would run against the data linkages limitation of the Privacy Act. Second, federal agency staff access to the NRC could raise questions about interagency data linkage under the Privacy Act. However, the recommendation in Section 3 is focused on granting agencies streamlined access to the computing resources on the NRC and their own agency data, not to any multi-agency data hosted on the NRC. If the NRC is not designed as a federal agency and does not grant agency members access to interagency data, the Privacy Act’s restrictions on data linkages may not apply.

We note that this approach to data management is both unusual and out of step with the private sector, as well as AI research specifically. The ability for both industry\textsuperscript{386} and researchers\textsuperscript{387} to associate multiple data sources and data points with a specific (anonymized) individual is common practice outside of government. In fact, this limitation is not one that many governments\textsuperscript{388} or U.S. states\textsuperscript{389} place on their data

systems. However, the Privacy Act’s restrictions on data linkage remain uncontested, even in the various reform efforts we discuss below. It is worth noting that the federal government’s broad bar against data linkages does incur welfare costs. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, the inability to share and link public health data created difficulties in tracking the spread and severity of the virus. While projects like Johns Hopkins’ Coronavirus Research Center and the COVID Tracking Project attempted to aggregate available data, the lack of data integration slowed important operational and research responses. Other countries, for instance, integrated immigration and travel records to triage cases and prevent hospital outbreaks.

We acknowledge the potential for data linkage to tackle important societal problems without recommending wholesale, unencumbered data linkage. Broad or unrestricted data linkage raises legitimate concerns about both individual privacy and widespread government surveillance, made concrete by the disclosures of government whistle-blower Edward Snowden, among others. An initiative to link Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) data with other agency data for COVID-19 response, for instance, would meet resistance from the Privacy Act. The Task Force should appreciate these tensions and trade-offs. Indeed,
agencies view technical measures for privacy preservation as a necessary component of any government data strategy, as methods such as multiparty computation or homomorphic encryption (which we discuss in Section 8) may allow for some forms of data linkages between agencies, without violating the Privacy Act.

b. No Disclosure Without Consent

Another core restriction of the Privacy Act is the “No Disclosure Without Consent” rule, which prohibits disclosure of records to any agency or person without prior consent from the individual to whom the record pertains.\footnote{5 U.S.C. § 552(b).} Because the NRC would disclose federal agency data to researchers (i.e., to “person[s]”), this rule—unlike the restriction on record linkage—is legally relevant and unavoidable.

The Privacy Act, however, contains a number of exceptions to this rule. Most pertinent to the NRC’s data-sharing efforts are exemptions for: (1) “routine use”; (2) specified agencies; and (3) statistical research. Under the first exemption, the Privacy Act permits agencies to disclose personally identifiable administrative data when such disclosure is among one of the “routine uses” of the data.\footnote{5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(3).} A dataset’s “routine use” is defined on an agency-to-agency basis and is simply a specification filed with the Federal Register on the agency’s plan to use and share its data.\footnote{The Privacy Act also contains specific carve-outs for disclosures to the Census Bureau and to the National Archives and Records Administration. However, the carve-outs for these two agencies require that the disclosures be made for the purposes of a census survey and of recording historical value, respectively. Because the NRC’s explicit purpose is to democratize AI innovation, it is unlikely that the NRC can take advantage of this existing exception to dataset disclosures under the Privacy Act.} As a result, the more broadly an agency defines “routine use” of its data, the more broadly that agency can share its data with other agencies without disclosure.\footnote{For example, the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s list of routine uses includes broad disclosure “[t]o an agency or organization for the purpose of performing audit or oversight operations as authorized by law, but only such information as is necessary and relevant to such audit or oversight function.” Privacy Act of 1974; Department of Homeland Security Federal Emergency Management Agency-008 Disaster Recovery Assistance Files System of Records, 78 Fed. Reg. 25282 (May 30, 2013).} While courts have limited how broadly an agency can describe “routine uses,”\footnote{See, e.g., Britt v. Naval Investigative Serv., 886 F.2d 544 (3d Cir. 1989).} a large number of use cases can still be...
covered by a short, general statement. 402 Further research should be conducted on the conditions for when data sharing for research purposes constitutes routine use.

c. Implications for Data Sharing with Researchers

Much will rest on the interpretation of the “statistical research” exception, as applied to AI research. Despite the Privacy Act’s constraints on data sharing, researchers have conventionally been able to access data directly from agencies, based on the statistical research exception to the Privacy Act. This exception allows disclosure of records “to a recipient who has provided the agency with advance adequate written assurance that the record will be used solely as a statistical research or reporting record, and the record is to be transferred in a form that is not individually identifiable.” 403 Doing so requires either access to an approved research dataset, or for the researcher to negotiate an MOU directly with the agency, a role we suggest the NRC may be able to fill as an intermediary, acting as a negotiating partner to facilitate access requests between multiple researchers and agencies (discussed in Section 3).

While the Privacy Act does not define “statistical research,” subsequent laws and policies have elaborated on the definition. For example, the E-Government Act defines “statistical purpose” to include the development of technical procedures for the description, estimation, or analysis of the characteristics of groups, without identifying the individuals or organizations that comprise such groups. 404 Meanwhile, a “nonstatistical purpose” includes the use of personally identifiable information for any administrative, regulatory, law enforcement, adjudicative, or other purpose that affects the rights, privileges, or benefits of any individual. 405 That is, while researchers may use personally identifiable data for the broad purpose of analyzing group characteristics, they cannot use such data for targeted purposes to aid agencies with, for instance, specific adjudicative or enforcement functions.

The precise meaning of “statistical purpose,” however, remains

402 The Privacy Act of 1974, supra note 383.
405 44 U.S.C. § 3561(8), (12).
“obscure and the evaluation criteria may be difficult to locate.” Yet, “statistical purpose” may well encompass data sharing for certain AI applications. The Act explicitly designates the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bureau of Economic Analysis, and the Census Bureau as statistical agencies that have heightened data-sharing powers for statistical purposes. These agencies regularly use AI in conducting their statistical activities. While definitions of AI are themselves contested, statistical research may encapsulate at least some forms of machine learning and AI, if such research analyzes group characteristics and does not identify individuals.

To be sure, the NRC should not enable researchers or agencies to conduct an end run around the Privacy Act. To that end, the NRC will require staff devoted to privacy compliance and oversight to ensure compliance. Key questions regarding individual identifiability, sensitivity of the data, or the potential for linkage and reidentification will need to be assessed by such staff.

d. Implications for Agency Data Sharing with the NRC

Notwithstanding the above avenues, agencies may nonetheless be reluctant to share data with the NRC and its researchers. Instances abound where federal agencies face constraints to sharing data, even if it is entirely legal or even federally mandated. For example, the Uniform Federal Crime Reporting Act of 1988 requires federal law enforcement agencies to report crime data to the FBI. Yet, no federal agencies appear to have shared their data with the FBI under this law. Similarly,
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408 See ENGSTROM, HO, SHARKEY & CUÉLLAR, supra note 380, at 16 (finding that the Bureau of Labor Statistics is one of the top ten agencies that uses artificial intelligence); Machine Learning, CENSUS BUREAU (Apr. 17, 2019), https://www.census.gov/topics/research/data-science/about-machine-learning.html (asserting that the Census Bureau “needs” machine learning capabilities); BUREAU OF ECON. ANALYSIS, 2020 STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN 7 (2020) (highlighting the importance of artificial intelligence and machine learning to BEA’s strategy).
the Census Bureau is enabled by legislation that authorizes it to obtain administrative data from any federal agency and requires it to try to obtain data from other agencies whenever possible.\footnote{See 13 U.S.C. § 6.} However, the statute does not similarly require the program agencies to provide their data to the Census Bureau. That is, although the Census Bureau is required to ask other agencies for data, those agencies are not required to, and often do not, provide it.\footnote{NAT’L ACADEMY OF SCI., supra note 45, at 40.}

Failure to engage in data sharing, even in the face of a statutory authorization, can stem from risk aversion. According to a GAO report, agencies choose not to share data because they tend to be “overly cautious” in their interpretation of federal privacy requirements.\footnote{According to the study, “an agency’s legal counsel may advise against sharing data as a precautionary measure rather than because of an explicit prohibition.” U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, SUSTAINED AND COORDINATED EFFORTS COULD FACILITATE DATA SHARING WHILE PROTECTING PRIVACY 1 (2013).} Because legal provisions authorizing or mandating data sharing are often ambiguous,\footnote{See O’Hara & Medalia, supra note 13, at 141.} agencies may err on the side of caution and choose not to share their data for fear of the downside risk that recipient use of the data may violate privacy or security standards.\footnote{ROBERT M. GROVES & ADAM NEUFELD, ACCELERATING THE SHARING OF DATA ACROSS SECTORS TO ADVANCE THE COMMON GOOD 12 (2017).} To make matters worse, because agencies need to devote significant resources to facilitate data sharing, they may simply choose not to prioritize data sharing at all. The lack of resources poses a significant problem—according to a Bipartisan Policy Center study on agency data sharing, about half of agencies cited inadequate funding or the inability to hire appropriate staff as their “most critical” barrier to data sharing.\footnote{BIPARTISAN POL’Y CTR., supra note 372, at 18–20.}

The NRC may overcome these hurdles by clarifying legal provisions, ensuring that the benefits to agencies of data sharing outweigh the risks and costs, and advocating for resources. For instance, O’Hara and Medalia describe how the Census Bureau was able to obtain food stamp and welfare data from state agencies. In the face of ambiguous statutes authorizing the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to perform data linkages across federally sponsored programs, states originally arrived at different statutory interpretations. Some states agreed to share their data only after (1) the Office of General Counsel at
both the USDA and HHS issued a memo clarifying that data sharing with the Census Bureau for statistical purposes was legal and encouraged; and (2) the states were convinced that data sharing would enable evidence building that could help them administer their programs.418

Broader data sharing with the NRC that combines multiple agency or external data sources may be facilitated by the passage of additional laws requiring agencies to share their data, subject to specific limitations on how that data is used by the NRC. Even then, the effect of that requirement is hardly a foregone conclusion. More is needed by way of both clarifying the extent to which data sharing is permitted and providing benefits that incentivize agencies to share their data.

Finally, to ensure compliance with the Privacy Act, as well as to facilitate the NRC’s role as a data intermediary, the NRC will require a staff of privacy professionals that include positions tasked with legal compliance, oversight, and technical methods expertise. These professionals should build relationships with peers across agencies to facilitate data access.

**CASE STUDY: Administrative Data Research UK**

Administrative Data Research UK (ADR UK) is a new body, set up in July 2018, to facilitate secure, wide access to linked administrative datasets from across government for the purpose of public research.419

ADR UK was set up as a central, coordinating point between four national partnerships—ADR England, ADR Northern Ireland, ADR Scotland, and ADR Wales—as well as the UK-wide national statistics agency, Office for National Statistics (ONS). ADR UK labels itself as a “UK-wide strategic hub:” a central point that promotes the use of administrative data for research, engages with government departments to facilitate secure access to data, and funds public good research that uses administrative data.420

Funding for ADR UK came from a research council (Economic and Social Research Council, ESRC) and was initially committed from July 2018 to
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418 See O’Hara & Medalia, supra note 13, at 141.
March 2022. A total of £59 million was provided.\(^{421}\)

ADR UK serves three core functions. First, the promotion of the value and availability of government administrative datasets for research. ADR UK acts as a general advocate for the use of administrative datasets from across the British government. It also acts as a specific driver of research for the public good. It has identified specific areas of research that are of pressing policy interest (e.g., “world of work”\(^{422}\)), and is focusing on creating access to linked datasets for researchers who tackle those priority themes.

The second core function is serving as a coordination point to encourage government data sharing, standards, and linkage of administrative datasets. Especially for its research calls, ADR UK is able to highlight multiple datasets, often spanning different government departments' scope areas that can be linked and used in research. In doing so, ADR UK plays an important role in facilitating research.

Third, ADR UK has a strategic funding approach to further the use of administrative datasets in research that has three categories of funding:

**Building new research datasets:** ADR UK’s Strategic HubFund initially solicited invitation-only bids for researchers who would build new research datasets of public significance in the course of their work.\(^{423}\) These new, research-ready datasets are now accessible to a wide range of researchers.\(^{424}\)

**Research Fellowship Schemes:** A major funding focus now is on funding research through competitive open-bid invitations under a Research Fellowship Scheme.\(^{425}\) Specific researchers are identified through the competition. They are accredited for secure data access and

\(^{421}\) Id.


\(^{424}\) Id.

\(^{425}\) Id.

**Methods Development Grants:** Separately, ADR UK invites research proposals that further methodological progress for the use of large-scale administrative datasets, such that the wider social science community can draw on developed methods in research.\footnote{Funding Opportunities, supra note 423.}

### C. Privacy and Security

The UK’s 2017 Digital Economy Act\footnote{Digital Economy Act 2017, c. 30 (UK).} created a legal gateway for research access to secure government data. Deidentified data held by a public authority in connection with the authority’s functions could be disclosed for research, under the assurance that individual identities would not be specified.

Any data shared with researchers is anonymized: personal identifiers are removed, and checks are made to protect against re-identification.\footnote{ADR UK, TRUST, SECURITY AND PUBLIC INTEREST: STRIKING THE BALANCE 28 (2020).} A rigorous accreditation process—for both the researcher and proposed research—is undertaken to ensure public benefit. Data access primarily takes place via a secure physical facility, or a secure connection to that facility, provided by ADR UK’s constituent partners.\footnote{Id. at 29.} There is close monitoring of researcher activity and outputs, and any output is checked before release.\footnote{Id.}

From a researcher’s point of view, access to ADR UK datasets requires the following steps:\footnote{How Do We Work with Researchers?, ADR UK, https://www.adruk.org/our-mission/working-with-researchers/ (last visited Feb. 28, 2022).}

- Researcher submits proposal for project to ADR UK.
- Project is approved by relevant panels.
- Researcher engages in training and may take assessment (e.g., access to linked data held by ONS required accreditation to
ONS’ Secure Research Service,\(^\text{433}\) and can access data either in person or, where additionally accredited, through remote connection.

- Required data is determined by ADR UK (through one of the four regional partners, or ONS), then ingested by the relevant data center.
- De-identified data is made available through a secure data service (either at the ONS, or one of the four regional partners).
- Researcher conducts analysis; activity and outputs are monitored.
- Outputs are checked for subject privacy. Research serving the public good is published.

**D. Complementary Efforts to Improve the Federal Approach to Data Management**

The barriers to data sharing created by the Privacy Act have long posed a challenge to researchers interested in using government data to evaluate or inform policy.\(^\text{434}\) The policy and statistical research communities, both within and outside the federal government, have engaged in admirable reform efforts to facilitate data sharing for policy evaluation.\(^\text{435}\)

The Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act (EBPA) of 2018, which enacted reforms to improve data access for evidence-based decision-making, is a key achievement of these efforts to date. However, several of the provisions in the Act that helped to address some of the barriers to data linking and sharing were not passed by Congress. These provisions—known collectively as the National Secure Data Service (NSDS)—remain a high priority for facilitating further progress for sharing data for research purposes. According to the nonprofit Data Foundation, one of the major supporters of the NSDS, its passage will
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\(^{434}\) See Nick Hart & Nancy Potok, Modernizing U.S. Data Infrastructure: Design Considerations for Implementing a National Secure Data Service to Improve Statistics and Evidence Building 17, 6-7 (2020).

\(^{435}\) Id.
“create the bridge across the government’s decentralized data capabilities with a new entity that jointly maximizes data access responsibilities with confidentiality protections.” 436

The NSDS is envisioned as an independent legal entity within the federal government that would have the legal authority to acquire and use data. However, this authority is currently conceived of as emanating from the EBPA, which focuses on using statistical data for evidence-building purposes. A broader source of authority may be necessary for AI research purposes under the NRC, which may be distinct from agency obligations. One clear area of overlap is the proposal’s call for the NSDS to facilitate its own computing resources, which could be harmonized with the compute needs of the NRC. Like Section 4’s discussion of organizational options, NSDS supporters identify a fundamental need for both a reliable funding source as well as thoughtful placement of the NSDS either within an existing agency or as an independent agency or FFRDC. The areas of common ground between the NRC and NSDS, as well as the expertise and momentum behind the proposal, strongly suggest that the NRC engage and coordinate with these efforts.

Another complementary initiative is the Federal Data Strategy (FDS), launched in 2018 by the executive branch and led by the OMB. FDS is a government-wide effort to reform how the entire federal government manages its data. The plan calls out the need for “safe data linkage” through technical privacy techniques, 437 and incorporates a directive from the 2019 Executive Order on Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence to “[e]nhance access to high-quality and fully traceable federal data, models, and computing resources to increase the value of such resources for AI R&D, while maintaining safety, security, privacy, and confidentiality protections, consistent with applicable laws and policies.” 438 The FDS directs OMB to “identify barriers to access and quality limitations” and to “[p]rovide technical schema formats on inventories,” with a focus on open data sources (i.e., non-sensitive or individually identifying data). 439 Datasets identified by this process could be key candidates for populating the NRC.

While both the NSDS and the FDS may promote data sharing,

436 Id. at 15.
437 President’s MGMT. AGENDA, supra note 212, at 9.
438 Id. at 31.
these efforts are presently focused primarily on furthering policy evaluation purposes. Fortunately, there is much overlap and complementarity between these initiatives and the NRC, illustrating the broad importance of more effective mechanisms to share federal data securely and in a privacy-protecting way.

VI. TECHNICAL PRIVACY AND VIRTUAL DATA SAFE ROOMS

We now discuss the role of technical privacy methods for the NRC. In the past several decades, researchers have devised a variety of computational methods that enable data analysis while preserving privacy. These methods hold considerable promise for enabling the sharing of government data for research purposes. We note at the outset that technical methods are merely one mechanism to strengthen privacy protections. While effective, such methods may be neither sufficient nor universally appropriate. The application of any particular method does not obviate the need to inquire into whether the data itself adheres to articulated privacy standards. The methods discussed here are not “replacements” for the recommendations discussed earlier and never themselves justify the collection of otherwise problematic data.

Use of data from the NRC introduces two threats to individual privacy. The first type involves accidental disclosure by agencies (agency disclosure): An agency uploads a dataset to the NRC which lacks sufficient privacy protection and contains identifying information about an individual. A researcher—either analyzing this dataset alone or in conjunction with other NRC datasets—discovers this information and re-identifies the individual.440 The second type involves accidental disclosure by researchers (researcher disclosure). Here, a researcher releases products computed on restricted NRC data (e.g., trained machine learning models, publications). However, the released products lack sufficient privacy protection, and an outside consumer of the research product learns sensitive information about an individual or individuals in the original dataset used by the researcher.441

441 Matt Fredrikson, Somesh Jha & Thomas Ristenpart, Model Inversion Attacks that Exploit Confidence Information and Basic Countermeasures, 22 PROCS. ACM SPECIAL INT. GRP. ON SEC., AUDIT & CONTROL 1322 (2015); Nicholas Carlini et al., Extracting Training Data from Large Language Models, ARXIV (June 15, 2021),
We recommend that, due to the infancy and uncertainty surrounding uses of privacy-enhancing technologies, privacy should primarily be approached via access policies to data. While there will be circumstances that suggest, or even mandate, technical treatments, access policies, discussed in Section 3, are the primary line of defense: they ensure sensitive datasets are protected by controlling who can access the data. We recommend a tiered access policy, with more sensitive datasets placed in more restricted tiers. For instance, highly restricted access data may correspond to individual health data from the VA, while minimally restricted access data may correspond to ocean measurements from NOAA. Proposals requesting access to highly restricted data would face heightened standards of review, and researchers may be limited to accessing only one restricted access dataset at a time. This approach mirrors current regimes where researchers undergo special training to work with certain types of data.\textsuperscript{442}

Technical treatments are a different line of defense: They significantly reduce the chances of deanonymizing a dataset. There are a range of technical methods that can enable analysis while ensuring privacy:

- Techniques like $k$-anonymity and $\ell$-diversity attempt to offer group-based anonymization by reducing the granularity of individual records in tabular data.\textsuperscript{443} While effective in simple settings and easy to implement, both methods are susceptible to attacks by adversaries who possess additional information about the individuals in the dataset.

- One of the most popular techniques is differential privacy,\textsuperscript{444} which provides provable guarantees on privacy, even when an adversary possesses additional information about records in the dataset. However, differential privacy requires adding random amounts of statistical “noise” to data and can sometimes compromise the accuracy of data analyses.
Although differential privacy has become a point of contention with respect to the Census Bureau’s new disclosure avoidance system, the technique remains a powerful defense against bad actors seeking to take advantage of public data for the purposes of re-identification.

- Researchers have also identified other promising methods. Recent work has demonstrated that machine learning can be used to generate “synthetic” datasets, which mirror real-world datasets in important ways but consist of entirely synthetic examples. Other work has focused on the incorporation of methods from cryptography, including secure multiparty computation and homomorphic encryption.

Methods that obscure data introduce fundamental tensions with the way machine-learning researchers develop models. For example, when considering questions of algorithmic fairness, in some instances privacy protections can undercut the power to assess whether such a technical method as differential privacy results in demographic disparities, particularly for small subgroups. Similarly, “error analysis”—the study of samples over which a machine-learning model performs poorly—is central to how researchers improve models. It requires understanding the attributes and characteristics of the data in order to better understand the deficiencies of an algorithm. Therefore, such methods as differential privacy, which make raw data more opaque, will invariably impede the process of error analysis. Synthetic data
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typically captures relationships between variables only if those relationships have been intentionally included in the statistical model that generated the data,\textsuperscript{450} and thus, may be poorly suited to certain AI models that discover unanticipated relationships among data. While homomorphic encryption may not require similar assumptions on data structure, existing methods are computationally expensive.

While promising, understanding and applying these methods is an evolving scientific process. The NRC is poised to contribute to their evolution by directly supporting research into their application.

\textit{A. Criteria and Process for Adoption}

The NRC will contain a rich array of datasets, each presenting unique privacy implications over different types of data formats (e.g., individual tabular records, unstructured text, images). Including a dataset on the NRC raises a question of choice: Which technical privacy treatment should be applied (e.g., $k$-anonymity vs. differential privacy), and how should it be applied? This question often requires technical determinations about different algorithmic settings, but such technical choices can also have important substantive consequences.\textsuperscript{451}

First, we recommend that these determinations are made with respect to the following factors:

- **Dataset sensitivity:** Different datasets will pose privacy risks that range in type and magnitude. Health records, for instance, are more sensitive than weather patterns. The privacy method chosen should reflect this sensitivity. As we discuss in Section 3, these privacy methods should correspond and be tiered to the appropriate FedRAMP classification for the dataset.

- **Dataset utility:** As discussed above, applying a privacy method can distort the original data, diminishing the accuracy


\textsuperscript{451} In Computer Science literature, such algorithmic settings are often referred to as hyperparameters. For instance, $k$ is a hyperparameter for $k$-anonymity. By setting $k$ to different values (e.g., 5, 10, 100), practitioners can modulate the amount of anonymity afforded to records in the data. As we note however, the choice of hyperparameters controls both the privacy effected on a dataset as well as the fidelity of that data.
and utility of analysis. Because different methods affect different levels of distortion, the choice of method should be informed by the perceived utility of the data. High-utility datasets—where accurate analyses are highly important (e.g., medical diagnostic tools)—may necessitate methods that produce less distortion.

- **Equity:** Certain privacy measures can disproportionately impact underrepresented subgroups in the data.\(^{452}\) In determining which method to apply, the presence of sensitive subgroups and their relation to the objectives of the dataset should be evaluated.

For any given dataset, we recommend that agencies providing the data collaborate with NRC staff to identify and recommend any privacy treatments. Originating agencies and NRC staff will possess domain and research expertise to make evaluations on the balance of privacy, utility, and equity, but agencies should consult with NRC staff and researchers on the most appropriate treatments. Given the cost of review, such privacy treatments should be much less widely considered for low-risk datasets.

**B. Virtual Data Safe Rooms**

For individual research proposals that would be greatly hampered by technical privacy measures, the NRC should explore the use of virtual “data-safe rooms” that enable researchers to access raw administrative microdata in a secure, monitored environment. Currently, the Census Bureau implements these safe rooms in physical locations and moderates access to raw interagency data through its network of Federal Statistical Research Data Centers (FSRDCs). However, the NRC should not adopt the FSRDC model wholesale. Indeed, the barriers to using FSRDCs are

---

high, and “only the most persistent researchers are successful.”[^453] For instance, applying for access and gaining approval to use an FSRDC takes at least six months, requires obtaining “Special Sworn Status,” which involves a Level Two security clearance, and is limited to applicants who are either U.S. citizens or have been U.S. residents for three years.[^454] To further complicate matters, agencies have different review and approval processes for research projects that wish to access agency data using an FSRDC.[^455] Finally, even after approval is granted, researchers can only access the data in person by going to secure locations, such as the FSRDC itself.[^456]

To be clear, some of these restrictions are unique to the Census Bureau. U.S. law provides that any Census datasets that do not fully protect confidentiality may only be used by Census staff.[^457] Researchers trying to access such data therefore must go through the rigorous process of becoming a sworn Census contractor. The extent to which these restrictions apply to the NRC will depend on whether the NRC institutionally houses itself in the Census Bureau, which we ultimately do not recommend.[^458] Other problems, however, such as the lack of interagency uniformity in granting access to datasets is not a problem unique to Census, but a common problem throughout the federal government (see Section 3).

Another common problem—not necessarily tied to FSRDCs or the Census Bureau—is the use of a physical data room to access raw microdata. The NRC should explore a virtual safe room model, whereby researchers can remotely access such microdata. For instance, in the private sector, the nonpartisan and objective research organization, NORC, located at the University of Chicago, is a confidential, protected environment where authorized researchers can securely store, access, and analyze sensitive microdata remotely.[^459] Some federal government

[^453]: STEVEN RUGGLES, DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY AND CENSUS DATA: IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH 17.
[^454]: Id. at 18-19.
[^455]: NAT’L ACADEMY OF SCI., INNOVATIONS IN FEDERAL STATISTICS 86 (2017). The fragmented FSRDC review process is similar to the fragmented data access regime we discussed in Section 3.
[^458]: The institutional form of the NRC is discussed in depth in Section 4.
agencies have also implemented their own virtual data safe rooms. The Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ Virtual Research Data Center (VRDC), for instance, grants researchers direct access to approved data files through a Virtual Private Network. In a 2019 Request for Information (RFI), the National Institutes of Health also solicited input for its own administrative data enclave and whether such an enclave should be physical or virtual. As articulated in responses to the RFI from the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology, a virtual enclave would greatly facilitate researcher access to data and can be designed and administered in a way to preserve privacy and security.

A National Research Cloud cannot function effectively if access to certain datasets is ultimately tied to a National Research Room.

---

**CASE STUDY: California Policy Lab**

The California Policy Lab (CPL) is a University of California research institute that provides research and data support to help California state and local governments craft evidence-based public policy. CPL offers a variety of services to governments, including data analysis services and secure infrastructure for hosting and linking the vast amounts of data collected by government entities. These services help bridge the gap between academia and government by helping policymakers gain access to researchers and providing researchers a secure way to access administrative data. CPL aims to build trusting partnerships with government entities and enable them to make empirically supported decisions.

---
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policy decisions.

CPL enters data-use agreements with various government entities around California, including, for example, the California Department of Public Health and Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority. These agreements allow CPL to store administrative data in a linkable format, promoting broad longitudinal analyses across various public sector domains.

To help manage the requirements of the various data-use agreements and simplify compliance, CPL applies the strictest requirements for any individual data across all data it stores. Each set of administrative data is thus subject to strict technical restrictions and thorough audits. CPL manages the data in an on-premises data hub at UCLA. This data hub uses “virtual enclaves” modeled after air-gapped clean rooms typically used for sensitive government data. Virtual enclaves are virtual machines that forbid any outbound connections.

CPL creates a new virtual enclave for each research project and only gives specific researchers access to specific datasets for each project. Researchers can only work with the data in the enclave and can only use tools provided in the environment. Data access processes vary, based on the requirements of the government entities, and most of CPL’s data-use agreements are purpose limited and thus require approval from the relevant government entity before being used in a project.

Generally, CPL helps researchers understand how to gain access to various types of administrative data. For some datasets, CPL has

---
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formalized applications on its website.\(^{471}\) CPL prescreens project proposals and sends promising projects to its government partners for final approval. Researchers then conduct these approved projects on CPL’s secure infrastructure. For other datasets without formalized access processes, CPL directs researchers toward individuals within the government entities.\(^{472}\) CPL can then take over management of approved projects that aim to use data stored on its hub under their standing data-use agreements. Alternatively, the government entities and researchers themselves may craft new data-use agreements for specific projects.

### C. Implications for the NRC

1. Dedicated Staff

As discussed above, it will be critical for the NRC to maintain dedicated professional staff who specialize in privacy technologies. First, not all agencies or departments that seek to place data into the NRC will have the expertise to both determine the privacy method that meets data utility expectations and data privacy demands and apply it to the dataset of interest. Specialized NRC staff will be essential to assisting such agencies and departments. Second, even where agencies and departments do possess the requisite expertise, NRC staff will bring a unique perspective from their collaborations across the government. Where a specific department’s staff may only foresee risks specific to the dataset, NRC staff will be able to foresee instances where the presence of other data in the NRC may raise other concerns. In fact, by working with Affiliated Government Agencies and agency representatives, the NRC staff can also help these agencies internalize such benefits, such as helping them understand the full range of privacy risks with respect to their data.\(^{473}\) Such collaborative governance will be necessary to ensure that privacy assessments consider the full implications of access and privacy technologies. Finally, it must not be overlooked that while data management, in general, requires technical expertise, these various privacy-enhancing technologies also require very specific, highly skilled


\(^{472}\) See CPL Roadmap to Government Administrative Data in California, supra note 465.

\(^{473}\) We note that it is possible that the organizational form could affect the authority of NRC staff to speak to the legality of data transfers.
expertise. Using synthetic data sets as an example, NRC staff could be asked to build synthetic data on an agency’s behalf, or need to validate the work performed at an agency to ensure it is done properly and well. Whatever the task, there are cascading effects downstream through the research ecosystem if not carefully managed and executed.

2. A Focus on Evaluating and Researching Privacy-Enhancing Technologies

It will be necessary to continually evaluate the state of privacy protections on the NRC, either by NRC staff members or by supporting privacy and security researchers at academic institutions. Technical privacy and security research is by nature adversarial: Researchers adopt the posture of adversaries in order to probe the weaknesses of a system/dataset. In the context of the NRC, this will require simulating attacks as researchers try to reidentify individuals within specific NRC datasets. This type of research is necessary to advance the field, and the NRC may be specially positioned to support a research center devoted to researching privacy-enhancing technologies. Doing so would allow the research community to build stronger privacy methods to ensure anonymity, identify flaws, and self-regulate an evolving data ecosystem.

VII. SAFEGUARDS FOR ETHICAL RESEARCH

The pace of advances in AI has sparked ample debate about the principles that should govern its development and implementation. Despite the technology’s promise for economic growth and social benefits, AI also poses serious ethical and societal risks. For example, studies have demonstrated AI systems can propagate disinformation, demonstrate algorithmic bias along age, gender, race, and disability, and perpetuate systemic inequalities.

475 MARY L. GRAY & SIDDHARTH SURI, GHOST WORK: HOW TO STOP SILICON VALLEY FROM BUILDING A NEW GLOBAL UNDERCLASS (2019); Science Must Examine the Future of Work, NATURE (Oct. 19, 2017), https://www.nature.com/articles/550301b.
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This section considers how the NRC should ensure its resources are deployed responsibly and ethically. A growing body of research on AI fairness, accountability, and transparency has raised serious and legitimate questions about the values implicated by AI research and its impact on society. The NRC’s focus on increasing access to sources of public data and fostering noncommercial AI research is intended to help address these concerns by enabling broader opportunities for academic research. At the same time, broadening access to resources is not enough to assure that academic AI research does not exacerbate existing inequalities or perpetuate systematic biases. In addition, the NRC must also be prepared to handle and act upon complaints of unethical research practices by researchers.

While there is an abundance of proposed ethics frameworks for AI (see Appendix C for those published by federal agencies), there is not a set of accepted principles enshrined into law, like the Common Rule for human subjects research, that clearly establishes the boundaries for ethical research with AI. Lacking such guidance, a core question for the NRC is how to institutionalize the consideration of ethical concerns. This section starts by discussing two potential approaches for research proposals: \textit{ex ante} review at the proposal stage for access to NRC resources (e.g., compute, dataset), and \textit{ex post} review after research has concluded. Separately, we discuss guidance for the NRC on issues related to research practices. One of the virtues of starting with access by Principal Investigator (PI) status (Section 2) is that researchers will (a) often have undergone baseline training by their home institutions in

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item 45 C.F.R §§ 46.101-124.
\end{itemize}
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research compliance, privacy, data security, and practices for research using human subjects; and (b) be subject to research standards and peer review (e.g., through IRB review when applicable). These mechanisms are insufficient to cover many AI research projects, such as when human subjects review is deemed inapplicable. Thus, we tailor our recommendations to the institutional design of the NRC.

First, we recommend that the NRC require including an ethics impact statement for PIs requesting access beyond base-level compute, or for research using restricted datasets. This provides a layer of ethical review for the highest resource projects that are already required to undergo a custom application process. Second, for other categories of research (e.g., research conducted under base-level compute access, where no custom review is contemplated), we recommend that the NRC establish a process for handling complaints that may arise out of unethical research practices and outputs. Third, given the limitations of the prior mechanisms, we recommend the exploration of a range of measures to address ethical concerns in AI compute, such as the approach taken by the National Institutes of Health to incentivize the embedding of bioethics in ongoing research.

A. Ethics Review Mechanisms

1. Ex Ante

Ex ante review assesses research yet to be performed.\(^{480}\) Funding agencies and research councils worldwide rely on ex ante peer reviews to evaluate the intellectual merit and potential societal impact of research proposals, based on set criteria.\(^{481}\) Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) commonly assess academic research involving human subjects prior to its initiation.\(^{482}\) However, much AI-related research may not fall under IRB oversight. For instance, such research might not use human subjects. Alternatively, such research might not rely on existing data (not collected by the proposers) about people that is publicly available,\(^{483}\) used with


\(^{481}\) Id.


\(^{483}\) There are crucial questions with regards to consent even with data considered
permission from the party that collected the data, or is anonymized. Potential ethical issues may, therefore, escape IRB review.484

Creating an across-the-board ex ante ethics review process, however, would be challenging. First, as we discuss in Section 2, we recommend against case-by-case review for all PI requests for access to NRC compute and data, as such a process would require substantial administrative overhead. At the stage when researchers are simply applying for compute access, the research may be so varied and early stage, that there is not much concrete substance to review. And to the extent that every PI would require project-specific review, such a process would be onerous.

Second, ex ante review is unlikely to grapple with the many ethical implications of design decisions that take place after research commences.485 Research design can change substantially from initial proposals as projects progress. Ex ante review could identify some concerns, but unlikely all.486 The nature of machine learning is inherently uncertain and predictions can be challenging to explain as well as highly dependent on the data used to build and train models.487 Ex ante proposal review alone may not be sufficient to identify biased outcomes and may in fact require extensive documentation and review of the data used in a specific project to assess with any reliability.488

Third, there are unique academic speech concerns about government assessment of research. Authorizing the government to


486 Feretti et al., supra note 485, 1-3.

487 See, e.g., Mark Diaz et al., Addressing Age-Related Bias in Sentiment Analysis, 2018 PROCEEDINGS CHI CONF. ON HUM. FACTORS IN COMPUTING SYS. 1 (2018); Buolamwini & Gebru, supra note 71.

conduct an ethics review (separate from IRB review under the Common Rule, which is typically delegated to academic institutions) with vague standards may implicate academic speech concerns, as well as subject proposals to politically-driven evaluations that can shift from administration to administration.

If the NRC were to create a process for ex ante review of research proposals for ethical concerns, such a board would likely need to be composed of scientific and ethics experts, similar to how the NSF conducts its process, though perhaps with the addition of members from civil society organizations that focus on countering AI harms. The NSF convenes groups of experts from academia, industry, private companies, and government agencies as peer reviewers, led by NSF program officers and division directors. However, the scope and range of NRC research proposals are likely to be both broad and highly interdisciplinary in nature, making ethics assessments challenging.

2. Ex Post

Ex post evaluations provide an assessment after research has concluded. In academia, researchers submit research results to journals or conferences for ex post peer review. It is at this pre-publication stage that ethical issues not identified by ex ante processes may be surfaced by reviewers or editors. In the public sector, for example, the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board (PCLOB) conducts ex post reviews on counterterrorism practices by executive branch departments and agencies to ensure they are consistent with governing laws, regulations, and policies regarding privacy and civil liberties. PCLOB has also recently begun to evaluate the use of new technologies in foreign intelligence collection and analysis and to identify legislative proposals that strengthen its oversight of AI for counterterrorism.

---

B. Recommendations

While we do not recommend an across-the-board ex ante review of research proposals, we do recommend that the NRC establish a process to handle complaints about ethical research practices and outputs. On that point, we recommend the NRC collaborate with the Office of Research Integrity (ORI) at the Department of Health and Human Services to model its processes and procedures for managing issues of research misconduct.494 The ORI has substantial experience overseeing concerns about ethical research practices. Parties could petition the NRC to revoke access when research is shown to manifestly violate general ethical research standards or practices applicable to a researcher’s disciplinary domain. We note that the NRC may want to adopt a high standard for such a violation, given the academic speech considerations. For example, federal agencies or external parties that wish to revoke compute or data access from PIs would need to file a written complaint with supporting evidence. Decisions to revoke access should require input from NRC executive leadership and legal counsel.

For PIs requesting access beyond base-level compute or for restricted datasets, we recommend requiring the completion of ethics impact statements to be submitted with research proposals. A recent proposal to address the lack of “widely applied professional ethical and societal review processes” in computing piloted such a requirement in a grant process, requiring a description of the potential social and ethical impacts and mitigation efforts by researchers.495 We limit this approach to proposals for compute access beyond default allocation or requests for access to restricted datasets, as the administrability concerns are weaker for researchers who are already applying for compute or data access beyond the default levels. For those applications, a review process of a specific proposal will already occur by an external review panel of experts (Section 2), and much like the NSF requires statements of “Broader Impacts,”496 statements about the ethical considerations of the work could easily be included. It is important to note that ethics impact

---

494 In instances where a researcher is using data obtained from one of the agencies that falls under ORI’s oversight, it may make sense to have ORI adjudicate those cases directly. For more information about the ORI, see ORI, OFF. OF RSCH. INTEGRITY, https://ori.hhs.gov/ (last visited Feb. 22, 2022)
statements would be only one component of NRC applications and should be weighed in conjunction with other application materials. In addition to requiring researchers to carefully think through and document the potential impacts of their own work, the statements may also serve as useful documentation of potential negative impacts and be of use to NRC staff when determining whether to provide access to specific types of data. Such assessments may also be helpful for journals, conferences, or universities addressing ex post concerns about ethical impacts.

Next, we recommend that the NRC employ a professional staff devoted to ethics oversight, similar to what we propose regarding data privacy in Sections 5 and 6. In addition to staff devoted to handling legal compliance issues, the NRC needs staff with specialized training in AI ethics (as well as expertise in other subdomains) to provide expert internal consulting to NRC applicants, as well as to aid in evaluating ethics impact statements. Similarly, data privacy experts can identify ethical privacy issues specifically related to data, such as whether consent has been properly obtained and documented. To ensure that decisions are based on the merits, the NRC staff overseeing these issues must operate independently of other federal agencies and be insulated from political interference.

We acknowledge that these ethics review mechanisms may not identify all instances where researchers use the NRC in a way to conduct research that raises ethical questions. Few review mechanisms could do so, particularly in light of the considerable ambiguity present in ethics standards (see Appendix C). Nonetheless, these mechanisms can augment key academic checkpoints (IRB review and peer review) in an administrable fashion that does not raise serious concerns about academic speech.

Lastly, we recommend that non-NRC parties explore a range of measures to address ethical concerns in AI compute. These may include an ethics review process or approaches widely deployed in bioethics by the National Institutes of Health, namely to incentivize the embedding of ethicists in research projects.497 Such embedded ethics approaches may

---

have the particular advantage of identifying and addressing issues as the research proceeds, in contrast to ex ante review, where it may be too early to spot an issue, and ex post review, which may be too late. We expect this to be an active area of inquiry as new approaches are validated. The NRC, potentially in conjunction with the NSF, should consider offering funding for projects that embed ethics domain experts into teams, in order to support this proposal.

VIII. MANAGING CYBERSECURITY RISKS

While the NRC has the potential to level the playing field for AI research, it will also create an alluring target for a vast array of bad actors. Cybersecurity—the effort to protect systems against incidents that may compromise operations or cause harm to relevant assets and parties—will be a critical focus of the NRC. It will require a cybersecurity framework that manages potential incidents throughout their lifecycle, spanning: (1) preparation; (2) detection and analysis; (3) containment, eradication, and recovery; and (4) post-incident activity, which collectively encompasses incident monitoring, detection, recovery, and reporting. Effective cybersecurity practices complement risk assessment based on impact, immediacy, and likelihood, and will help gain the trust of users and thwart subversion and interference from foreign actors or other adversarial parties. Careful administrative design of the NRC with cybersecurity at the forefront will set a high standard as information systems become more central to our national infrastructure.

In this section, we address these cybersecurity concerns. We first provide an overview of common types of vulnerabilities and attacks and assess their relevance to the NRC. Next, we provide an overview of the federal government’s regulatory landscape, as it pertains to cybersecurity, with a special focus on the FISMA and FedRAMP frameworks. Finally, we close with a discussion of the security and


system design measures best suited to ensure that the integrity of the NRC is not compromised.

A. Motivations for Potential Attacks

Possible attacks against the NRC could take a number of approaches, each of which would entail substantial consequences for the NRC. First, adversaries could launch an attack against the NRC with the intention of disrupting its operations or its ability to aid research. For example, adversaries could attack the NRC’s infrastructure directly by disabling or interfering with NRC servers. As a result, researchers would be unable to access NRC servers or effectively utilize them. By launching such attacks, adversaries may throttle the NRC, thereby raising costs for the federal government. Alternatively, adversaries could seek to attack specific research projects on the NRC, thereby slowing the pace of that research or compromising the quality of the research findings. They may also initiate “data-poisoning” attacks on NRC datasets, thereby compromising the quality of research findings.

Second, bad actors could also launch cyber operations against the NRC, intending to steal computational resources. In this case, the purpose would not be to disrupt the NRC but to repurpose computational power toward illicit purposes (e.g., cryptocurrency mining). For instance, individuals could pretend to be researchers, claiming to use cloud credits for legitimate research purposes while actually using them for alternative ends. Individuals could also infiltrate the NRC’s network, siphoning off computational resources from other projects and reducing the functionality for legitimate users.

Third, adversaries might pose a threat to the NRC out of a desire to steal or make use of the data and research products housed within the system. The NRC promises to be an attractive target because it will house data from a range of different agencies. If an adversary wanted to steal

499 Putative attacks could include the deployment of ransomware, phishing schemes, gaining root access (the highest level of privilege available which gives users access to all commands and files by default), exposure of secret credentials, data poisoning, data exfiltration, as well as other types of unauthorized network intrusions.


equivalent data from the agencies themselves, they would need to break into each agency independently. However, the potential combination of datasets on the NRC, including researcher-owned datasets, may increase the potential gains from accessing this information. Additionally, adversaries may attempt to break into the NRC in order to steal products generated by NRC researchers. This could include trained machine-learning models or specific research findings.

Relatedly, bad actors could determine that executing intrusions into the NRC is an effective way to target Affiliated Government Agencies. Because a participation incentive for agencies is the computing support that the NRC will offer, one of the biggest cyber risks is malicious actors attempting to use the NRC to hack into their systems. For that reason, the cybersecurity risk to the government may be substantial. On the other hand, as we discussed in Section 3, the NRC also presents an opportunity to enhance and harmonize security standards compliance, as agencies move into the cloud.

A range of other motivations may exist. Successful operations against the NRC, as a federal entity, would carry symbolic value and capture attention. Ransomware attacks could result in significant payoffs. The NRC could also be a target for espionage, both on the part of nation-state actors seeking to acquire sensitive datasets (e.g., energy grid infrastructure) and on the part of private sector entities looking to steal intellectual property or to monitor the latest technological advances.

If successful, any attack could undermine the NRC. For example, researchers would be deterred from using the NRC and may invest their efforts into alternate private clouds. This could occur because researchers believe the NRC would be ineffective to use (e.g., on account of frequent server outages), or because they believe their research products would be inadequately protected. Federal agencies and departments could be deterred from entrusting the NRC with sensitive datasets. Federal entities could risk embarrassment and face obstacles in executing their policy objectives if datasets were accidentally leaked. If the NRC is insufficiently secure, such entities may choose to avoid sharing data altogether.

B. **FISMA, FedRAMP, and Existing Federal Standards**

As a federal entity, the NRC will be subject to federal standards and regulations. In this section, we provide a high-level overview of the two most relevant regulations: the Federal Information Systems
Management Act (FISMA) and the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP).\textsuperscript{502} FISMA traditionally applies to non-cloud systems that support a single agency, whereas FedRAMP authorization is required for cloud systems.\textsuperscript{503} We finish by discussing critiques of these regulations.

1. FISMA

The Federal Information Systems Management Act (FISMA) was first passed in 2002, with the purpose of providing a comprehensive framework for ensuring the effectiveness of security controls for federal information systems.\textsuperscript{504} The law was later amended in 2014, and has since been augmented through other individual legislative and executive actions. Our discussion focuses on the collective impact of FISMA compliance regulations.\textsuperscript{505}

FISMA applies to all federal agencies, contractors, or other sources that provide information security for information systems that support the operations and assets of the agency.\textsuperscript{506} It invests responsibility in several different entities. First, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is tasked with developing uniform standards and guidelines for implementing security controls, evaluating the riskiness of different information systems, and other methodologies.\textsuperscript{507} Second, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) is tasked with overseeing agency compliance with FISMA and reporting to Congress on the state of FISMA compliance.\textsuperscript{508} Third, the Department of Homeland Security is tasked with administering the implementation of agency information security policies and practices.\textsuperscript{509} Finally, federal

\textsuperscript{502} We note that the NRC will likely need to comply with data specific security regulations as well. For instance, medical data security will need to comply with HIPAA, and financial data will need to comply with The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act.
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agencies are required to develop and implement a risk-based information security program in compliance with NIST standards and OMB policies. Agencies are further required to conduct periodic assessments to ensure continued efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

Several NIST requirements are worth mentioning here. Pursuant to NIST SP 800-18, agencies are required to identify relevant information systems falling under the purview of FISMA. Agencies must also categorize each of these systems into a risk level, following the guidance laid out in FIPS 199 and NIST 800-60. NIST 800-53 outlines both the security controls that agencies should follow and the manner in which agencies should conduct risk assessments. Agencies must further summarize both the security requirements and implemented controls in “security plans,” as outlined in NIST 800-18. Finally, organization officials are required to conduct annual security reviews in accordance with NIST 800-37.

2. FedRAMP

In the late 2000s, federal agencies began expressing security concerns as a barrier to cloud computing adoption. In response, Congress passed the 2011 Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) to provide a cost-effective, risk-based approach for the adoption and use of cloud services by the federal government. FedRAMP approval is exempted where: (i) the cloud is private to the agency; (ii) the cloud is physically located within a federal facility; and,
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(iii) the agency is not providing cloud services from the cloud-based information system to any external entities.\textsuperscript{517} Like FISMA, FedRAMP security requirements are governed by NIST standards, including NIST SP 800-53, FIPS 199, NIST 800-37, and others.\textsuperscript{518} However, unlike FISMA, FedRAMP’s two tracks to receiving an authority-to-operate mean that vendors working with multiple agencies do not necessarily need to undergo the full approval process with each agency. This means that cloud services providers and agencies alike are able to save significant time and money.

3. Criticisms of FISMA and FedRAMP

These regulations are not without fault. Most notably, critics point to the fact that despite their existence, cyber intrusions on government infrastructure are common and accelerating.\textsuperscript{519} A 2019 report by the U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs investigating eight agencies noted that the federal government is failing its legislative mandate from FISMA.\textsuperscript{520} The errors identified included a failure to protect personally identifiable information, inadequate IT documentation, poor remediation of bugs, a failure to upgrade legacy systems, and inadequate authority vested in agency chief information officers.\textsuperscript{521} Reports by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) have reached similar conclusions.\textsuperscript{522} In turn, some have criticized the government’s approach to cybersecurity wholesale, arguing it places too much emphasis on merely detecting
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intrusions. They argue for a framework of “zero trust,” which assumes that intruders will penetrate a network and instead focus on security controls limiting the ability of those intruders to navigate the network.

FedRAMP faces its own criticisms. A recent study noted that securing authorization can be time-consuming and expensive, taking up to two years and costing millions of dollars in some cases. Even though parts of FedRAMP are designed to be reusable across agencies, agencies often delay the process by imposing separate, additional requirements. A variety of reasons for these deficiencies have been noted, including an understaffed Joint Authorization Board, a lack of trust between agencies with regards to Authorization to Operate (ATOs), and an overly complex authorization process that leads to errors by agencies and Cloud Services Providers. Proposed recommendations to address these deficiencies include increased funding for FedRAMP’s Joint Authorization Board, incentives to encourage the reuse of ATOs, and mechanisms to improve the efficiency of the authorization process.

On May 12, 2021, the Biden administration released an Executive Order (EO) on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity, and OMB published a draft federal strategy for public comment on September 7, 2021. Signed in the aftermath of the breach of the software vendor SolarWinds, and the ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline, the EO presents several new initiatives. First, it calls on the federal government to embrace “zero-trust architecture” and improve post-attack investigation processes. Second, it seeks to improve collaboration between the public and private sectors by improving disclosure requirements and establishing a private-public Cybersecurity Safety Review Board (modeled after the National Transportation Safety Board). Finally, it seeks a more cohesive government-wide approach to cybersecurity, calling for the creation of a playbook to standardize cyber response across federal agencies, alongside a government-wide detection and response system for attacks.

525 McLaughlin, supra note 243.
526 Id.
527 Id.
Though it is too soon to determine whether the EO and the proposed strategy will be effective, it appears to address deficiencies identified in the existing landscape. It seeks to improve documentation and responsiveness to attacks and suggests a shift in cybersecurity thinking. It is unclear, however, whether it will address the underlying procurement issues and lack of interagency trust that critics believe have hampered the effectiveness of FedRAMP. But given the potential for highly sensitive data to be stored on the NRC, embracing a zero-trust architecture at the outset is a crucial consideration for ensuring its integrity.

C. NRC Security Standards and System Design Measures

Here, we present recommendations on cybersecurity policy for the NRC informed by the landscape of the existing federal regulations and unique considerations that a national research cloud will pose.

1. Process for Risk and Security Determinations

Under the current regulatory landscape, agencies are responsible for determining the appropriate risk categorizations and security controls for the datasets located on their servers. However, this raises a potential challenge as agencies begin to share their data with the NRC—making it unclear who will maintain authority for categorizing the risk of these datasets and determining appropriate security controls.

On the one hand, agencies themselves could continue to retain discretion over the security classification and controls for datasets they place into the NRC. In this decentralized approach, much of the security responsibilities assigned by FISMA would remain with the agencies, irrespective of whether the data existed on NRC servers. On the other hand, the NRC could take responsibility for all security decisions. Datasets added to the NRC would then be classified according to the NRC’s assessment of risk and protected with controls that the NRC staff deems appropriate. This approach “centralizes” security responsibilities by vesting it with the NRC after the onetime negotiation for each dataset.

Though both approaches have their merits, we recommend the centralized approach for several reasons. First, the centralized approach ensures internal uniformity. The paradox of federal cybersecurity regulation is that although NIST has articulated a set of standards pertaining to risk and controls, agencies interpret these standards differently, leading to discrepancies in implementation and classification
across the federal government. Following each agency’s security classifications for data on the NRC would produce unnecessarily complex and incoherent classifications for a single system. This threatens to diminish the usability of the NRC, and the added complexity could arguably weaken security by increasing the likelihood of errors. Permitting the NRC to impose its own classifications allows for uniformity within the NRC and alignment with the access tiers suggested in Section 3 of this Section. This approach may also simplify managing security practices across a potential mix of cloud compute providers.

Second, the NRC represents a valuable opportunity to harmonize federal cybersecurity standards across different agencies. The assessments and implementations adopted by the NRC must generalize to the full diversity of federal datasets. Hence, the NRC’s practices can serve as a template for NIST’s guidelines, which any agency is free to adopt.

Third, the centralized approach will remove hurdles for data sharing. Security concerns often impede agency data sharing. In a scheme where agencies retain control over all security determinations, agencies could demand security classifications that are excessively high or impractical to implement. The centralized approach would place the burden on agencies to articulate with specificity why the NRC’s security policies or classification guidelines are inadequate for a particular dataset.

Finally, researchers should also have a voice in determining the appropriate security controls, since a public resource of this magnitude that cannot attract users is bound to fail. As security controls implicate usability, the NRC should not opt for controls that substantially inhibit or disincentivize researchers from leveraging its resources. The NRC needs to strike the right balance between usability and security.

2. Technical Considerations

The federal government already possesses a range of technical options and countermeasures to cyberattacks. Cybersecurity threats and defenses are, of course, actively evolving, so we discuss these only as a starting point—robust, long-term cybersecurity comes through continued vigilance and prioritization that recognizes the shifting nature of the field.
3. Data Storage

Data storage mechanisms should ensure proper protection from outside access. Encryption can be used to protect sensitive data at rest, to be later unencrypted when needed. Physical isolation through air-gapped environments is another design feature that can remove the possibility of wireless network interfaces from being used to connect the data to malicious outside threats. However, even air gapping is not a foolproof solution. There are ways to “jump” air gaps such as through hiding in USB thumb drives (which is allegedly how the Stuxnet malware famously compromised Iranian nuclear centrifuges). More recent attacks bypass the need for electronic transmission altogether by leveraging other signals that leak data, such as FM frequencies, audio, heat, light, and magnetic fields. These kinds of threats bring home the need for a comprehensive and evolving approach to cybersecurity.

4. Networking Protocols

Data packets sent over networks are transmitted according to a set of internationally standardized internet protocols. Following the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, the conceptual layers involved in computer networking can be categorized into seven dimensions: physical, data link, network, transport, session, presentation, and application layers.

5. Runtime Security

When considering runtime security technologies, three design features that are relevant for the cloud environments are the use of confidential clouds, federated learning, and cryptography-based measures such as homomorphic encryption and secure multiparty

---

531 HTTP is the protocol at the highest level of abstraction targeting the application layer, and its secure variant HTTPS additionally encrypts the data using an encryption protocol. Without encryption, HTTP is insecure and should not be used. The encryption protocol in original use was SSL but this has since been deprecated in the realm of network security in favor of its newer version, TLS. Both SSL and TLS rely on public key certificates signed by a trusted certificate authority. When these certificates have expired, the websites providing them can no longer necessarily be trusted. Although these measures have their own limitations, not adopting them can only be less secure.
computation. A growing number of vendors offer “confidential cloud” options as an emerging technical solution to fully cyber secure cloud computation that is secure throughout execution. Confidential clouds offer high-security, end-to-end, isolated operation by executing workloads within trusted execution environments. For example, virtualization enables an operating system to run another operating system within it as a virtual environment with additional firewall or other network barriers, effectively simulating another device within the host computer.

6. Distributed Computing and Federated Learning

Another computing paradigm, known as distributed computing or federated learning, considers situations where multiple parties have individual shards of data they are interested in leveraging in aggregate, without sharing outright. Federated learning addresses this situation, for example, demonstrating how users’ mobile phones can send information—possibly differentially private—to central servers without exposing the precise details of any one individual’s information. A second scenario more relevant to the large-scale decentralized nature of the NRC is distributed computing—in which many institutions collectively share compute, akin in some respects to crowd-sourced computing. These approaches enable multiple parties to leverage existing computational infrastructure, while retaining some guarantees on privacy.

7. Cryptography-Based Measures

Finally, there are two types of cryptography-based measures worth noting.

Cryptography researchers have developed ways of computing mathematical operations over encrypted data, known as homomorphic encryption. This impressive feat has valuable implications because it obviates the need for decryption, which can potentially expose the

---

intermediate values of computation, and grant access to public and secret encryption keys during computation. Initially, only partially homomorphic encryption schemes that supported limited arithmetic operations like addition and multiplication were possible. But fully homomorphic encryption schemes have recently been developed that enable what is known as “arbitrary” computation for promising use cases in predictive medicine and machine learning. That said, standardization is still underway to broader adoption, and homomorphic encryption (by design) is malleable—a property in cryptography that is usually undesirable as it allows attackers to modify encrypted ciphertexts without needing to know their decrypted value. These and other limitations of any technical approach are worth taking into account when considering which technologies to adopt and for what purpose.

Complementing the distributed, decentralized computing model discussed throughout this Section is the subfield known as secure multiparty computation (also known as privacy-preserving computation), which presents methods for multiple parties to jointly compute a function over all their respective inputs, while keeping those inputs private from other parties. These methods have matured in their origins from a theoretical curiosity to techniques with practical application in studies on tax and education records, cryptographic key management for the cloud, and more.533 This makes secure multiparty computation methods a potential candidate for applications pertaining to secure, distributed computation.

Ultimately, it will be central for the NRC to continuously learn about the most effective security standards (including such other creative strategies as red teaming or bug bounties534 to identify vulnerabilities) in this rapidly evolving space.

IX. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Who should own the IP rights to outputs developed using NRC resources?535 When private research is funded, subsidized, or influenced

535 Importantly, this Section discusses the extent to which researchers should be required to share their research outputs, not the extent to which researchers should be required to share their private data. The latter was discussed in Section 3.
by the federal government, the laws and rules have evolved, so that both the researcher and the government have certain rights in the intellectual property developed under the research. While IP protection is theoretically designed to incentivize research and innovation, some signs indicate that AI researchers in particular are already amenable to sharing the fruits of their research. Indeed, over two thousand researchers signed a 2018 petition to boycott a new machine intelligence journal started by Nature, because it promised to place its articles behind a paywall.536 The Open Science and Open Research movements have also encouraged AI researchers to make their machine-learning software and algorithms publicly available.537 Furthermore, as we discuss below, the advancement of techniques, like transfer learning, depends on researchers being able to distribute the fruits of their research freely.

This section surveys the existing IP-sharing agreements between researchers and the government, and explores whether and to what extent the government should retain IP rights over researchers’ outputs, as a condition of using the NRC.538 While the evidence on optimal IP rights varies, we recommend that: (1) academic researchers and universities should retain the same IP rights as the Bayh-Dole Act provides for patents developed under federally funded research; (2) the government should retain its copyrights and data rights under the Uniform Guidance, but contract around those rights where applicable to incentivize NRC usage and AI innovation; and (3) the government should consider conditions for requiring researchers to share their research outputs under an open-access license.

A. Patent Rights

A core question is whether NRC users should retain patent rights in inventions supported by the NRC. The Bayh-Dole Act regulates patent rights for inventions developed under federal funding agreements and its applicability depends on the nature of NRC access; for instance, if cloud credits are apportioned using federal grants, as described in Section 2,

537 See generally MIKIO L. BRAUN & CHENG SOON ONG, OPEN SCIENCE IN MACHINE LEARNING (2014).
538 Since researchers using the NRC are not “contractors” under FAR/DFARS, and since evidence is lacking on the value of Other Transactions to AI researchers, we do not cover FAR/DFARS and Other Transactions in this section.
they may be considered federal funding agreements. In such cases, Bayh-Dole Act permits researchers to hold the title to the patent and to license the patent rights. However, these patent rights come with certain restrictions: For example, the funding agency has a free, nonexclusive license to use the invention “for or on behalf of the United States,” and the agency may use “[m]arch-in rights” to grant additional licenses.

The broader policy question about the government’s exercise of its patent rights is whether and how patents stimulate innovation in AI. Some commentators have argued that the U.S. suffers from over-patenting in software, and AI is no exception. The total number of AI patent applications received annually by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office more than doubled from thirty thousand in 2002 to over sixty thousand in 2018, and some argue that this proliferation of broad AI patents, especially those filed by commercial companies, is hindering future innovation. In the Bayh-Dole context, researchers have also found that the benefits of university patenting may justify the costs only where industry licensees need exclusivity to justify undertaking the costs of commercialization, as, for instance, in the

---

539 Under the Bayh-Dole Act, a “federal funding agreement” is defined as “any contract, grant, or cooperative agreement entered into between any Federal agency, other than the Tennessee Valley Authority, and any contractor for the performance of experimental, developmental, or research work funded in whole or in part by the Federal Government.” 35 U.S.C. § 201.
545 See, e.g., Mike James, Google Files AI Patents, I PROGRAMMER (July 8, 2015), https://www.i-programmer.info/news/105-artificial-intelligence/8765-google-files-ai-patents.html. This is especially problematic because companies represent twenty-six out of the top thirty AI patent applicants worldwide, while only four are universities or public research organizations. WORLD INTELL. PROP. ORG., ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 7 (2019).
pharmaceutical context. For the substantial portion of university patenting, including AI, this rationale may not carry much weight.

Some research shows that patents actually may not actually have any net effect on the amount or quality of AI research conducted in the university context. In an empirical study of faculty at the top computer science and electrical engineering universities in the United States, research has found that the prospect of obtaining patent rights to the fruits of their research does not motivate researchers to conduct more or higher-quality research. Eighty-five percent of professors reported that patent rights were not among the top four factors motivating their research activities, and 57 percent of professors reported that they did not know whether or how their university shares licensing revenue with inventors. The patent scheme adopted by the NRC, therefore, may not have a strong influence on researcher adoption.

That said, as a practical matter, there is a virtue to treating innovations stemming from NRC usage in a fashion that is consistent with Bayh-Dole. Particularly if cloud credits are awarded through the expansion of programs like NSF CloudBank, it would be confusing to have distinct patent rights out of the research and cloud grant. In addition, many university tech transfer offices appear to have strong preferences for patent rights. To the extent that universities view retaining patent rights as a condition for using the NRC, aligning NRC patent rights with Bayh-Dole may be preferred, but the evidence underpinning this recommendation is not strong.


See id. at 286.

See, e.g., Tech Transfer FAQ, U. Mich., https://techtransfer.umich.edu/for-inventors/resources/inventor-faq/ (last visited Feb. 19, 2022) (“We carefully review the commercial potential for an invention before investing in the patent process. However, because the need for commencing a patent filing usually precedes finding a licensee, we look for creative and cost-effective ways to seek early protections for as many promising inventions as possible”); What is Technology Transfer, Princeton U., https://patents.princeton.edu/about-us/what-technology-transfer (last visited Apr. 10, 2022) (“[T]echnologies and everyday products are possible because of technology transfer . . . Because the discoveries emerging from university research tend to be early-stage, high-risk inventions, successful university technology transfer transactions require a patent system that protects such innovations.”).
B. Copyright, Data Rights, and the Uniform Guidance

The Uniform Guidance streamlines and consolidates government requirements for receiving and using federal awards to reduce administrative burden.\(^{551}\) Grants.gov describes it as a “government-wide framework for grants management,” a groundwork of rules for federal agencies in administering federal funding.\(^{552}\) The Uniform Guidance includes provisions on, for instance, cost principles, audit requirements, and requirements for the contents of federal awards.\(^{553}\)

The Uniform Guidance is applicable to “federal awards,”\(^{554}\) but IP provisions do not require the government to assert its rights over researcher outputs.\(^{555}\) Whether and how the government allocates its IP rights under the Uniform Guidance is therefore an important question.

This section first covers government copyright and data rights to IP under the Uniform Guidance and discusses how sharing copyright and data rights might impact the AI innovation landscape. We then examine the extent to which the government should retain its rights to research generated using the NRC. While the evidence is mixed, we ultimately recommend that the government retain its copyrights and data rights under the Uniform Guidance, but contract around those rights where applicable, to incentivize NRC usage and further AI innovation.

---

\(^{551}\) The Uniform Guidance for intellectual property is laid out in 2 C.F.R. § 200.315.


\(^{554}\) 2 C.F.R. § 200.315. A “federal award” under the Uniform Guidance includes, among other things, “the federal financial assistance that a recipient receives directly from a Federal awarding agency or indirectly from a pass-through entity;” or “the cost-reimbursement contract under the Federal Acquisition Regulations;” or a “grant agreement, cooperative agreement, [or] other agreement [for federal financial assistance].” 2 C.F.R. § 200.1.

\(^{555}\) 2 C.F.R. § 200.315(b), (c) (These provisions specify that the government merely “reserves” its “right” to copyright and data rights over research produced under the federal award).
1. Copyright

Under U.S. copyright law, NRC researchers can obtain copyrights over various aspects of their work. For instance, NRC researchers may wish to copyright the software they used to build the model since software is considered a literary work under the Copyright Act.\textsuperscript{556} Researchers may even obtain copyrights over various aspects of the model, including the choices of training parameters, model architectures, and training labels, if they can show that those choices required creativity.\textsuperscript{557} Many scholars have even opined, without reaching consensus, on whether outputs such as text and art that are artificially generated can be copyrighted.\textsuperscript{558}

Under the Uniform Guidance,\textsuperscript{559} the recipient of federal funds may copyright any work that was developed or acquired under a federal award. However, even if researchers are permitted to maintain copyrights, the federal awarding agency reserves a “royalty-free, nonexclusive and irrevocable right to reproduce, publish, or otherwise use the work for federal purposes, and to authorize others to do so.”\textsuperscript{560} Notably, this right is limited to “federal purposes,” meaning that third parties who acquire licenses to the researchers’ copyrighted works cannot use them for exclusively commercial purposes.\textsuperscript{561}

It is unclear to what extent copyrights over NRC outputs should be fully vested in the researcher to stimulate basic AI research. One class of AI research and development output that has received significant academic attention has been whether AI-generated creative works, like music from OpenAI’s Jukebox,\textsuperscript{562} can or should receive copyright

\textsuperscript{556} U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, COMPENDIUM OF U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE PRACTICES 35 (2021, 3d ed.).
\textsuperscript{559} 2 C.F.R. § 200.315(b).
\textsuperscript{560} Id.
\textsuperscript{561} For a comprehensive report on how artificial intelligence is used in various government agencies, see DAVID FREEMAN ENGSTROM, DANIEL E. HO, CATHERINE M. SHARKEY & MARIANO-FLORENTINO CUÉLLAR, GOVERNMENT BY ALGORITHM: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN FEDERAL ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES (2020).
However, the technology and copyright community has hardly reached a consensus on whether the public interest in AI research requires granting copyright in these scenarios. On one hand, in a survey of AI scientists, tech policy experts, and copyright scholars, roughly 54 percent of respondents agreed that copyright protection is an important incentive for authors to make their work commercially available, and 63 percent agreed that an increase in the number of commercially available AI-produced works would stimulate further AI growth and research. On the other hand, in the same survey, approximately 56 percent of respondents agreed that the U.S. Copyright Office should deny copyright protection to creative works produced independently by AI without creative intervention from a human author.

Notwithstanding the prominent debate about copyright over creative works generated by AI models, such works are only a subset of possible copyright protection in the AI context. As discussed above, researchers could theoretically seek additional copyright protection over, among other things, their code, architecture, or model. Here, AI innovation may depend on sharing these copyrightable elements. For instance, transfer learning uses existing ML models and “fine-tunes” those models for a related target task and various fine-tuning approaches have emerged to perform transfer learning on different classes of tasks.

2. Data Rights

Under the Uniform Guidance, when “data” is “produced” under a federal award, the government reserves the right to: (1) obtain, reproduce, publish or otherwise use such data; and (2) authorize others to receive, reproduce, publish or otherwise use such data.

---

564 Id. at 16.
567 2 C.F.R. § 200.315(d).
Notably, this does not limit the use of such data for federal government purposes. In other words, such data can be promulgated for any use. The outstanding question, therefore, is whether this “data,” which is not explicitly defined in the Uniform Guidance, covers data generated for AI and machine-learning purposes. Below, we examine two classes of data generated for AI purposes—synthetic data and data labels—and how sharing this data could impact AI innovation.

One class of data generated for AI purposes is synthetic data. Researchers have turned to deep generative models such as Variational Autoencoders\textsuperscript{569} and Generative Adversarial Networks\textsuperscript{570} to generate synthetic data to train their machine learning models. As noted by the World Intellectual Property Organization, synthetic data is an entirely new class of data that does not fit neatly under existing IP law.\textsuperscript{571} While a researcher may seek copyright protection over the subset of synthetic data that is “creative,” therefore implicating the copyright provisions of the Uniform Guidance (described above), the broad class of synthetic data, whether “creative” or not, may also implicate the data rights provision. On the one hand, training data is often carefully guarded,\textsuperscript{572} so requirements to share synthetic data, which is often used to train AI models, may be a non-starter for NRC users. On the other hand, many scholars have written about the promise of synthetic data to actually enable further data sharing by preserving privacy and researchers’ trade secrets.\textsuperscript{573} In fact, sharing synthetic datasets would spur additional research and innovation in fields such as healthcare, where data sharing has been limited.\textsuperscript{574}

Another class of data generated for AI is labeled data, namely data that has been tagged and classified to provide ground truth for


\textsuperscript{570} See Noseong Park, Mahmoud Mohammadi & Kshitij Gorde, \textit{Data Synthesis Based on Generative Adversarial Networks}, 11 PROC. VLDB ENDOWMENT 1071 (2018).

\textsuperscript{571} See Ron Bakker, \textit{Impact of Artificial Intelligence on IP Policy} 12 (2020).

\textsuperscript{572} See Marta Duque Lizarralde, \textit{A Guideline to Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and Intellectual Property} 4–7 (2020).


\textsuperscript{574} See, e.g., Daniel S. Quintana, \textit{A Synthetic Dataset Primer for the Biobehavioural Sciences to Promote Reproducibility and Hypothesis Generation}, 9 eLIFE 1 (2020).
supervised machine learning models.\textsuperscript{575} While techniques have been developed to decrease the costs associated with data labeling,\textsuperscript{576} it nevertheless remains a resource and time-intensive task. For example, Cognilytics Research reports that 25 percent of the total time spent building machine learning models is devoted to data labeling.\textsuperscript{577} Researchers using the NRC may therefore seek to protect their investment in data labeling by opting not to share their labels with others, especially if the underlying data is proprietary.\textsuperscript{578} However, recognizing the difficulty of data labeling, some researchers have built online platforms for sharing data labels.\textsuperscript{579} In the case of ImageTagger, a data labeling and sharing platform for RoboCup Soccer, the developers wanted to solve the problem that no single team, acting alone, could easily build its own high-quality training sets.\textsuperscript{580} Similarly, in the NRC’s case, the sharing of labeled government data—where labeling may have been augmented by NRC resources\textsuperscript{581}—could act as a rising tide that lifts all boats, improving the quality of not only the government data as a training dataset, but also all subsequent research using that data. Furthermore, sharing data labels could be instrumental in conducting


\textsuperscript{577} Cognilytics Research, Data Engineering, Preparation, and Labeling for AI 2019 3 (2019).


\textsuperscript{580} Id. at 162.

\textsuperscript{581} Researchers may, for instance, use NRC data and compute resources to implement active learning strategies, procedures to manually label a subset of available data and infer the remaining labels automatically using a machine learning model. See, e.g., Oscar Reyes et al., *Effective Active Learning Strategy for Multi-Label Learning*, 273 Neurocomputing 494 (2018). Similarly, researchers may augment existing public sector data with valuable labels.
bias and fairness of NRC research outputs where necessary, as discussed in Section 7.582

3. Retaining IP Rights in the Uniform Guidance

As the preceding discussion suggests, sharing AI research output covered by copyrights and data rights could be beneficial to AI innovation. We, therefore, recommend that the NRC at least retain the same rights to copyrights and data rights as under the Uniform Guidance, yielding several additional benefits. First, similar to our recommendation in Section 3 that federal agencies should be allowed to use the NRC’s compute resources, retaining the same Uniform Guidance IP allocation scheme could produce welfare benefits by improving government decision-making using AI. For instance, federal agencies can reduce the cost of core governance functions and increase agency efficiency and effectiveness by using data labels shared by NRC researchers or by fine-tuning models generated by NRC researchers. Second, retaining the Uniform Guidance IP allocation scheme would result in more consistency across the federal award landscape. Indeed, as mentioned above in the patent context, it could be confusing to diverge from the Uniform Guidance, especially if the cloud credit grant is apportioned through programs like CloudBank but the research grant is administered as a federal award.

In sum, we recommend that the government at least retain its copyrights and data rights under the Uniform Guidance. However, we also reiterate that the Uniform Guidance serves merely as a helpful framework, not as an immutable rule. Where the Uniform Guidance IP allocation would dissuade researchers from using the NRC or hinder AI innovation in specific scenarios, the government can and should explicitly modify its rights and contract separately with researchers on what rights the government retains, if any.

C. Considerations for Open-Sourcing

Should the government go beyond its rights and mandate that researchers share their NRC research outputs with others under an open-

source license? As an initial matter, we note that agencies can modify the IP allocation schemes under the Uniform Guidance, but not under the Bayh-Dole Act. Some federal agencies supplement and/or replace the IP rights set out in the Uniform Guidance with restrictions that are more specific to the IP being developed for that particular agency or under a specific award. For instance, the Department of Labor requires that intellectual property developed under a federal award must not only comply with the terms specified in the Uniform Guidance, but also be available for open licensing to the public. NSF grantees are also expected to share their data with others. However, the government cannot change the allocation of patent ownership under the Bayh-Dole Act, unless the Act itself is modified or unless the NRC isn’t administered as a federal award, rendering the Act inapplicable.

Requiring researchers to open-source their research outputs may be possible, but the considerations around it are complex. On the one hand, an open-source requirement could negatively affect downstream commercialization, given the wide range of potential AI research. While the NRC might protect commercialization to some degree by adopting a restrictive open-source license, the mere divergence from the Uniform Guidance or the Bayh-Dole Act could be confusing for researchers in navigating federal awards and understanding open-source

---

583 See 2 C.F.R. § 200.101(b); 2 C.F.R. §§ 200.315 (a), (c)
585 While we do not discuss the idiosyncratic modifications to the Uniform Guidance that vary from agency-to-agency, we encourage the task force to assess these modifications if it decides to implement the NRC through a particular agency. If the NRC is administered through multiple agencies, the complex amalgam of agency-specific IP rules may increase the friction in using the NRC if researchers must context-switch from one set of regulations to the next depending on the funding agency.
586 2 C.F.R. § 2900.13. Previously, the Department of Labor explicitly required IP generated under a federal award to be licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution license, but this rule was changed in April 2021 to replace the proprietary term “Creative Commons Attribution license” with the industry-recognized standard “open license.” 86 Fed. Reg. 22107 (Apr. 27, 2021).
licensing interactions across multiple situations.\textsuperscript{590} Furthermore, requiring researchers to share research outputs comes with its own host of privacy and cybersecurity issues.\textsuperscript{591} If researchers are permitted to use the NRC to conduct classified research,\textsuperscript{592} for instance, then keeping research outputs proprietary would serve the national interest.\textsuperscript{593} In this case, however, the NRC should consider limiting any open-source requirement to research that has fewer privacy and security implications.

On the other hand, as discussed, sharing research outputs with other NRC researchers could be beneficial, and many scholars argue that AI researchers should open-source their software to stimulate innovation.\textsuperscript{594} A requirement to open-source software code, which can be the subject of both copyrights and patent rights,\textsuperscript{595} may contravene Bayh-Dole and face challenges from universities that seek to retain their patent rights, but software patent disclosures alone are often limited and over-broad, and fail to enhance social welfare.\textsuperscript{596} Requiring fuller disclosure of code generated on the NRC can therefore decrease the risk of over-patenting and increase AI innovation. The growth of the robust open-source and open science movements also suggests that an open-

\textsuperscript{590} See Daniel A. Almeida et. al, \textit{Do Software Developers Understand Open Source Licenses?}, 25 IEEE INT’L CONF. ON PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 1 (2017) (finding that software developers “struggle[] when multiple [open-source] licenses [are] involved” and “lack the knowledge and understanding to tease apart license interactions across multiple situations.”).


\textsuperscript{592} Some universities have decided to eliminate classified research. \textit{See, e.g.}, \textit{At the Hands of Radicals}, STAN. MAG. (Jan. 2009), https://stanfordmag.org/contents/at-the-hands-of-the-radicals.


The reliance on secrecy, therefore, contravenes many of the principles described above—which argue that sharing code and data is crucial in AI—and results in significant AI industry consolidation and suboptimal levels of AI innovation.601 This harkens back to the goal of the NRC discussed in Section 1: addressing problems with AI research being concentrated in the hands of a few private-sector players. Because the NRC should explicitly avoid replicating these private-sector challenges, this lends additional support to a recommendation that the NRC should contemplate requiring researchers to share their research outputs.

In sum, while AI raises a host of novel IP issues (e.g., whether AI output is itself eligible for IP protection), we think the government can steer clear of many of these complications by tracking Bayh-Dole and the Uniform Guidance. The government should also consider conditions for

600 See id.; AM. INTELL. PROP. L. ASS’N, supra note 596, at 16.
601 See Asay, supra note 597, at 1242.
requiring NRC researchers to disclose or share their research outputs under an open-access license.

CONCLUSION

As we have articulated in this Article, the ambitious call for an NRC has transformative potential for the AI research landscape. Its biggest promise is to ensure more equitable access to core ingredients for AI research: compute and data. Leveling this playing field could shift the current ecosystem from one that focuses on narrow commercial problems to one that fosters basic, noncommercial AI research to ensure long-term national competitiveness, to solve some of the most pressing problems, and to rigorously interrogate AI models.

As we have spelled out in this Article, the NRC does raise a host of policy, legal, and normative questions. How can such compute resources be provided in a way that is expeditious and user-friendly, but does not preclude the potential cost savings from a publicly owned resource? How can the NRC be designed to adhere to the Privacy Act of 1974, which was animated by concerns about a national system of records that surveils its citizens? How can we ensure that NRC mitigates, rather than heightens, concerns about the unethical use of AI? And how can one prevent the NRC from becoming the biggest target for cyberattacks?

These are tough questions, and we hope to have sketched out our initial attempt at answers above. We are hopeful, if designed well, the NRC could help to realign the AI innovation space from one that is fixated on short-term private profit to one that is infused with long-term public values.
This Appendix provides a sample cost-estimate comparison between a commercial cloud service, AWS, and a dedicated government HPC system, Summit. In sum, our estimations show that AWS P3 instances with comparable hardware to Summit would be 7.5 times as expensive as estimated costs under constant usage, and 2.8 times Summit’s estimated costs under fluctuating demand.

Table 3 lists the three infrastructure models used in this comparison. Summit was used as the reference government HPC system because it is one of the DOE’s newest systems and has hardware well-suited for AI research. The other infrastructure model used is AWS EC2 P3. Both are commonly used in AI research and general HPC applications. Other commercial cloud platforms, such as GCP or Azure, could also feasibly provide the infrastructure for the NRC. AWS EC2 P3 was used here because AWS has a robust cost calculator that allows for variable workloads.

The number of AWS instances was set such that those models would have the exact same number of GPUs as Summit. GPUs were the fixed variable because GPUs are the most important hardware for AI research applications, specifically deep learning. Both Summit and AWS P3 instances use NVIDIA V100 GPUs.

We conduct our cost comparison for the two infrastructure models over five years, as Summit’s initial RFP documents include a five-year maintenance contract. AWS, however, only provides one-year or three-year pricing plans, so we extrapolated the five-year cost based on its three-year plan.

For the cost estimate of Summit, we based our calculation on the budget details in the original Department of Energy (DOE) Request for Proposal (RFP) in January 2014. The RFP includes a $155 million

604 CORAL Request for Proposal B604142, LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NAT’l LAB’Y (2014), https://web.archive.org/web/20140816181824/https://asc.llnl.gov/CORAL/. We note that we were not able to locate the final award documents, nor is Summit
maximum budget for building Summit, an expected $15 million maximum for the non-recurring engineering cost,\textsuperscript{605} and around $15 million for five-year maintenance,\textsuperscript{606} plus interest based on the U.S. Treasury securities at five-year constant maturity as specified in the price schedule.\textsuperscript{607} Upon calculation, we estimated Summit costs around $192 million in total, which is consistent with public reporting of the cost of Summit.\textsuperscript{608}

For the cost estimate of AWS, we used the AWS pricing calculator, choosing U.S. East (N. Virginia) as the data center and publicly available rates under the cheapest possible pricing plan (EC2 Instance Savings Plans). To approximate a negotiated discount, we applied a 10 percent discount based on the negotiated rate of one major university.

Since commercial cloud platform costs scale with how many instances are actually in use, two costs were calculated for each AWS model representing usage extremes: (1) with the infrastructure under constant usage; (2) with the infrastructure under dramatically fluctuating usage each day. For the daily spike traffic calculation, we set the model to run five days a week with 8.4 hours each day at peak performance. The maximum number of instances used is the same as

budgeted in sufficient detail to back out cost from the DOE budget statements. Our cost estimates here, however, are comparable to publicly reported estimates for the total cost of the Summit system.\textsuperscript{605} This is based on a $30 million maximum in the DOE Office of Science contract for non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs for the systems at Argonne National Laboratory and Oak Ridge National Laboratory.\textsuperscript{606} This is based on the difference in the RFP terms between the inclusion of maintenance under the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory system (with a maximum budget of $170 million) and the exclusion of maintenance under the systems for the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the Argonne National Laboratory (with a maximum budget for the build contract of $155 million). This is likely an upper bound on maintenance, given that the difference reflects the combination of NRE and five-year maintenance.

\textsuperscript{607} See CORAL Price Schedule, LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NAT’L LAB’Y (2014), https://web.archive.org/web/20140816181824/https://asc.llnl.gov/CORAL/RFP_components/04_CORAL_Price_Schedule_ANL_ORNL_tabs.xlsx. We used 1.62 percent as the interest rate to calculate the cost over sixty months. It is the five-year Treasury constant maturity rate on November 14, 2014, see Selected Interest Rates (Daily) – H.15, Fed. Res., https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/H15/default.htm, when DOE announced the award of the HPC system, see ENERGY.GOV, supra note 600.\textsuperscript{608} For instance, this estimate is in line with the cost of $200 million reported by the New York Times. Steve Lohr, Move Over, China: U.S. is Again Home to World’s Speediest Supercomputer, N.Y. TIMES (June 8, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/08/technology/supercomputer-china-us.html. Some reporting conflates the procurement of multiple systems that occurred contemporaneously.
one would use for constant use while the minimum number is zero. This workload setting is based on the assumption that GPUs used for training AI models sit idle 30 percent of the time. These estimates should provide hard upper and lower bounds on costs for using each instance type.

Figure 1 plots cost on the $y$-axis over a five-year period on the $x$-axis. The turquoise line indicates the cost of a Summit-like system and the purple and blue lines indicate the cost of the same AWS instances under variable and constant usage. Overall, this simple analysis corroborates the analysis conducted by Compute Canada, which found that commercial cloud “ranged from 4x to 10x more than the cost of owning and operating our own clusters.” Over five years and under constant usage, AWS P3 instances with comparable hardware to Summit would be 7.5 times as expensive as estimated costs. Under fluctuating demand, AWS P3 instances would cost 2.8 times Summit’s estimated costs.

We note that this simple analysis omits many potential factors (see discussion in Section 2), but provides a starting point to understanding the considerable cost implications for the make-or-buy decision.
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II. FACILITATING PRIVATE DATASET SHARING

Unique IP challenges arise if researchers are permitted to share their own private datasets with the NRC. Indeed, researchers who “upload” proprietary data may be concerned about how other NRC users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Summit &amp; AWS Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summit IBM AC922</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GPUs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27,648 (NVIDIA Volta V100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1 – Estimated Cost of AWS Instances Compared to Summit Over 3 Years**
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![Graph showing estimated cost comparison between Summit and AWS instances over 3 years.](image)
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AWS P3 (Constant Usage) – AWS P3 (Daily Spike Traffic) – Summit
Through interviews conducted for this Article, corporate stakeholders representing the entertainment industry, as well as other creative industries, have further expressed fear that researchers may upload and share data to which they do not hold rights. However, if the NRC does decide to facilitate private data-sharing, it should consider adopting two requirements to address these concerns: (1) the NRC should require all users to affirm they either have the original IP rights to the data or the data is already in the public domain; and (2) the NRC should have a scheme for its users to license their data.

A. *NRC users must own IP rights to the data they are uploading*

Researchers uploading data need to agree that they own the intellectual property rights to the data prior to upload, or that the data is already in the public domain. This should be the case whether researchers share the data broadly with other researchers or simply use their data for their own private use.

Of course, despite mandating that uploaders guarantee legitimate ownership or public domain status of their uploaded IP, uploaders may nevertheless upload data they don’t own the IP rights to. This may happen because computer engineers and researchers are not informed about IP law, anticipate that fair use will excuse their behavior, or simply hope not to get caught. Industry stakeholders were also concerned that AI researchers would pull out “facts” from a copyrighted work (e.g., certain melodies in the chorus of a song) or apply certain algorithms to the work and “wrongly” claim a copyright over the transformed work. Whatever the case may be, this assembly of protected input data represents the “clearest copyright liability in the machine learning process” because assembling protected data violates the right to reproduction, and any preprocessing of the data could violate the right to derivative works.

In interviews, corporate stakeholders expressed a desire to stymie the upload of copyrighted works by having the NRC itself assess whether uploaded data is already protected by copyright. Data can be reviewed
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613 Id.
manually, or by using such automated systems as Content ID, which is also used by corporations such as YouTube. The former option would be very labor-intensive, whereas the latter may be prohibitively expensive, so the value of addressing these concerns must be weighed against these burdensome costs.

Finally, it is unclear the extent to which uploading and sharing copyrighted data for machine learning amounts to fair use. The most analogous case is Author’s Guild v. Google Books. In that case, Google scanned over 20 million books, many of which were copyright-protected, and assembled a corpus of machine-readable texts to power its Google Books service. The Second Circuit held that Google Books’ unauthorized reproductions of copyrighted works was transformative fair use, largely because Google Books provided information about books through small snippets, without threatening the rights-holders’ core protectable expression in the books. While some have opined that the Author’s Guild holding categorically protects using copyrighted material in datasets for machine learning purposes, many legal scholars are not
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615 See Jennifer M. Urban, Joe Karaganis & Brianna M. Schofield, Notice & Takedown in Everyday Practice 39 (2017) (illustrating the difficulty that online service providers face in manually evaluating a large volume of data for potential infringement; for example, one online service provider explained that “out of fear of failing to remove infringing material, and motivated by the threat of statutory damages, its staff will take “six passes to try to find the [identified content].”); see also Letter from Thom Tillis, Marsha Blackburn, Christopher A. Coons, Dianne Feinstein et. al, to Sundar Pichai, Chief Executive Officer, Google Inc. (Sept. 3, 2019), https://www.ipwatchdog.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/9.3-Content-ID-Ltr.pdf (“We have heard from copyright holders who have been denied access to Content ID tools, and as a result, are at a significant disadvantage to prevent repeated uploading of content that they have previously identified as infringing. They are left with the choice of spending hours each week seeking out and sending notices about the same copyrighted works, or allowing their intellectual property to be misappropriated.”).

616 See Google, How Google Fights Piracy 6 (2016). To illustrate the costs of implementing Content ID on a large-scale platform, Google announced in a report in 2016 that YouTube had invested more than $60 million in Content ID.

617 See Sobel, supra note 610, at 66–79.

618 See Authors Guild v. Google Inc., 804 F.3d 202 (2d Cir. 2015).

619 Id.

620 Id. at 216–17.

so sure about such a broad holding, especially because fair use is so fact-intensive.622 Indeed, while Google Books used copyrighted works for a non-expressive purpose, Sobel notes that machine learning models may increasingly be able to glean value from a work’s expressive aspects.623 Therefore, until courts and legislators provide more clarity on the applicability of fair use in the machine learning context, the NRC should still require data uploaders to attest that they own the rights to the data.

B. Users must be able to license their data to other users.

If the NRC enabled private data sharing, users would need to make clear what rights other NRC users have over the uploaders’ shared data. The NRC would have two basic options for creating IP licensing schemes: (1) the NRC could permit researchers to use whatever IP license they wish when sharing their private data; or (2) the NRC could mandate a uniform license across the board for all data that is uploaded.

1. Researcher’s Choice of License

Allowing researchers to craft their own IP licensing agreements when sharing private data with other researchers would be the most frictionless solution from the perspective of the uploader; it would allow them to share exactly what they want and restrict use to only certain contexts. This choice of license seems to be important to data sharers.624 Indeed, many data scientists and engineers have written guides advising members of the open-source community on how they should go about choosing specific licenses for their work.625 GitHub, an open-source code-sharing platform, permits its users to choose from dozens of

622 See, e.g., James Grimmelmann, Copyright for Literate Robots, 101 IOWA L. REV. 657, 661 (2016); Sobel, supra note 610, at 51-57.
623 See Sobel, supra note 610, at 57.
624 See Anna I. Krylov et. al., What is the Price of Open Source Software? 6 J. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LETTERS 2751, 2753 (2015) (explaining that budding researchers considering commercialization may be particularly concerned about what licenses are available, since a “strictly open-source environment may furthermore disincentivize young researchers to make new code available right away, lest their ability to publish papers be short-circuited by a more senior researcher with an army of postdocs poised to take advantage of any new code.”).
licenses, and FigShare, a data-sharing platform for researchers, likewise supports a host of different Creative Commons licenses. Some datasets even have their own custom IP licensing agreements. The Twitter academic dataset, for instance, is licensed according to Twitter’s own developer agreement and noncommercial use policies, not to an existing open-source license.

However, there are disadvantages to such flexibility. Just because different licenses might be allowed doesn’t mean these licenses will be fully understood by all users. Adopting multiple licenses may result in increased accidental infringement. Indeed, a study conducted by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers found that “although [software] developers clearly understood cases involving one license, they struggled when multiple licenses were involved,” and in particular, were found to “lack the knowledge and understanding to tease apart license interactions across multiple situations.”

In particular, researchers unfamiliar with the allowances provided by different data licenses, in contexts where more than one license is implemented, may lead to certain licenses being violated. For example, when researchers were surveyed regarding their understanding of copyright transfer agreements in the IP commercialization process, they only demonstrated an average 33 percent score on a knowledge-testing survey.

2. Uniform Licensing Agreement

The second option available to the NRC would be to mandate that all private data be licensed under a single uniform license. For the NRC
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630 Id. at 9.
631 Alexandra Kohn & Jessica Lange, Confused About Copyright? Assessing Researchers’ Comprehension of Copyright Transfer Agreements, 6 J. LIBRARIANSHIP & SCHOLARLY COMM’N. 1, 9 (2018).
administration itself, this may be the more straightforward option, since users could be notified upon login about the appropriate use of data. The disadvantage of this strategy is that it may deter would-be researchers who would share data under a narrower license.\textsuperscript{632} Given the desire to allow researchers to innovate freely, there may be concerns about adopting a restrictive licensing agreement. Nonetheless, several options of licensing agreements would still be available for adoption, and this pathway would require choosing a uniform agreement from these options, with the possibility of allowing an opt-out of this default license.

If the NRC were to implement a uniform license, it could look to the licensing agreements leveraged by institutional research clouds, such as the Harvard Dataverse as an analogy in determining best practices for its own licensing agreements. The model adopted by the Dataverse is a default use of the CCo Public Domain Dedication “because of its name recognition in the scientific community” and its “use by repositories as well as scientific journals that require the deposit of open data.”\textsuperscript{633} Like an unrestricted Creative Commons or Open Data license, a public domain license would allow the data it governs to be used in any context, even commercial ones, and would also allow reproduction and creation of derivatives from the data.

Alternatively, the NRC could have a default open license while also permitting researchers to choose from a handful of more restrictive licenses if they wish. For example, the Harvard Dataverse notably allows uploaders to opt out of the CCo if needed and specify custom terms of use. The Australian Research Data Commons and data-sharing platform FigShare\textsuperscript{634} also use a default CCo license but nevertheless permit researchers to use a conditioned Creative Commons license. These conditioned licenses can, for instance, require attribution to the original owner, prevent exact reproduction, or only allow use for noncommercial contexts. This may also help accommodate researchers who seek to upload datasets incorporating third-party data that holds a more

\textsuperscript{632} See Will Frass, Jo Cross & Victoria Gardner, Taylor & Francis Open Access Survey June 2014 15 (2014). Note that lack of IP literacy could act as an additional deterrent to uploaders. The Taylor and Francis Open Access Survey of 2014 found that “63% of respondents indicated a lack of understanding of publisher policy as an important or very important factor in failing to deposit an article in an IR [Institutional Repository].”\textit{Id.}


restrictive license, since a "combined dataset will adopt the most restrictive condition(s) of its component parts."\textsuperscript{635}

If the NRC goes down this route of giving users the choice of a narrower license, it would also shift some liability to users—or to the NRC itself—by relying on users to abide by the license. Approaches to enforcement would vary, depending on the amount of responsibility in enforcement and, by extension, the liability the NRC seeks to take on. For example, in the Harvard Dataverse, if an uploader decides to opt out of a default open license and pursue their own custom licensing agreement over uploaded data, the Dataverse’s General Terms of Use absolve this particular cloud from resource-heavy enforcement responsibilities by stating that it “has no obligation to aid or support either party of the Agreement in the execution or enforcement of the Data Use Agreement’s terms.”\textsuperscript{636}

III. \textbf{CURRENT STATE OF AI ETHICS FRAMEWORKS}

AI ethics frameworks (or principles, guidelines) attempt to address the ethical concerns related to the development, deployment, and use of AI within prospective organizations. We briefly discuss the current landscape of AI ethics frameworks, while noting that this is still an emergent topic without broad consensus.

Between 2015 and 2020, governments, technology companies, international organizations, professional organizations, and researchers around the world have published some 117 documents related to AI ethics.\textsuperscript{637} These frameworks aim to tackle the disruptive potential of AI technologies by producing normative principles and “best practice” recommendations.\textsuperscript{638} Due to the prominence of essentially contested concepts in AI ethics—i.e., words such as fairness, equity, privacy that have different meanings for different audiences\textsuperscript{639}—as well as the lack of binding professional history and accountability mechanisms, those

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{635} \textsc{Austl. Data Rsch. Commons, Research Data Rights Managing Guide 6} (2019).
\textsuperscript{638} Thilo Hagendorff, \textit{The Ethics of AI Ethics: An Evaluation of Guidelines}, \textsc{30 Minds & Machs.} 99 (2020).
\end{flushleft}
frameworks are often high level and self-regulatory, posing little threat to potential breaches to ethical conduct.\textsuperscript{640}

\textbf{A. Federal Frameworks}

In the United States, there is no central guiding framework on the responsible development and application of AI across the federal government. Some government agencies have adopted or are in the process of adopting their own AI framework, while others have not published such guidelines. The following are published federal AI ethical frameworks as of August 2021:

- After 15 months of deliberation with leading AI experts, the Department of Defense (DOD) adopted a series of ethical principles for the use of AI in February 2020 that align with the existing DOD mission and stakeholders.\textsuperscript{641}

- The General Services Administration (GSA), tasked by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in the Federal Data Strategy 2020 Action Plan, developed a Data Ethics Framework in February 2020 to help federal personnel make ethical decisions as they acquire, manage, and use data.\textsuperscript{642}

- The Government Accountability Office (GAO) developed an AI accountability framework in June 2020 for federal agencies and other entities involved in the design, development, deployment, and continuous monitoring of AI systems to help ensure accountability and responsible use of AI.\textsuperscript{643}

- The Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI)

\textsuperscript{642} PRESIDENT’S MGMT. AGENDA, FEDERAL DATA STRATEGY: DATA ETHICS FRAMEWORK (2020).
released the *Principles of AI Ethics for the Intelligence Community* in July 2020 to guide the intelligence community’s (IC) ethical development and use of AI to solve intelligence problems.644

- The National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence (NSCAI) published a set of best practices in July 2020 (later revised and integrated into the Commission’s 2021 Final Report) for agencies critical to national security to implement as a paradigm for the responsible development and fielding of AI systems.645

While these frameworks can help guide the NRC’s approach to ethics, we refrain from recommending a specific framework for several reasons. First, despite growing calls for applied ethics in the AI community, developing an AI ethics framework is still an emerging area. The lack of a unified government standard poses challenges to the establishment of the NRC’s ethics review process.

Second, there are, in fact, significant differences among ethics frameworks published by various federal agencies. For example, NSCAI laid out differences between its recommended practices and those by DOD and IC.646 Moreover, among the five frameworks above, the GSA Framework focused only on the ethical conduct of federal employees when dealing with data while others focused on the ethical development and application of AI systems specifically.

Third, the ethics framework for adopting AI technology may be different from a framework for assessing research. Most federal agencies develop frameworks to guide the use of AI-driven solutions for agency-specific tasks. For example, DOD’s ethical principles only apply to


defense-specific combat or noncombat AI systems.\textsuperscript{647} In the absence of a central federal guideline, the NRC should not adopt a framework by a particular agency because these frameworks are not necessarily designed for the wide range of research contemplated for the NRC. The work on frameworks may nonetheless provide a useful starting point for NRC’s ethics process.

IV. STAFFING AND EXPERTISE

As noted throughout this Article, the success of the NRC will depend on human resources—both within the NRC as well as across government—to resolve the many challenges the NRC promises to tackle. While we refrain from providing an organizational chart, we list the dimensions where staffing and expertise will be critical to the success of the NRC. This list is not meant to be exhaustive, but to highlight the vital importance of human resources.

**Human Resource Areas:**

- **Computing**
  - System administrators
  - Data center engineers
  - Research software engineers
  - Research application developers
- **Data**
  - Data officers
  - Agency liaisons
  - Data architects
  - Data scientists
- **Grant administrators**
- **Contracting officers**
- **Support and training staff**
- **Privacy staff (technical and legal)**
- **Ethics staff**
- **Cybersecurity staff**

\textsuperscript{647} DEFENSE INNOVATION Bd., AI PRINCIPLES: RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE ETHICAL USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (2019).